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1. INTRODUCTION

Problems of optimization under un ertainty are hara terized by the ne essity of making
de isions without knowing what their full e e ts will be. Su h problems appear in many
areas of appli ation and present many interesting hallenges in on ept and omputation.
For a beginner, it's most important at the outset to gain some appre iation of just how
optimization under un ertainty di ers from other bran hes of optimization, and what the
basi modeling issues are. A review of terms will lay the foundation for this.

Optimization: This refers to the analysis and solution of problems in whi h a single

hoi e must be made from a range of \feasible" ones. Feasible hoi es are modeled
as the elements of some set|the feasible set . The goal is to nd a \best" hoi e
(not ne essarily unique), or at least a \better" one than might readily be dete ted.
Choi es are ompared a ording to the values they give to a ertain fun tion|the
obje tive fun tion in the problem. The goal may be maximization or minimization
of su h values. For simpli ity, minimization is taken to be the standard.

Dis rete optimization: There are only nitely many options to ompare, but the num-

ber of them ould be enormous. The feasible set is a nite (dis rete) set, hopefully
with enough stru ture to support some degree of e e tive analysis.
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Continuous optimization in nite dimensions: The hoi es are des ribable in terms

of the values of nitely many real variables. The feasible set an therefore be
modeled as a subset of a spa e IRn .
Continuous optimization in in nite dimensions: Not just ve tors of variables, but entire fun tions, s alar-valued or ve tor-valued, have to be hosen. These unknowns,
often interpreted as \poli ies" of response or ontrol to ongoing situations, may
be regarded as elements of an in nite-dimensional ve tor spa e.
Sour es of in nite dimensionality: Problems typi ally have in nitely many \degrees of freedom" when the de isions need to be represented as depending on
ontinuous time or on observations of ontinuous random variables.
Finite-dimensional approximations: In nite-dimensional problems an't ordinarily
be solved numeri ally without onverting them somehow to problems in nite
dimensions.
Un ertainty: De isions must often be taken in the fa e of the unknown. A tions de ided
upon in the present will have onsequen es that an't fully be determined until a
later stage. But there may be openings for orre tive a tion later or even multiple
opportunities for re ourse as more and more be omes known.
Potential appli ations of optimization under un ertainty: Here are some prime
examples. Note that time is almost inevitably involved, be ause exa t knowledge of
the future is what most typi ally is la king.
Generation of ele tri al power: An ele tri al utility has to de ide ea h day how mu h
power to produ e without yet knowing the demand, whi h may depend on weather
developments (as ould a e t heating, ooling, et .) Longer range de isions may
on ern the amount of oal to pur hase or the kinds of buying/selling ontra ts
set up with other utilities.
Operation of reservoirs: Systems of water reservoirs and their onne ting ows have
to be managed in a reasonable manner for drinking water, irrigation, hydropower,
ood ontrol, re reation, and the prote tion of sh runs. As if these on i ting
goals didn't already pose diÆ ulty, there is limate un ertainty a e ting both the
in ows into the system and the intensity of irrigation needs and the rest.
Inventory management: Supplies of retail goods or spare parts must reliably be maintained despite the vagaries of demand and the osts of resto king.
Portfolio sele tion: Investments must be made in sto ks, bonds, foreign urren ies and
the like without knowing for sure how their values will rise or fall. At the root of
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the un ertainties are interest rates and politi al developments.
Fa ility lo ation: Where should new fa ilities be lo ated, and what apa ity should
they have, if they are designed to serve needs that are anti ipated from guesswork?
Similar: problems of apa ity expansion.
Pollution ontrol: What types and sizes of treatment plants should now be built to
ensure water quality in a basin where population growth and future manufa turing requirements an only be estimated roughly, and where anyway a lot depends
on what will happen with rainfall over a long term?
Stabilization of me hanisms: An antenna must be kept xed as steadily as possible
on the sour e of signals it's supposed to re eive, despite random wind gusts that
an push it out of line. What on guration of for es should be brought into play
to restore misalignments as rapidly as possible, without negle ting the potential
of additional wind gusts before the pro ess is omplete?
Analysis of biologi al systems: Are the feeding and breeding strategies of animals
optimal in the sense of \maximizing survival" in a parti ular biologi al ni he
with respe t to its un ertainties of limate, food supply, predation, and so forth?
Note that here the issues are theoreti al rather than numeri al.
The modeling of un ertainty: The un ertainties in a problem have to be represented
in su h a manner that their e e ts on present de ision-making an properly be taken
into a ount. This is an interesting and hallenging subje t.
Sto hasti modeling: The un ertain elements in a problem an often be modeled as
random variables to whi h the theory of probability an be applied. For this
purpose su h elements have to have a \known" probability distribution.
Degrees of knowledge: Su h a distribution may be available from statisti al data
(as with weather variables), or it may be no more than an edu ated guess (as
with interest rates or ele tion prospe ts)|\subje tive" probabilities. Either
way, the mathemati al treatment is the same.
Deterministi modeling: This refers to mathemati al formulations in whi h un ertainty plays no role. In pra ti e, su h modeling often prevails even in situations
with obviously important un ertainties, be ause the modelers don't know how to
ope with those features, or don't have adequate data to work with, or don't yet
have good software available for getting numeri al solutions.
Deterministi versus sto hasti : These terms are often ontrasted with ea h other
in the des ription of mathemati al models.
3

Range modeling: Sometimes, when a deterministi model is learly inappropriate, yet

there are few lues to the probabilities that would support a sto hasti model,
it's useful to work with ranges of un ertainty. Various quantities that would
otherwise be data parameters are neither given spe i values nor probability
distributions but merely viewed as restri ted to parti ular intervals. One tries
to guard against whatever might happen by thinking of the a tual values to be
fa ed as hosen from these intervals by an adversary, as in a game setting.

Un ertain probabilities: This notion an be ombined with sto hasti modeling
by supposing that a probability distribution is present but is in ompletely
known. The a tual distribution to be fa ed will be hosen by an adversary|
like Mother Nature|from some limited set of distributions, des ribed perhaps
by ranges on statisti al parameters.

The role of s enarios: A ommon tool in planning for the future is to work with

s enarios , whi h are parti ular representations of how the future might unfold. Some

kind of probabilisti model or simulation is used to generate a bat h of su h s enarios.
The hallenge then, though, is how to make good use of the s enarios in oming up
with an e e tive de ision.

A ommon but faulty approa h: Often, planners just solve, for ea h s enario that is

generated, an optimization problem whi h arises from taking that s enario to be
the path the future truly will follow. These problems are themselves deterministi
in hara ter. Although ea h yields a pres ription of what should be done here
and now, there's no theoreti al guidan e about the ompromise between those
pres riptions that should a tually be adopted, even when probabilities an be
assigned to the individual s enarios. Indeed, the separate pres riptions obtained
for the individual s enario problems may be in onsistent with ea h other and very
fragile|not adequately hedged . They're optimal only in a ontext where one an
a t with perfe t foresight.

The need for modeling the evolution of information: The ru ial feature demanded

for serious appli ations is the e e tive modeling of how observations at various
future stages in rease the store of knowledge on whi h de isions an properly be
based, not only in the present, but in subsequent stages as well. In the setting of
dis rete probability, we'll formalize this later in terms of a \s enario tree."

Problem data in an elementary framework: It will help in understanding the main

issues if we rst look at an un luttered formulation. A basi problem of optimization
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in IRn takes the form:
minimize f0 (u) over all u 2 C
for a fun tion f0 : IRn ! IR and a set C  IRn . This set might be spe i ed
as onsisting of the points u in an underlying subset U  IRn that satisfy some
onstraints on the values of additional expressions fi (u), say


0 for i = 1; : : : ; s,
fi (u) 
= 0 for i = s + 1; : : : ; m,
but for now it will be better not to fo us on su h a representation and to think
instead of the ondition u 2 C as expressing feasibility more abstra tly.
Essential obje tive fun tion: Even simpler notation, very onvenient in theoreti al

dis ussions, results from the devi e of enfor ing onstraints by in nite penalties.
For the basi problem just des ribed, the essential obje tive fun tion is
n
f (u) := f0 (u) if u 2 C ,
1 if u 2= C .

Regardless of the representation eventually given to C , the problem an be written
equivalently in terms of this fun tion as
minimize f (u) over all u 2 IRn :
Cost interpretation: For the most part it works well to think of f0 (u)|and f (u)
too|as the \ ost" asso iated with hoosing u. An in nite ost for a hoi e u
means that it is in nitely undesirable and must be avoided. A negative ost
orresponds to a reward.
Un ertain onstraints and osts: Imagine now a situation in whi h we have a feasible

set C (! )  IRn along with a ost expression f0 (u; ! ), in whi h ! stands for
something un ertain|an element ranging over a spa e representing the \states
of the world" that might be fa ed. (For instan e, might be a probability spa e
generated by ertain random variables; more about this later.) By the devi e of
in nite penalties, it's equally good to think of the given data as embodied in a
single fun tion f , given by


C (! ),
f (u; ! ) := f10 (u; ! ) ifif uu 2
2= C (!).
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Indeed, there's no need even to speak of f0 ; we ould pro eed dire tly from the
idea that we are given an extended-real-valued ost fun tion f : IRn  ! IR, in
whi h ase we ould regard C (! ) as onsisting by de nition of the points u 2 IRn
with f (u; ! ) < 1.

But where is the optimization? Here we have \problem data" involving un ertainty,
but we don't yet a tually have a \problem," not to speak of an \optimization problem." For that, we still have to ome up with a pres ription of exa tly what should
be minimized over what. Above all, we have to larify the interplay between the
de ision pro ess and the un ertainty. How are we supposed to think of one of these
as possibly a e ting the other?

Reversion to a deterministi formulation: Most frequently by far in these ir um-

stan es, the un ertainty is pushed out of sight through the repla ement of the random
element ! by some parti ular estimate !b . The problem solved is:
minimize f (u; !b ) over all u 2 IRn :
What happens for other hoi es of ! 2

is disregarded.

Reason: The justi ation usually given for su h a move is that problems are hard
enough to solve as it is, without getting entangled in diÆ ult matters like un ertainty, and that anyway this step is in the tradition of \approximation" whi h
most appli ations of mathemati s anyway have to follow sooner or later.
Criti ism: Sympathy is well earned for the rst part of this assertion, but not for the
se ond. Approximation only makes sense when there is, to begin with, a lear
idea of the underlying situation that's being approximated.
Hedging: To be e e tive in dealing with un ertainty, an optimization model ought to
somehow involve hedging of de isions, i.e., balan ing risks by \not putting all the
eggs in one basket." But hedging is impossible when only a single element !b is
made the fo us, no matter how well sele ted it might be. A de ision based on
ondensing the un ertainty just to !b an't do a good job of re e ting the realities.

De ision versus observation: The question of whi h omes rst, the xing of the de i-

sion or the making of an observation that dissipates the un ertainty, is all-important.
Both ases an very well arise, and in fa t we'll soon be exploring situations in whi h
partial de isions and partial observations are made in stages and are interspersed
with one another. For now, however, we'll keep to the simplest pi ture, where it's
just one or the other.
6

Observation rst: If the de ision an be put o until after the value of ! be omes
known, what we have really is an optimization problem in u that depends on ! as a
parameter:

minimize f (u; ! ) over all u 2 IRn :

We ould either regard this as a single problem, to be solved only for the ! value
eventually realized, or as a family of problems yielding an optimal value
(! ) := inf u f (u; ! )
and an optimal solution set
(! ) := argminu f (u; ! );
both of whi h need to be analyzed in their dependen e on ! . We might want to treat
this optimal value and optimal solution set as random elements whose probabilisti
behavior is indu ed by that of ! .
Modeling of future a tions: The parametri version is basi to evaluating responses

that might be made to future events. It will tie in with the notion of \re ourse"
that we'll eventually be making mu h of. A fun tion ! 7! u(! ) 2 (! ) will
in that ase play a major role. We'll go into this in onsiderable detail later,
espe ially when we ome to numeri al methods.

De ision rst: If the de ision has to be taken in advan e of any information about !

other than its probability distribution, we know what spa e we must be minimizing
over|namely IRn (or one of its subsets)|but what should be minimized? For ea h
hoi e of u we have not just a single ost, but an un ertain value f (u; ! ); in other
words, we have a fun tion ! 7! f (u; ! ) on . To get any further, we have to pass
somehow from a fun tion depending on u to a number depending on u. Only then
will we be in position to minimize with respe t to u.

Worst- ase approa h: In line with range modeling, we an take the problem to be

that of minimizing

f~(u) := max! f (u; ! ):

We look only at the worst out ome that might result from hoosing u and make
no attempt to distinguish between out omes a ording to their likelihood.
Notation: Of ourse, it's not orre t here to write \max" unless we have some
assuran e that the maximum of f (u; ! ) with respe t to ! 2 for xed u is
7

attained, as for instan e when
for the least upper bound.

is nite. Otherwise we ought to write \sup"

is a probability spa e, we an interpret f (u; ! ) for
xed u as a random variable that inherits its distribution from ! . This random
variable, dependent on u, an be onverted in various ways to a numeri al quantity
dependent on u, but we'll on entrate on the easiest s heme, where the random
variable is repla ed by its \expe ted value," as signaled by E. The problem then
is that of minimizing

fb(u) := E! f (u; ! ) :

Sto hasti approa h: When

For the time being, we'll keep to the ase where the probability distribution of ! is
the same regardless of the hoi e of u, but the more omplex ase, where de isions
might in uen e underlying probabilities, an ome up in some appli ations as well.
Our fo us in these notes: Fa ed with limited time, we'll put our energies into the

sto hasti approa h. The worst- ase approa h is also interesting and valuable,
and it's good for many appli ations as well.

Probability and expe tation: Although we aren't going to go into probability theory

to the extent needed to make everything mathemati ally rigorous in the ontext of
being a really general probability spa e, a brief dis ussion of the di erent levels of
the subje t will be bene ial.

is just a nite set, and that for ea h ! 2 the
probability of ! o urring is known. Denote this probability by  (! ); we have
P
 (! )  0 and !2  (! ) = 1. Consider now a quantity a(! ) 2 IR that depends
on ! 2 ; this is what is meant by a (real) random variable over . The expe ted
value of this random variable a(! ) is the weighted sum

Dis rete probability: Imagine that



E! a(! ) :=

X
!2

a(! ) (! ):

This an be thought of as the average out ome experien ed in the limit when
the random variable is sampled over and over again a ording to its distribution.
The expe ted value is often alled the mean and denoted by .
Another basi quantity is the varian e of the random variable a(! ), whi h is denoted by
 2 and de ned as the expe ted value of ja(! ) j2 :

2 =

X
!2

ja(!) j2(!):
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The varian e quanti es the spread of the random variable around its mean. The same
formulas apply for ve tor-valued random variables, i.e., when a(! ) is a ve tor in IRm , say,
instead of just a real number. (The absolute value is then the Eu lidean norm.)
Note: Probability theorists also speak of \dis rete probability" when isn't ne essarily being omprised of nitely many points, but ould onsist of an in nite
sequen e of points. A sum giving an expe tation is then an in nite series. For
us in these notes, however, the term will always refer to nite , for short.
ould be IRd or some region in su h a spa e.
The probability distribution might then be represented by a density fun tion
(! ) over , in whi h ase the expe ted value of a(! ) would ome out as a
d-dimensional integral:

Continuous probability: Alternatively,



E! a(! ) =

Z

a(! )(! )d!:

General probability: More broadly,

an be taken to be a probability spa e in the
general mathemati al sense|a set supplied with an algebra of subsets (\events")
on whi h there's a probability measure  (nonnegative, with  ( ) = 1). The
expe ted value expression is then


E! a(! ) =

Z

a(! )d (! ):

We'll hold ba k from this level of sophisti ation be ause it would require too mu h
ba kground. Ultimately, though, it's the way to go with the full theory.
Random variables with in nite values: The usefulness of allowing osts to be in nite

requires us to deal with random variables a(! ) having values in IR rather than
just IR. Are the expe tation sums or integrals then well de ned? There's no
diÆ ulty|as long as there's no on i t between opposite in nities.

Rules: Whenever a nite value is added to 1 the result is taken to be 1. Similarly
whenever a nite value is added to 1, the result is taken to be 1. The
produ t of 0 with either 1 or 1 is taken to be 0.
In handling an integral, this means that the values of a(! ) on a subset of having
probability 0 an be disregarded, and that for the rest we an form separately the integrals
of maxf0; a(! )g and minf0; a(! )g. If one or both of these integrals is nite, we simply add
the two values together to get the full integral of a(! ). In the remote event that the two
separate integrals turn out to be 1 and 1, respe tively, we follow the onvention that
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the full integral of a(! ) is 1. (This onvention omes from minimization being dominant
in our framework.)
A te hni al issue: Also important for rigor in integration are the \measurability"
properties that are required for an expe tation to make sense. In many areas
of applied mathemati s there's no serious reason to worry about su h things
be ause the fun tions involved are ontinuous, say, but don't forget that here
we are obliged to work with expressions f (u; ! ) that aren't ontinuous and may
well be de ned in terms of operations like maximization and minimization, whi h
don't behave well by lassi al standards.
Daunting questions ome up, as they do also in identally in probability theory itself for
related reasons. Fortunately, mathemati ians have found satisfying answers in most ases.
We won't go into details in this introdu tory exposition of the subje t, ex ept to point out
where the diÆ ulties lie. But this doesn't mean that sound te hni al underpinnings aren't
important, just that the understanding of them doesn't have to be the top priority here.
Blanket assumption hen eforth about probabilities: As far as these notes are
on erned, our underlying assumption for the sake of mathemati al rigor will always
be that is a ( nite) dis rete probability spa e. But we'll employ language and
notation that ould operate more generally, and we'll omment from time to time on
where the ompli ations lie in moving to a broader framework.
Dis retization: If a given problem naturally involves \ ontinuous" random variables,
it an be dis retized in various ways. One possibility is simulation : one an

sample the random variables in a ordan e with their known distribution and
thus repla e the given probability spa e with a nite spa e onsisting of the
samples (equally weighted, say). Another possibility is to partition the given
spa e into nitely many disjoint subsets, ea h of whi h be omes a single element
in a new probability spa e (its probability being the probability of that element).
It will be important in multistage problems, however, to dis retize properly in a
multistage manner. That will be dis ussed later.

Expe ted osts: In sto hasti modeling, whi h will be our hief preo upation, the
optimization problem in our simpli ed setting is to


minimize fb(u) := E! f (u; ! ) over all u 2 IRn ;
where the expe tation ould be given by a sum or an integral a ording to the nature
of the underlying probability spa e, as explained above.
10

Alternatives: The emphasis here is on \average out ome" and, from some perspe -

tives, makes the most sense in situations where the same problem might be fa ed
over and over again (although probabilists may disagree with this). Sometimes
people like to bring in varian e along with mean. In writing the mean of the
random variable f (u; ! ) as fb(u) and denoting its varian e similarly by fb(u), one
an envision instead a problem of the form


minimize '(u) :=  fb(u); fb(u) ;
where  furnishes a way of balan ing these two quantities.
Risk: Su h is often seen for instan e in nan ial appli ations, where higher varian e
is asso iated with higher volatility. In maximizing returns, some investors are
risk-averse and happy to settle for a lower expe ted value if it omes with
lower varian e. Other investors are gamblers who enjoy the prospe t of big
gains even if a ompanied by a risk of big losses. These di erent attitudes
ould be served by di erent hoi es of  in formulating the obje tive. We
won't follow up on this here, however.

Constraints in expe ted osts: In the minimization of fb(u) = E! f (u; !) over all
u 2 IRn , the set of feasible solutions is impli itly


Cb := u fb(u) < 1 :
Any u outside of this set is ex luded from onsideration. What does that signify?
Insights are available from the motivating ase where f (u; ! ) agrees with a given f0 (u; ! )
when u 2 C (! ) but is 1 otherwise. Suppose that f0 is \ni e" in the sense that the

expe ted value fb0 (u) := E! f0 (u; ! ) is nite for all u. We then have


b
fb(u) = f0 (u) if u 2 C (! ) almost surely,
1 otherwise,
where the term almost surely refers to the possible ex eption of a set of ! values whose total
probability is 0. (Students of measure theory will re ognize the probabilisti equivalent of
\almost everywhere.") Put another way, our s heme assigns an in nite penalty to hoosing
u if that hoi e opens up even the slightest (positive) han e of an out ome ! for whi h
u 2= C (! ). We have

Cb = u u 2 C (! ) almost surely :

The general ase of f (u; ! ) might be more subtle, but the idea is mu h the same. Any
u 2 Cb must in parti ular be su h that f (u; ! ) < 1 almost surely.
11

Impli ations for onstraint modeling: Suppose, for purposes of dis ussion, that C (! )

is spe i ed by a system of onstraints of the onventional form


 0 for i = 1; : : : ; s,
u 2 U and fi (u; ! ) =
0 for i = s + 1; : : : ; m.
To sharpen the fo us, let's assume that the expressions fi (u; ! ) really do depend
on ! . (Constraints in whi h ! doesn't a tually enter ould be absorbed into the
spe i ation of U .) How then would we get Cb ? Obviously Cb  U , but to the
extent that Cb may be smaller than U the situation ould be troublesome and
may suggest poor modeling.
Inequality onstraints: For i = 1; : : : ; s we must have fi (u; ! )  0 almost surely,
or u won't be in Cb. That is very lose to requiring

f~i (u)  0; where f~i (u) := sup fi (u; ! );
!2
and indeed it's generally the same as that (aside from odd ir umstan es in
whi h there's a subset 0  of probability 0 su h that the supremum of
f (u; ! ) over ! in the omplementary set n 0 is less than the supremum
over all ! 2 ). From this perspe tive, a requirement that fi (u; ! )  0 almost
surely is seen to have a \worst- ase" aspe t. In imposing it, we are taking a
onservative approa h and introdu ing a hurdle that ould be ostly.
Equality onstraints: For i = s + 1; : : : ; m we are demanding that fi (u; ! ) = 0
almost surely. The more you think about it, the more you wonder whether
this even makes sense. The requirement on u is that it has to make the
random variable ! 7! fi (u; ! ) be not random at all but merely have the
onstant value 0 (almost surely). That seems to on i t with there being
mu h real dependen e of fi (u; ! ) on ! .
Note that the trouble omes from u having to be hosen before ! is observed. Later, when
we onsider onstraints on re ourse a tions taken after ! is observed, equations won't be
so questionable.
Con lusion to be drawn: Conventional onstraint formulations may be inappropriate
in dealing with randomness. Un ertain equality onstraints should be avoided,
and un ertain inequality onstraints should be used only in situations where a
worst- ase ondition is truly intended.
The elimination of un ertain onstraints is often possible through loser attention to the
underlying problem. A ondition fi (u; ! )  0 has the hara ter of imposing an in nite
12

penalty if, after u has been hosen, there is even a slight han e of an ! oming up that
would render fi (u; ! ) > 0, and so it treats su h a situation as if \the world omes to an
end." Usually, though, the situation isn't so severe and just hasn't been thought out fully.
Penalty substitutes for onstraints: A better approa h for many appli ations is to
work with nite penalty expressions instead of hard onstraints with their in nite
penalty aspe t. Those expressions an be in orporated into the obje tive.
For example, in pla e of a onstraint fi (u; ! )  0 it might make more sense to invoke,
whenever this inequality is violated, an additional ost that's proportional to the amount
of violation, say at a rate i > 0. An interpretation might be that when the existing
resour es in a problem's environment are inadequate it's possible to a quire, at the pri e
i per unit, any supplement that's needed. In this ase we would drop the onstraint

fi (u; ! )  0 from the problem's formulation and instead add a term i fi (u; ! ) to the
ost, where

when i  0,
i ( i ) = 0
when > 0.
i i

i

Of ourse, i needn't be a so- alled linear penalty fun tion like this; it ould have all sorts
of other forms.
The upshot is that, instead of de ning f (u; ! ) in terms of f0 (u; ! ) and a feasible set C (! )
given by u 2 U and un ertain onstraints fi (u; ! )  0 and fi (u; ! ) = 0 as above, one ould
have


Pm
f
(
u;
!
)
+

f
(
u;
!
)
when u 2 U ,
0
i
i
i
=1
f (u; ! ) =
1
when u 2= U ,
for some hoi e of penalty fun tions i tailored to the ase at hand. The fun tion fb(u) =

E! f (u; ! ) would then be di erent, and most notably the feasible set impli it in the
minimization of fb(u) would simply be

Cb = U:
Unproblemati al onstraints: This pi ture was sket hed under the ontinuing assump-

tion that fi (u; ! ) depends on ! . But it's apparent now that one ould also pro eed
by passing to penalties only for the \un ertain onstraints" and retaining in the
onventional format any onstraints where ! doesn't really enter.

Un ertain penalties: There's no diÆ ulty here in generalizing to penalties that aren't

fully known at the time when u must be hosen, as for instan e when the i
oeÆ ient in the linear penalty expression above has to be viewed as a random
13



variable i (! ). Then i ( i ) be omes i ( i ; ! ), and terms i fi (u; ! ) extend to

the form i fi (u; ! ); ! .

Chan e onstraints: Another way of getting around the severe onsequen es of modeling with un ertain hard onstraints is to relax them probabilisti ally. Suppose that,
along with u 2 U , we would like to have fi (u; ! )  0 for i = 1; : : : ; m but know that
requiring these inequalities to hold almost surely is too mu h. We might onsider
just asking them to hold \most of the time." This an be quanti ed in terms of


prob fi (u; ! )  0 := probability that this inequality holds (for a given u).
Requiring this probability to equal 1 is the same as requiring fi (u; ! )  0 almost
surely. Instead we ould require it to be at least some level pi , for instan e pi = :99.
The problem ould thereby be formulated as one in the onventional format:


minimize F0 (u) := E! f0 (u; ! ) over all u 2 U satisfying

0  Fi (u) := pi prob fi (u; ! )  0 for i = 1; : : : ; m:
Drawba ks: Many people nd this approa h very appealing, but in most appli ations

(although not all) it's questionable both from the modeling angle and be ause of
its te hni al rami ations.

In modeling, the trouble is that there's little guidan e for what probability levels pi ought
to be insisted on. It seems that pi should higher be when the onsequen es of the inequality
fi (u; ! )  0 are more serious, but how mu h higher? No quantitative assessment is being
made of the onsequen es of having fi (u; ! ) > 0. The penalty approa h is based on a
loser inspe tion of su h onsequen es, but here we still regard fi (u; ! ) > 0 as signifying
that \the world omes to an end." We merely don't want it to end with a probability
greater than 1 pi .
That also raises the issue of onstraint intera tions. Does it make sense to require


prob f1 (u; ! )  0  :99 while requiring prob f2 (u; ! )  0  :95, for example, when a
violation of either inequality would mean the end of things? What would be the resulting
probability of avoiding either alamity? Shouldn't we at least be working with a joint
ondition of the type


prob fi (u; ! )  0 for i = 1; : : : ; m

 p?

But how then are we to distinguish between the levels of seriousness with whi h the onstraints should be enfor ed?
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Then too there are the te hni al hurdles of dealing with the fun tions Fi (u) = pi

prob fi (u; ! )  0 numeri ally. Just what is the nature of Fi , and to what extent an its
properties be derived from those of fi ? A ommon diÆ ulty, for instan e, is that onvexity
of fi (u; ! ) with respe t to u need not arry over to onvexity of Fi (u) with respe t to u.
Reasonable situations: Chan e onstraints do make good sense in some ases. An
example is the design of a system that ne essarily will exhibit some randomness
in its behavior, but where one is trying to pla e an upper bound on one or more
varian e aspe ts of this behavior in order to enhan e stability of performan e.


Properties of expe ted ost fun tions: In minimizing fb(u) = E! f (u; !) , the
mathemati al properties of the fun tion fb are bound to be ru ial.
Continuity? Something like ontinuity is needed in as ertaining the existen e of op-

timal solutions and the onvergen e of sequen es that might be generated by a
numeri al method, but ordinary ontinuity itself ould be too strong a property.
The reason is that we are relying on 1 to signal infeasibility, and a sudden jump
of fb(u) from a nite value to 1 ould well o ur. A substitute property for many
purposes is the losedness of the epigraph of fb; more about su h matters later.

Di erentiability? To the extent that ontinuity of fb ould fail, di erentiability ould

fail all the more. But as a seed for future developments, suppose that f (u; ! )
happens to be di erentiable with respe t to u (there being no onstraints represented by having f (u; ! ) take the value 1). Then fb(u) ought to be di erentiable
with respe t to u as well, in fa t with the gradient formula


rfb(u) = E! ru f (u; !) :
Why? In the ase of dis rete probability, where the expe tation is a nite sum,
this simply follows from di erentiating term by term. More generally, where an
integral is involved, it ought to follow similarly under minor assumptions.
This is more than just a formula, however; it's a fertile idea. It suggests that in ases
where the probability spa e is big and ompli ated we might be able to bypass a full

omputation of E! ru f (u; ! ) and obtain a working approximation to rfb(u) by sampling a relatively small number of elements ! and taking the average of the orresponding
gradients ru f (u; ! ).
Subgradients: When fb isn't di erentiable, we may be able to use \subgradient"
notions as a substitute for gradient. The same idea of simulation through
sampling might then be brought into play.
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Convexity? Fortunately, onvexity does arry through well and provide solid support.

If f (u; ! ) is onvex in u for ea h ! , then fb(u) is onvex in u. When is nite,
this omes from the de nition of fb(u) as a weighted sum. More generally it
follows from elementary properties of integration. Convexity of extended-realvalued fun tions will be dis ussed in the next hapter.

Probabilities a e ted by de isions: Ta it in our dis ussion of the probability spa e

has been the assumption that the probabilities are xed and independent of the
hoi e of u. What if this were not true? In the setting of dis rete probability we
ould think of the probability asso iated with ! as having the form  (u; ! ). From a
ost f (u; ! ) we would then get an expe ted ost

fb(u) =

X
!2

f (u; ! ) (u; ! ):

Mu h the same would hold for ontinuous probability. This kind of generalization
makes sense mathemati ally but greatly es alates the diÆ ulty of working with fb.
Failure of onvexity: In parti ular, the expe ted ost fun tion fb is highly unlikely to

be onvex in su h ir umstan es, despite f (u; ! ) being onvex in u for ea h ! .
This an be a very serious impediment to solving problems numeri ally.

2. BASIC STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING

Two of the main ontenders in the methodology of optimization under un ertainty are
\sto hasti programming" and \dynami programming." Both take a probabilisti approa h to un ertainty and ontemplate not just one de ision and one observation, but a
possible interplay between de isions and observations in stages. They di er signi antly,
however, in their philosophy, s ope and pra ti ality. We'll look now at basi sto hasti
programming and later at dynami programming. Eventually we'll examine an advan ed
sto hasti programming setup that ombines some of the best features of the two.

Distinguishing features: In overview, the hief hara teristi s of sto hasti programming are the following.

Fo us on the here-and-now: Despite heavy involvement of the future, everything is

aimed at enhan ing the de ision that must be made in the present.

Re ourse de isions: The attitude is adopted that a de ision an't properly be made in

the present without taking into a ount, at least to some extent, the opportunities
for modi ation or orre tion at later times.
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Information through observations: De isions at later times an respond to information

that has be ome available sin e the initial de ision. This information is modeled
by observations of random variables.

Optimization te hnology: The ontext is that of large-s ale optimization and asso-

iated numeri al te hniques, as adapted and elaborated to handle un ertainty.
This isn't to be taken for granted; dynami programming, in ontrast, doesn't
make su h a vital onne tion with the rest of the world of optimization.

Large-s ale: A term referring to high dimensionality|extremely many variables.
Convexity: Properties of onvexity are assumed and made the most of. This is the

prime way of oping with the otherwise formidable ompli ations of problems in
this area. In prin iple one ould hope someday to over non onvexity, but for now
that seems out of pra ti al rea h. Convexity is essential above all in de omposing
a large-s ale problem iteratively into digestible pie es.

Probabilities independent of de isions: It's assumed that the probability stru ture is

una e ted by any of the de isions that are taken. Understandably this goes hand
in hand with the desire to maintain onvexity, but it also draws a ru ial dividing
line between problems that an be ta kled with sto hasti programming, in its
urrent state, and those that an't.

Illustration: Typi al sour es of un ertainty are \weather" or \demand." In hydropower

appli ations, one has to worry on a week-to-week basis about whether rainfall will be
adequate to ll reservoirs and, on the other hand, whether a heat wave may ause a
surge in the use of air onditioners, say. In the se ond ase the demand for power is
in question, but it's weather-dependent. Clearly the weather is driven by for es that
aren't going to be a e ted by a de ision to operate turbines in one way or another.

In de iding how big to build a new dam and reservoir, however, it's quite on eivable
that population growth and industry ould be altered in the long run, and that ould well
mean a hange in the statisti s of demand. Espe ially that would be likely if the utility
that onstru ts the dam seeks to re over osts by advertising to en ourage people to use
more ele tri ity. (This was ommon in the industry for many years.)
Ambiguous situations: It's quite possible that when a situation is modeled in the
manner that seems most natural, de isions will appear to a e t probabilities, but
through more areful attention to the setup, this may turn out to be an artifa t
that an be removed.

Underlying pro ess: The basi ingredient to a problem of sto hasti programming,
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whi h we need to think about before su h a problem an even be formulated, is a
\pro ess" in whi h de isions alternate with observations:

u0 2 IRn0
!1 2 1
u1 2 IRn1
!2 2 2
u2 2 IRn2
..
.

initial de ision
observation
re ourse de ision
observation
re ourse de ision

!N 2 N
uN 2 IRnN

observation
re ourse de ision.

Here we have an initial stage , entered on the hoi e of u0 , followed by N re ourse
stages , ea h onsisting of an observation and a de ision whi h we wish to think of
as apable of responding to that observation. Note that the spa es from whi h the
de isions are to be hosen are taken as nite-dimensional but of possibly varying
dimensionality. The number of stages gives a so- alled nite horizon to the pro ess;
it doesn't go on inde nitely. When it has nished, we have a re ord of de isions
taken, expressible as a \superve tor"

u := (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uN ) 2 IRn for n := n0 + n1 +    + nN ;
and a history of observations made, representable by

! := (!1 ; : : : ; !N ) 2

:=

1  

N

:

The out ome is in these terms a pair (u; ! ) 2 IRn  .

Cost of out ome: Another essential ingredient is the ost ultimately asso iated with
the out ome of this pro ess. We take it to be given by a fun tion f on IRn  , with
f (u; ! ) = f (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uN ; !1 ; : : : ; !N ):
We allow this ost to be in nite, of ourse, sin e onstraints an onveniently be
aptured in that fashion at our urrent level of theory. The spe i ation of f arries
with it the spe i ation of the set


C (! ) = C (!1 ; : : : ; !N ) := u = (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uN ) f (u; ! ) < 1 :
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Impli itly we'll want to have (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uN ) 2 C (!1 ; : : : ; !N ).
Convexity assumption: We suppose that f (u; ! ) is onvex as a fun tion of u for ea h

xed ! . Then too, C (! ) is a onvex set for ea h ! . The pre ise meaning of
onvexity in this framework of extended-real-valuedness will be explained below.

Costs and onstraints in stages: Details an be added to the spe i ation of f to

a ount for the stage-by-stage evolution of osts and onstraints. For instan e,
f an be expressed as a sum of terms, some of whi h are independent of ! or
depend only on ertain initial omponents of ! . This will be taken up shortly.

Probability stru ture: The spa e is regarded as supplied with an overall probability
distribution for ! = (!1 ; : : : ; !N ). The individual omponents !k , thought of as

random variables, aren't required to be independent of ea h other in the statisti al
sense. If they were, the distribution of ! in would just be the \produ t" of the
distributions of the !k 's in the spa es k . We allow, however, for a more ompli ated
interdependen e.

Important quali ation: We suppose, though, that the overall distribution of ! is

xed and una e ted by the hoi e of u.

Big mistake|wat h out:

It would be easy to fall into the trap of thinking now that

the problem to be solved is that of minimizing E! f (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uN ; !1 ; : : : ; !N ) over
all hoi es of (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uN ), but no!

That would put us ba k in the pattern of having to hoose u = (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uN ) before
we know ! = (!1 ; : : : ; !N ), but here we are treating a pattern that's really di erent,
where the omponents of u and ! are interspersed in the de ision pro ess. The re ourse
de ision in stage k, as viewed from stage 0, must be allowed to respond to information
that be omes available between stage 0 and stage k. It has to be modeled as a fun tion of
that information instead of as a lone ve tor.
Evolution of information: Random elements have a before-and-after hara ter, and
it's ru ial to keep tra k of their status in any dis ussion. In the \before" mode, !k
is known only in a probabilisti sense, whereas in the \after" mode it has be ome a
xed pie e of data. The transition between these modes is alled observation .
At the time when u0 must be hosen, nothing about the random elements in our pro ess
has been pinned down, but in making a re ourse de ision uk we have more at our disposal.
At that point the elements !1 ; : : : ; !k have been observed and we have to think of ! =
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(!1 ; : : : ; !N ) as partitioned into two parts with di erent status:
(!1 ; : : : ; !k ) onstituting the urrent information,
(!k+1 ; : : : ; !N ) representing the residual un ertainty.
The probability spa e has thus been redu ed to k+1      N . The orresponding distribution for (!k+1 ; : : : ; !N ) in this spa e is its onditional probability distribution given
(!1 ; : : : ; !k ). (Note on e more that although this distribution depends in general on the
pre eding observations , it isn't permitted, under our assumptions, to depend on the preeding de isions.)
E e t of information on the de ision pro ess: The data environment in whi h the
de ision uk is taken is ri her than that of earlier de isions. Somehow this has to
be re e ted in our formulation of an optimization problem, whi h hasn't yet been
a hieved beyond listing \ingredients.".
A major step omes in understanding that we an't get very far with the naive notion that
\the de isions u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uN an be made optimally as we go along," or in other words,
through a sort of sequen e of optimization problems. The short oming there is in failing to
appre iate that in every de ision stage, ex ept the last, we an't properly optimize without
taking into a ount the re ourse opportunities we might have later.
Anyway, our true goal is a good hoi e of u0 . For that, we have to put ourselves squarely
in the present and handle the future through its in uen e on the present, not just leaving
it to take are of itself.
Re ourse fun tions: We model the ability of the de ision uk to respond to the urrent
information (!1 ; : : : ; !k ) in re ourse stage k by thinking of this de ision not in terms
of hoosing a ve tor in IRnk , but rather in terms of hoosing a re ourse fun tion on
the spa e 1      k :

uk () : (!1 ; : : : ; !k )

7! uk (!1 ; : : : ; !k ) 2 IRnk :

Here we write uk () rather than uk as a way of emphasizing that we are looking at
the de ision in question as a fun tion instead of a plain ve tor. (In getting used to
the subje t, that distin tion ould otherwise be a sour e of onfusion.)
The adoption of the fun tion point of view is di tated by our need to onsider the kth
re ourse de ision from the perspe tive of the present, where we are o upied still with
u0 and don't yet know whi h (!1 ; : : : ; !k ) will emerge from the future observations. In
sele ting a parti ular fun tion uk (), we are spe ifying in advan e exa tly how we would
respond to all out omes of the rst k observations!
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Poli ies: By a poli y we'll mean a hoi e of the initial de ision u0 together with a hoi e
of re ourse fun tions u1 (); : : : ; uN (). Su h a poli y will be denoted by u() and
regarded as a fun tion from to IRn , with
u(! ) = (u0 ; u1 (!1 ); u2 (!1 ; !2 ); : : : ; uN (!1 ; !2 ; : : : ; !N ));
even though its omponents depend in varying degrees on ! = (!1 ; : : : ; !N ). We'll
denote by U the olle tion of fun tions u() of this type, alling it the poli y spa e.
Nonanti ipativity: In insisting that the uk (! ) omponent of u(! ) an only depend

on (!1 ; : : : ; !k ) and not on (!k+1 ; : : : ; !N ), we are imposing a ondition on u()
alled nonanti ipativity. Re ourse de isions an rea t to the past, but they an't
be based on knowing the future before it happens. In this terminology, the spa e
U onsists of all fun tions u() : ! IRn that are nonanti ipative.

Sto hasti programming problem: The problem we ome down to is that of minimizing, over all u() in the poli y spa e U , the expe ted ost
n

o

J [u()℄ := E! f u0 ; u1 (!1 ); u2(!1 ; !2 ); : : : ; uN (!1 ; !2 ; : : : ; !N ) :
Constraints are impli it; a poli y u() is deemed feasible when J [u()℄ <
de nitely requires having

1. This

(u0 ; u1 (!1 ); u2(!1 ;!2 ); : : : ; uN (!1 ; !2 ; : : : ; !N ))
2 C (!1 ; !2; : : : ; !N ) almost surely,
and in the ase of dis rete probability, at least, is fully aptured by that.
Remark: In ontinuous probability, f (u0 ; u1 (!1 ); u2 (!1 ; !2 ); : : : ; uN (!1 ; !2 ; : : : ; !N ))
ould be nite almost surely with respe t to ! , yet J [u()℄, as the integral of
this expression, ould nonetheless be 1. Issues about additional assumptions
that may be needed on u() for the integral to be well de ned ome up too|and
are indi ated below.

Optimization ontext: We are minimizing here over a parti ular spa e U of fun tions
u() : ! IRn , distinguished by the spe ial rules of dependen e that go into the

de nition of a poli y, namely nonanti ipativity. Minimization over a fun tion spa e
puts us at a more advan ed level of mathemati s, at least on eptually, and it raises
further questions about the degree to whi h onventional optimization methodology
may be appli able. From this angle, there's a major division between dis rete and
ontinuous probability.
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Case of dis rete probability: In this setting, whi h we fall ba k on whenever mathe-

mati al rigor is alled for in these notes, not only but ea h of the omponent
spa es k is supposed to be nite. Expe tations are given by weighted sums
rather than more ompli atedly by integrals relative to a density, and there are
important simpli ations as well in the way we an look at re ourse fun tions.

A fun tion on a nite set an always be interpreted as a \superve tor" in a nitedimensional spa e. First onsider u1 (), whi h goes from 1 to IRn1 . For on reteness,
let's think of the elements of 1 as indexed by a supers ript, say !1q for q = 1; : : : ; q1 . To
spe ify u1 (), we merely have to spe ify the nitely many ve tors it assumes as its values,
namely u1 (!1q ) for q = 1; : : : ; q1 . Thus we have a orresponden e

u1 ()

! (u11; u21; : : : ; uq1; : : : ; uq11 )

in whi h uq1 stands for u1 (!1q ). This identi es u1 () with a ve tor in [IRn1 ℄q1 .
Next onsider u2 (), whi h goes from 1  2 to IRn1 . Thinking of 2 as onsisting of
0
!21 ; : : : ; !2q2 , we an view the elements of 1  2 as pairs (!1q ; !2q ), where q = 1; : : : ; q1
and q 0 = 1; : : : ; q2 . This gives us a orresponden e

u2 ()

1q2 21 22
2q2
q1 1 q1 2
q1 q2
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! (u11
2 ; u2 ; : : : ; u2 ; u2 ; u2 ; : : : ; u2 ; : : : ; u2 ; u2 ; : : : ; u2 )

0
q q0
in whi h uqq
2 stands for u2 (!1 ; !2 ). With su h double indexing one might think of u2 ()
as orresponding to a sort of matrix whose omponents are ve tors, but it an also be
thought of as a \superve tor" in [IRn2 ℄q1 q2 . This indexing pro edure an obviously be
extended to stage k to identify uk () with an element of [IRnk ℄q1 q2 qk , where qk is the
number of elements in k .
Sophisti ated view: There's really no need to introdu e su h ordered indexing
ex ept when it omes to manipulating data in a omputer. For theoreti al
purposes, it's easy to get a ustomed to thinking dire tly of the values of
uk () as indexed by the nitely many elements (!1 ; : : : ; !k ) themselves.
Inevitably high dimensionality: It's worth noting in this the tremendous e e t
of \future bran hing" on the size of the optimization problem under onsideration. Suppose, for example, that ea h de ision spa e IRnk is modestly
3-dimensional, and ea h un ertain element !k is allowed to take on just
10 possible values; i.e., qk = 10. (Perhaps !k has been obtained from a
single random real variable by dis retizing its range into 10 subintervals|
de iles.) With 6 re ourse stages, the dimension of the poli y spa e U will be
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d = 3+30+300+   +3106 = 3; 333; 333! The hallenge of solving problems in
so many variables is an overriding hara teristi of sto hasti programming.
Case of ontinuous probability: When ea h of the spa es k is a ontinuum, we an't
es ape from the fun tion ontext to nite-dimensional superve tors. Poli ies u()
have to be treated as elements of a fun tion spa e that's in nite-dimensional .
But anyone having experien e in working with fun tion spa es is aware that
many te hni al questions ome up, not the least of whi h is how the spa e should
be narrowed down. Should the fun tions be ontinuous? pie ewise ontinuous?
just \measurable"? What norm should des ribe onvergen e? And so forth.
Restri tions may already be required in making sure that the integral behind the expe tation J [u()℄ is well de ned; we won't really be able to take the poli y spa e U to onsist of
all nonanti ipative fun tions u(). However, su h restri tions also have a troublesome \a
priori" quality in seeming to di tate properties of a solution before we know whether those
properties are legitimate. For instan e, if we restri t re ourse fun tions to be ontinuous,
be ause that appears onvenient, we may nd ourselves unable to verify that an optimal
poli y exists. Furthermore, we may be ex luding from onsideration numeri al te hniques
that operate outside of ontinuity, e.g. with step fun tions.
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Finite-dimensional approximations: Two approa hes to passing from an in nitedimensional spa e to a nite-dimensional one have already been mentioned.
Random variables an be dis retized by partioning their domains. Alternatively, random variables an be \sampled" a number of times, and the given
probability spa e an in that way be repla ed by a sample spa e.
The lassi al means of approximation of fun tions aren't available, however. In mu h of
applied mathemati s a fun tion an be repla ed by a trun ated Taylor series or trigonometri series, but that's not helpful for poli y fun tions be ause of the need to attend to
onstraints and, in many situations, ope with ost dis ontinuities.
Convexity of osts: The expression f (u; !) = f (u0; u1; : : : ; uN ; !1; : : : ; !N ) has been
assumed to be onvex as a fun tion of u = (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uN ) for ea h ! = (!1 ; : : : ; !N ),
but just what does this mean in the presen e of extended-real-valuedness, and what
are the onsequen es?
Extended de nition of onvexity: For a fun tion ' on IRn with values in IR, onvexity

an be viewed equivalently in di erent ways. For one thing, it orresponds to
the usual onvexity inequality being satis ed, provided that one keeps to the
extended arithmeti of 1 des ribed earlier. There's nothing spe ial to say
about this ex ept that if, for some reason, both 1 and 1 should both pop up
together, their sum is taken as 1. (Ordinarily we don't en ounter this be ause
we know for some reason that ' > 1 everywhere.)

Alternatively, the onvexity of ' an be identi ed with the onvexity of the epigraph of ',
whi h is the set of all pairs (u; ) 2 IRn  IR having '(u)  . Note that the omponents
of these pairs are always nite; by de nition, no in nities enter the epigraph itself.

When ' is a onvex fun tion on IRn , the set u '(u) < 1 is a onvex subset of IRn .
On the other hand, if one is given a onvex subset C of IRn and a real-valued fun tion '0
that's onvex on C , then by setting '(u) = '0 (u) for u 2 C but '(u) = 1 elsewhere, one
obtains a onvex fun tion ' on all of IRn .
Convexity in expe tations: Under our onvexity assumption on f , the expe ted ost
J [u()℄ is onvex as a fun tion of the poli y u() 2 U .
Proof: Consider any two poli ies u() and u0 () and any  2 (0; 1). Let u00 () =
(1  )u()+ u0 (), so that the kth omponent of u00 () is (1  )uk ()+ u0k ().
Sin e uk (! ) and u0k (! ) depend only on (!1 ; : : : ; !k ), the same is true of u00 (! );
this on rms that u00 () is indeed another poli y, i.e., satis es the requirement
of nonanti ipativity. (More generally, U is a linear spa e of fun tions|it
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ontains all linear ombinations of its various elements.) Re all now that






J u00 () = E! f u00 (! ); ! = E! f (1  )u(! ) + u0 (! ); ! :



By assumption f (1  )u(! ) + u0 (! ); !  (1  )f u(! ); ! + f u0 (! ); !


for ea h ! . From this it follows that E! f (1  )u(! ) + u0 (! ); ! 




(1  ) E! f u(! ); ! +  E! f u0 (! ); ! ; or in other words that we have
J [u00 ()℄  (1  )J [u()℄ + J [u0 ()℄, as laimed.
Impli ation for optimal poli ies: Any lo ally optimal solution u() to our problem of
sto hasti programming has to be globally optimal.
Two-stage sto hasti programming: Problems with only two stages have long been
a workhorse in sto hasti programming. Su h problems involve an initial de ision
u0 , an opportunity for gaining additional information through observation, and then
a single re ourse de ision u1 . Time is divided starkly into just the \present" and the
\future." That ould make rough sense, for instan e, in planning for a new fa ility
like a shopping enter or fa tory. Initially one has to de ide on its lo ation, s ale,
et ., but only later does one have to de ide how best to operate it.
Beyond the pra ti ality of its appli ations, two-stage sto hasti programming has been|
and ontinues to be|important as a testing ground for on epts and solution te hniques.
It will serve those purposes here as well.
Spe ialized formulation: In dealing with just one un ertain element, it would be tedious to denote it by !1 and speak of it lying in a spa e 1 , in the manner
of our general notation. We'll simply work with ! and . At the same time,
though, we'll introdu e more stru ture in osts and onstraints. We take the
de ision-observation pro ess to be:

hoose u0 2 U0  IRn0 ; paying f0 (u0 );
observe ! 2 ;
hoose u1 2 U1  IRn1 ; paying f1 (u0 ; u1 ; ! ):
The fun tions f0 and f1 are still extended-real-valued; the \payments" ould be
1, but we suppose these fun tions don't take on 1. We'll eventually look at
how onstraints and penalties may enter their de nitions.
It should be lear that we're merely spe ializing our general sto hasti programming model
to the ase of N = 1, ! = !1 , and total ost
n
f (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) = f0 (u0 ) + f1 (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) if u0 2 U0 and u1 2 U1
1
otherwise.
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This ost formula an be written ompa tly in terms of fun tions ÆU0 and ÆU1 whi h enfor e
the set membership through in nite penalties: ÆU0 (u0 ) = 0 if u0 2 U0 but ÆU0 (u0 ) = 1 if
u0 2= U0 , and similarly for ÆU1 (u1 ). It omes out then as

f (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) = f0 (u0 ) + ÆU0 (u0 ) + f1 (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) + ÆU1 (u1 ):
Indi ators: The fun tions ÆU0 and ÆU1 are alled the indi ators of U0 and U1 .
Convexity: To be sure that f (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) is onvex with respe t to (u0 ; u1 ), we assume

that the sets U0 and U1 are onvex, that f0 (u0 ) is onvex with respe t to u0 , and
that f1 (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) is onvex with respe t to (u0 ; u1 ).

Impli it onstraints: In order to avoid invoking an in nite penalty, u0 must belong to
the initial set


C0 := u0 2 U0 f0 (u0 ) < 1 ;

while u1 must belong to the re ourse set


C1 (u0 ; ! ) := u1 2 U1 f1 (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) < 1 :
Under our onvexity assumptions, these sets that des ribe feasibility are onvex
subsets of IRn0 and IRn1 , respe tively.

Two-stage poli ies and optimization: In this setting a poli y u() is a pair (u0; u1()),
where u0 2 IRn0 and u1 () is a fun tion from to IRn1 . Its expe ted total ost is


J [u()℄ = J [u0 ; u1 ()℄ = E! f (u0 ; u1 (! ); ! )

= f0 (u0 ) + ÆU0 (u0 ) + E! f1 (u0 ; u1 (! ); ! ) + ÆU1 (u1 (! )) :
The sto hasti programming problem we wish to solve is
(P )

minimize J [u()℄ over the spa e

U of poli ies u() = (u0 ; u1()):
Feasibility: The feasibility of a poli y u() = (u0 ; u1 ()), i.e., the property J [u()℄ < 1,
ne essitates having u() satisfy the onditions

u0 2 C0 ;
u1 (! ) 2 C1 (u0 ; ! ) almost surely.
Here C0 and C1 (u0 ; ! ) are the feasible sets for the osts in the two stages, as
introdu ed above. In the ase of dis rete probability, the feasibility of u() is
equivalent to these onditions being satis ed.
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Proje ted osts: It's instru tive, and eventually very fruitful in seeing how two-stage

sto hasti programming problems an be solved, to investigate how osts in the
re ourse stage an be proje ted ba k to the initial stage. This requires rst looking
at the re ourse stage parametri ally.
Re ourse subproblem: On e we have hosen u0 and observed ! , the optimization
problem in u1 that we are onfronted with has the form
(P1 (u0 ; ! ))

minimize f1 (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) over u1 2 U1 :

In terms of u0 and ! as parameters, let's denote by '(u0 ; ! ) the optimal value in
this problem and by (u0 ; ! ) its optimal solution set; thus,


'(u0 ; ! ) : = inf f1 (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) ;
u1 2U1

(u0 ; ! ) : = argmin f1 (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) :
u1 2U1
Of ourse, we haven't yet introdu ed assumptions that would tell us whether the
optimal value is nite or that an optimal solution a tually exists.
Argmin notation: In general, \argmin" refers to the minimizing arguments, i.e.,
the points where the minimum in question is attained, whereas \inf" refers
only to the greatest lower bound of the expression being minimized, regardless
of whether or not it's attained. Be ause of our way of using 1, however,
there's a small ex eption we need to make|when inf = 1. In that ase there
are no points that give a value less than 1 in the minimization, so there are
no points onsidered to be feasible. We don't want to regard any points as
optimal then either, so we prefer to think of the \argmin" set in that ase as
empty. The onvention is therefore followed that argmin = ; when inf = 1.
Proje ted problem: Relative to any hoi e of u0 , but prior to the observation of ! ,
the optimal value '(u0 ; ! ) in the re ourse subproblem is a random variable. Its
expe ted value

'b(u0 ) := E! '(u0 ; ! )
is the proje ted ost of re ourse, from the perspe tive of the initial stage. It tells
us all that's essential about the future e e ts of u0 . It fo uses us on solving
(P0 )

minimize f0 (u0 ) + 'b(u0 ) over u0 2 U0 :

How does this proje ted problem, in u0 alone, oordinate with solving the original
two-stage problem (P )?
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Note: In the literature of two-stage sto hasti programming, the proje ted problem
is often alled the \deterministi equivalent problem" be ause it no longer
involves a random element. This terminology may be misleading, however,
be ause the problem in question is fully based on sto hasti modeling and
not in any way on getting rid of the sto hasti stru ture and passing to a
deterministi model in its pla e.
Chara terization of an optimal poli y: The optimal value in the original problem
(P ) equals the optimal value in the proje ted problem (P0 ). As long as this is nite,
a poli y u() = (u0 ; u1 ()) is optimal in (P ) if and only if
(

u0 is an optimal solution to (P0 ); and
u1 (! ) 2 1 (u0 ; ! ) almost surely in !:

Argument: Denote the optimal values in (P ) and (P0 ) by  and  0 . Consider any
poli y u() = (u0 ; u1 ()) with f0 (u0 ) < 1, u0 2 U0 and u1 (! ) 2 U1 . We have

f1 (u0 ; u1 (! ); ! )

 '(u0 ; !);

where the ondition u1 (! ) 2 (u0 ; ! ) hara terizes the ase where the two sides
are equal and not 1. Taking the expe tation on ea h side and adding f0 (u0 ) to
ea h, we obtain
J [(u()℄  f0 (u0 ) + 'b(u0 )   0 :
By varying the u1 () part of the poli y u() with the u0 part xed, we an make
the value on the left as lose as we please to the value in the middle; when
'b(u0 ) < 1, the two are equal if and only if u1 (! ) 2 (u0 ; ! ) almost surely.
(When 'b(u0 ) = 1, they both must be 1.) On the other hand, by varying u0
we an bring the middle value down to  0 . To say that u0 is an optimal solution
to (P0 ) is to say that these values are equal and not 1. Thus, the in mum  of
J [u()℄ over all feasible poli ies equals  0 and, when not 1, is attained pre isely
by the poli ies u() of the kind stipulated.
Rigor: Beyond dis rete probability, where only nite sums are involved in taking an expe tation, more are would need to be exer ised in arguing about
what happens when the re ourse fun tion u1 () is varied. The diÆ ulty arises
from the need to stay within the ategory of \measurable" re ourse fun tions.
Further assumptions about f1 have to be added for this purpose.
Convexity of proje ted osts: The in mum '(u0; !) is onvex with respe t to u0,
and the same holds for its expe ted value 'b(u0 ).
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Proof: The se ond assertion follows from the rst, as noted earlier. The rst assertion
is based on the general fa t that when a onvex fun tion of two ve tor variables is
minimized in one of these variables, the optimal value, as a fun tion of the other
variable is again a onvex fun tion. We'll supply the argument now in the spe ial

notation at hand; ! is xed throughout.
Consider any two points u0 and u00 and any  2 (0; 1). Let u000 := (1 )u0 + u00 . It
will suÆ e to demonstrate for arbitrary > '(u0 ; ! ) and 0 > '(u00 ; ! ) that the value
00 := (1 ) +  0 satis es 00  '(u000 ; ! ).
Sin e '(u0 ; ! ) < , there exists by de nition of the fun tion ' some u1 2 U1 with
f1 (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) < . Likewise, there exists some u01 2 U1 with f1 (u00 ; u01 ; ! ) < 0 . Then, in
terms of u001 := (1 )u1 + u01 , whi h still belongs to U1 by the onvexity assumed for
that set, we have by the onvexity of f1 in its rst two arguments that
(1 ) +  0 > (1 )f1 (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) + f1 (u00 ; u01 ; ! )
 f1(u00 ; u00; !)  '(u00 ; !);
0

1

0

and sin e the rst expression equals 00 this hain gives us what we want.
Impli ations for two-stage sto hasti programming: The proje ted problem (P0)
is one of onvex optimization. It di ers from lassi al problems of onvex programming primarily in the nature of the fun tion 'b and how it might be handled, and in
that respe t the onvexity of 'b is an extremely important feature. By approximating
'b in some manner or another, one an hope to approximate (P0 ) and in that way
ome lose to determining an optimal initial de ision u0 .

Proje ted onstraints: A ve tor u0 is a feasible solution to the proje ted problem
(P0 ) if and only if it satis es u0 2 U0 , f0 (u0 ) < 1, and 'b(u0 ) < 1. The rst

and se ond of these onditions are known dire tly from the data in the original
problem (P ) and have already been lumped together in the notation u0 2 C0 . The
third ondition, however, is only known indire tly as a by-produ t of analyzing the
re ourse subproblem (P1 (u0 ; ! )) parametri ally. It doesn't itself involve un ertainty,
but it arises out of future un ertainty. It ne essitates having u0 2 Db , where


Db : = u0 u0 2 D(! ) almost surely for

D(! ) : = u0 9 u1 2 U1 with f1 (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) < 1 ;
and it is equivalent to this in the ontext of dis rete probability, in whi h Db is sure
b
to be the e e tive domain of 'b. Note that Db is a onvex set, so the ondition u0 2 D
is a onvex type of onstraint.
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Relatively omplete re ourse: This term refers to the ase where the impli it onstraint

'b(u0 ) < 1 in (P0 ) imposes no additional restri tion, i.e., where
'b(u0 ) < 1 for all u0 2 C0 :

So- alled omplete re ourse requires 'b(u0 ) < 1 for all u0 2 IRn0 .
Trouble otherwise: Without relatively omplete re ourse, the proje ted problem
an be mu h harder to solve. Numeri al methods are harder to set up, and
they waste onsiderable e ort just in trying to ensure feasibility. It's important
therefore to build this property into a problem's formulation if possible.

The role of penalty expressions: In order to a hieve relatively omplete re ourse in
the formulation of a problem, it's essential to be areful about onstraints in the
re ourse stage. Appropriate penalties should be introdu ed when an inequality or
equality onstraint might reate un ertainty about re ourse feasibility.

Exploring this more losely, we see that the re ourse subproblem (P1 (u0 ; ! )) will generally
need to be viewed in a form like the following:
minimize g0 (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) +

Pr

i=1 i



gi (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) subje t to

0 for i = r + 1; : : : ; s,
u1 2 U1 and gi (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) 
= 0 for i = s + 1; : : : ; m,

whi h orresponds to taking

Pr
8
g
(
u
;
u
;
!
)
+

g
(
u
;
u
;
!
)
when
0
0
1
i
i
0
1
>
i
=1
>

>
<
0 for i = r + 1; : : : ; s,

gi (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) 
= 0 for i = s + 1; : : : ; m,
>
>
>
u1 2 U1 ;
:
1 otherwise.
Relatively omplete re ourse will be present if for ea h u0 2 U0 with f0 (u0 ) < 1 there
exists, almost surely with respe t to ! , a u1 2 U1 giving a nite value to the expression

P
g0 (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) + ri=1 i gi (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) and satisfying the listed inequalities and equations
on the gi (u0 ; u1 ; ! )'s for i = r + 1; : : : ; m.
Typi ally that would be be ause the obje tive expression is nite for all u0 2 U0 , u1 2 U1
and ! 2 , and the inequality and equality onstraints an be always ful lled. (For instan e, the omponents of u1 involved in these onstraints might merely be \sla k variables"
whi h don't enter any other expressions.)
Convexity onsiderations: The required onvexity of f1 (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) in (u0 ; u1 ) is assured
if all expressions gi (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) are onvex in (u0 ; u1 ) and the fun tions i are
f1 (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) =
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onvex and nonde reasing . When gi (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) is aÆne in (u0 ; u1 ), the asso iated
i doesn't need to be nonde reasing; its onvexity is enough.
3. LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODELS

Sto hasti programming problems may appear to be so ompli ated that there is little hope
of solving them, but important progress has been made. Naturally, when people rst put
their minds to devising numeri al methods they on entrated on two-stage models that
were amenable to the use of te hniques in large-s ale linear programming. We'll begin
there as well.
In examining the ideas behind su h methods, we'll have opportunities to gain insights into
aspe ts of optimization beyond sto hasti programming. We'll see how duality an be put
to work. We'll also look at \subgradients" of onvex fun tions and the ways they an
substitute for gradients in the absen e of di erentiability.

Two-stage sto hasti linear programming: The two-stage sto hasti programming
theory that we've been examining will be applied now to the ase where ea h stage
ts the traditional patterns of linear programming.

Des ription: In terms of ve tor inequalities, we take the pro ess to have the form

hoose u0  0 with A00 u0  b0 ; paying 0u0 ;
observe ! 2 ;
hoose u1  0 with A10 (! )u0 + A11 (! )u1  b1 (! ); paying

1 (! )u1 :

Here u0 2 IRn0 and u1 2 IRn1 , so the onditions u0  0 and u1  0 are shorthand
for u0 2 IRn+0 and u1 2 IRn+1 . We think of A00 and b0 as belonging to IRm0 n0
and IRm0 , so that the ondition A00 u0  b0 summarizes m0 linear inequality
onstraints on u0 . Likewise we take A10 (! ) 2 IRm1 n0 , A11 (! ) 2 IRm1 n1 and
b1 (! ) 2 IRm1 , so that the ondition A10 (! )u0 + A11 (! )u1  b1 (! ) summarizes
m1 additional onstraints that ome into play only in the re ourse stage.
In the s heme previously adopted for two-stage sto hasti programming, U0 and U1 are
the orthants IRn+0 and IRn+1 , f0 (u0 ) equals 0u0 plus the indi ator of the set of points u0
satisfying A00 u0  b0 , and f1 (u0 ; u1 ; ! ) equals 1 (! )u1 plus the indi ator of the set of
points u1 satisfying A10 (! )u0 + A11 (! )u1  b1 (! ).
Feasiblity in the two stages: The feasible set C0 asso iated with the initial stage
spe ializes here to the polyhedral set


C0 = u0  0 A00 u0  b0 ;
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whereas the feasible set C1 (u0 ; ! ) for the re ourse stage is the polyhedral set


C1 (u0 ; ! ) = u1  0 A11 (! )u1  b1 (! ) A10 (! )u0 :
Problem statement: As always in two-stage sto hasti programming, we optimize over

poli ies u() = (u0 ; u1 ()). Be ause the expe ted ost J [u()℄ is 1 unless u0 2 C0
and u1 (! ) 2 C1 (u0 ; ! ) almost surely, but otherwise is given by an expression
depending only on the linear ost terms in the two stages, we an state the
problem as:


(P )

minimize 0u0 + E! 1 (! )u1 (! ) subje t to

u0  0; A00 u0  b0 ;
u1 (! )  0; A10 (! )u0 + A11 (! )u1 (! )  b1 (! ) almost surely.

Comments on the onstraint setup: Equality onstraints ould be in orporated along

with, or instead of, inequalities, but we've left this out to keep the notation more
manageable. A bigger issue is why inequality or equality onstraints are allowed
to depend on ! at all, in light of the earlier riti ism of su h un ertain onstraints.
Shouldn't penalty expressions be brought in?

The answer is \histori ." This is the format suggested by linear programming, and it's
therefore the one that people were led to adopt. Linear programming doesn't allow for
penalty expressions|dire tly. But su h expressions, if of pie ewise linear type, an often
be onverted to the linear programming format through the introdu tion of additional
variables, and so forth. That's in fa t what's usually behind the ir umstan es in whi h
one is able, in the urrent ontext, to laim relatively omplete re ourse.
Comments on the depi tion of un ertainty: In writing A10 (! ), A11 (! ), b1 (! ) and
1 (! ), we indi ate that these arrays might not be fully known initially, when
we have to hoose u0 . The \observation of ! " is ode language for getting the
information needed to ll in the knowledge gaps. We are supposing that the
information will be available before the deadline for hoosing u1 .
At one extreme, every omponent of ea h array might be a random variable|a total of
d = m1 n0 + m1 n1 + m1 + n1 su h variables. Those random variables ould to some degree
be independent of ea h other, but in prin iple might have a joint probability distribution.
We ould think of them as omprising a \superve tor" whi h ranges randomly over a region
in IRd . The region ould then be identi ed with , and the superve tor itself with ! .
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More ommonly, only some of the omponents might be un ertain. Perhaps ! just refers
to those, or ! is a ve tor of two or three random variables (e.g. urrent interest rates) whi h
aren't themselves omponents of A10 (! ), A11 (! ), b1 (! ) or 1 (! ), but enter the formulas
for several of the omponents.
Random right sides only: Espe ially noteworthy is the ase where the matri es
and osts in the re ourse stage are ertain, hen e expressible as A10 , A11 , and
1 , so that only b1 (! ) is un ertain. Mu h of the early literature of sto hasti
programming was devoted to that, with b1 (! ) as a ve tor of demands, say.

Re ourse subproblems: With u0 and ! as parameters, the problem fa ed in the se ond
stage has the form
(P1 (u0 ; ! ))

minimize

1 (! )u1

subje t to
u1  0; A11 (! )u1  b1 (! ) A10 (! )u0 :

The e e ts of u0 are felt only through the term A10 (! )u0 , whi h has been moved
to the right side of the ve tor inequality in order to make this role learer. If 1 (! )
and A11 (! ) didn't really depend on ! , we would have a parametri family of linear
programming problems whi h di er only in these right sides.

Proje ted problem: The proje ted problem in u0 alone omes out in the form
(P0 )

minimize

b(u0 )
0u0 + '

subje t to u0  0; A00 u0  b0 ;

where the proje ted ost is de ned by


'b(u0 ) := E! '(u0 ; ! )



for '(u0 ; ! ) := inf P1 (u0 ; ! ) :

We'll have relatively omplete re ourse available if this ost 'b(u0 ) is nite for all u0
satisfying the initial linear onstraints u  0 and A00 u0  b0 , and omplete re ourse
if it's nite even when u0 doesn't satisfy those onstraints.

Convexity: This two-stage linear programming model meets the general onvexity requirements in sto hasti programming, so the fun tion 'b is onvex. In the ase

of relatively omplete re ourse, and even better in the ase of omplete re ourse,
problem (P0 ) is thus one of minimizing a onvex fun tion subje t to initial linear
onstraints only.

Expression of the overall problem as large-s ale linear programming: Before
getting down to the lose s rutiny of the proje ted ost fun tion 'b that's ru ial

to the most popular approa hes to omputation in the proje ted problem (P0 ), it's
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instru tive to look at how the overall problem (P ) an itself be viewed as large-s ale
linear programming. For this purpose we on entrate on dis rete probability. We
take

= ! q for q = 1; : : : ; q ;
 q =  (! q );
and adopt in pla e of u1 (! ), b1 (! ), 1 (! ), A10 (! ) and A11 (! ) the ompa t notation

uq1 = u1 (! q ); bq1 = b1 (! q );

q

1

= 1 (! q ); Aq10 = A10 (! q ); Aq11 = A11 (! q ):

The spe i ation of a re ourse fun tion u1 () is tantamount then to the spe i ation
of a family of ve tors uq1 for q = 1; : : : ; q.
The obje tive and onstraints in (P ) an be rewritten in this notation, but we have to be
areful about the onditions that only need to be satis ed \almost surely." A distin tion
is being made between elements ! q with  q > 0 and those with  q = 0. We ould take
the position that  q > 0 always (else why in lude wq in ?), but it will be better just to
multiply all the linear onstraints in the re ourse stage by their probability. That has the
e e t of an eling out the onstraints of 0 probability without for ing us to delete elements
from . The restated version of the overall sto hasti problem (P ) is then
(P 0 )

minimize
subje t to

0u0 +


Pq

q =1 

1u1

q q

q

u0  0; A00 u0  b0 ;
uq1  0;  q Aq10 u0 +  q Aq11 uq1   q bq1 for q = 1; : : : ; q:

Representation in a tableau: In the tableau format for linear programming problems,

whi h assists with determining dual problems while helping to reveal patterns of
matrix sparsity, (P 0 ) has the s hemati representation:

u0
u11 : : : uq1
:::
uq1 ℄
3
A00
0
0
0
6  1 A110  1 A111
0
0 7
6
7
6
7
.
.
.
.
6
7
.
.
6
7
q
q
q
q
6 A
0
: : :  A11 : : :
0 7
10
6
7
6
7
.
.
..
..
4
5
q
q
q

q

 A10
0
0
 A11
[ 0
 1 11 : : :  q q1 : : :  q q1 ℄
[

2



0
3
b0
6  1 b11 7
6
7
6 .. 7
6
7
 66 q.bq 77
17
6
6 . 7
4 .. 5
 qbq1
! min
2

Potential for dire t omputation: The matrix sparsity in (P 0 ) suggests that advan ed

implementations of the simplex method, or some other te hnique for solving linear
programming problems, might be used to solve (P 0 ) and hen e (P ).
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That's indeed how people rst looked at two-stage sto hasti linear programming. E orts
were made to take advantage of the parti ular matrix pattern exhibited here. This goes
on today, but the alternative approa h of solving (P ) by way of the proje ted problem
and approximations of the proje ted ost fun tion 'b, o ers a framework in whi h the
same linear programming ideas an be viewed more insightfully, without being obs ured
by algorithm-spe i details. It relies on duality, whi h we'll pursue now on more than one
level.
Duality: The orresponding dual problem of linear programming an be derived from
this tableau by asso iating a \multiplier" with ea h row of the A matrix. The
multipliers are in this ase ve tors, sin e the rows give ve tor onstraints; we'll denote
them by v0 (for the initial row) and v1q (for the re ourse rows). Instead of keeping
with rows, however, it will be more onvenient to pass to the transpose tableau, in
whi h the rows have turned into olumns. Using  to indi ate the transposes of the
various submatri es, we get the dual s heme

v0
v11 : : : v1q
:::
v1q ℄
2
 3
A00  1 A110
 q Aq10
 qAq10
6 0
 1 A111
0
0 7
6
7
6
7
..
6
7
.
6
7
q

q
6 0
7
0
:
:
:

A
:
:
:
0
11
6
7
6
7
..
4
5
.
q


0
0
0
 qA11
[ b0
 1 b11 : : :  q bq1 : : :  qbq1 ℄
[



2

0

3

0
6  1 11 7
6
7


!

6 .. 7
6 . 7
6
7
6 q q 7
1
7
6
6 . 7
4 .. 5

 q q1
max

The dual linear programming problem represented in this tableau an be read o
now as:
P

(D0 )

maximize b0v0 + qq=1  q bq1v1q

00 v0 + Pq  q Aq v q  0 ;
v

0
;
A
0
10 1
q =1
subje t to
v1q  0;  q Aq11 v1q   q q1 for q = 1; : : : ; q:

This dual problem an also be posed in the original notation of (P ) if we interpret
the ve tors v1q as the values v1 (! q ) of a fun tion v () : ! IRm1 . It omes out then
in the form:


(D)

maximize b0v0 + E! b1 (! )v1 (! )

00 v0 + E! A10 (! )v1 (! )  0 ;
v

0
;
A
0
subje t to
v1 (! )  0; A11 (! )v1 (! )  1 (! ) almost surely.
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Comments: Interestingly enough, this dual problem (D) resembles the primal
problem (P ), in that the optimization takes pla e with respe t to pairs v () =
(v0 ; v1 ()). The obje tive fun tions look similar as well. The onstraints follow
quite a di erent pattern, though.

In (D), the onstraints tied to the re ourse stage don't involve v0 at all, just v1 (! ). On
the other hand, the onstraints in the initial stage involve v1 () together with v0 and, more
strikingly, pla e a bound on a ve tor of expe tations. To the extent that multiplier ve tors
an be interpreted as pri e ve tors, it's evident that we must be dealing, in the initial stage,
with a ve tor of expe ted future pri es, but little more an be said outside the framework
of a spe i appli ation of the model.
Theoreti al onsequen es: From general linear programming duality, we know that
problems (P 0 ) and (D0 ), or equivalently (P ) and (D) (as long as we keep to dis rete
probability), are tightly onne ted:
The optimal values inf(P ) and sup(D) are equal ex ept in the remote ase where both inf(P ) =
1 and sup(D) = 1, i.e., neither of the problems has a feasible solution. Moreover, as
long as the ommon optimal value is nite, both problems are sure to have an optimal
solution.
Lagrangian: Optimal solutions u() to (P ) and v() to (D) an jointly be hara ter-

ized in terms of the Lagrangian. In the general notation of these problems, the
Lagrangian omes out as


L u(); v () =

0u0 + E!



1 (! )u1 (! )





+ v0 b0 A00 u0

+ E! v1 (! )[b1 (! ) A10 (! )u0 A11 (! )u1 (! )℄



= b0v0 + E! b1 (! )v1 (! ) + u0 0 A00 v0 E! A10 (! )v1 (! )

+ E! u1 (! )[ 1 (! ) A11 (! )v1 (! )℄



on the set U  V

 U  V , where

U = u() = (u0 ; u1 ()) u0 2 IRn+0 ; u1 (! ) 2 IRn+1 almost surely

m1
0
V = v () = (v0 ; v1 ()) v0 2 IRm
+ ; v1 (! ) 2 IR+ almost surely :

Optimality onditions: In our setting of dis rete probability, we an on lude from

linear programming theory that u() and v() are optimal solutions to (P ) and
(D) if and only if they furnish a saddle point of L on U  V in the sense of having


u() 2 argmin L u(); v() ;
u()2U
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v() 2 argmax L u(); v () :
v ()2V

Furthermore, this is equivalent to the following onditions of omplementary
sla kness being ful lled:




v0  0; A00 u0 b0  0; v0 A00 u0 b0 = 0;
v1 (! )  0; A10 (! )u0 + A11 (! )u1 (! ) b1 (! )  0;


v1 (! ) A10 (! )u0 + A11 (! )u1 (! ) b1 (! ) = 0 almost surely,

u0  0; 0 A00 v0 E! A10 (! )v1 (! )  0;



u0 0 A00 v0 E! A10 (! )v1 (! ) = 0;
u1 (! )  0; 1 (! ) A11 (! )v1 (! )  0;


u1 (! ) 1 (! ) A11 (! )v1 (! ) = 0 almost surely.

Re ourse analysis: In our dis rete probability notation we have, with respe t to any
hoi e of the initial ve tor u0 , just a nite family of re ourse subproblems (P (u0 ; ! q ))
for determining appropriate responses uq1 . We an write these subproblems as


P1q (u0)

minimize

1u1
q

q

subje t to uq1  0; Aq11 uq1  bq1

Aq10 u0

and denote the orresponding optimal value fun tions by

'q (u0 ) := inf



P1q (u0)

The fun tion 'b giving the expe ted ost of re ourse is a weighted sum of these
fun tions 'q , namely

'b(u0 ) =

q
X
q =1

 q 'q (u0 ):

By analyzing the 'q 's individually, we an hope to understand better how 'b might
be handled in the proje ted problem (P0 ).

Re ourse assumptions: For this purpose we'll assume that the value inf(P0 ) = inf(P )

is nite and keep to the ase of relatively omplete re ourse, in whi h

u0  0; A00 u0  b0 =) 'b(u0 ) < 1
=) 'q (u0 ) < 1 almost surely.
Here \almost surely" refers to the inequality just holding for the indi es q with
 q > 0, but to avoid the hassling with this minor te hni ality we'll suppose
hen eforth in this dis ussion that a tually  q > 0 for all q . In terms of the
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polyhedral set C0 := u0 u0  0; A00 u0  b0 , whi h is nonempty (or the
optimal value in (P0 ) would be 1), we then have that

'q is nite on C0 for all q = 1; : : : ; q:
Indeed, relatively omplete re ourse makes the fun tions 'q be < 1 on C0 ,
and then they must also be > 1 on C0 or there would exist u0 2 C0 with
'b(u0 ) = 1 (so that inf(P0 ) would be 1, ontrary to assumption).

Dualization in the re ourse stage: The re ourse subproblem (P1q (u0 )) is one of linear

programming too. Its dual problem, fo used on the ve tor v1q , has the form

D1q (u0)





maximize bq1



Aq10 u0 v1q subje t to v1q  0; Aq11 v1q  q1 :

Note that (D1q (u0 )) depends on u0 only through its linear obje tive in v1q , not
through its onstraints on v1q .

Dual formula for re ourse osts: The optimal values in (P1q (u0)) and (D1q (u0)) have
to agree when either is nite, and under our re ourse assumptions the optimal value
in (P1q (u0 )), namely 'q (u0 ), is nite when u0 2 C0 , in parti ular. Therefore we have

'q (u0 ) = max



D1q (u0 ) when u0 2 C0 ;

where \max" is justi ed sin e linear programming problems have optimal solutions
whenever their optimal values are nite.
Envelope interpretation: This has a valuable interpretation as an \envelope formula,"

i.e., a formula in whi h the fun tion 'q is expressed as the pointwise maximum
(or supremum) of a olle tion of simpler fun tions. Let

D1q := [ feasible set in (D1q (u0 )) ℄ = v1q v1q  0; Aq11 v1q  q1 ;



  q q 
lq (u ; v q ) := bq Aq u v q = bqv q
A v u :
0 1

1

10 0

1

1 1

10 1

0

Obviously lq (u0 ; v1q ) is an aÆne fun tion of u0 for ea h hoi e of v1q . Our dual
formula for 'q says that

lq (u0 ; v1q ) when u0 2 C0 ;
'q (u0 ) = max
q
q
v1 2D1
and this an be interpreted as saying that, relative to the set C0 at least, 'q
is the supremum of the olle tion of aÆne fun tions u0 7! lq (u0 ; v1q ), viewed as
\indexed" by the ve tors v1q 2 D1q .
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Consequen e for expe ted osts: From the dual formula for 'q and the expression
of 'b as a weighted sum of the 'q fun tions, we immediately obtain the formula
Pq

'b(u0 ) = max
v1q 2D1q

q =1 

q =1;:::;q

= max
v1q 2D1q

q lq (u

nP

q

0 ; v1 )

q
q q q
q =1  b1 v1



o
q Aq  v q u

10 1 0 for u0 2 C0 :
q =1

Pq

q =1;:::;q

Corresponding envelope interpretation: This likewise has an be interpreted in terms

of the pointwise maximum of a olle tion of aÆne fun tions of u0 2 C0 :

'b(u0 ) = max
l(u0 ; v11 ; : : : ; v1q); where
q
q
v1 2D1
q =1;:::;q
q
1

Pq

q q q
q =1  b1v1

l(u0 ; v1 ; : : : ; v1 ) :=



Pq

q Aq  v q u :

10 1 0
q =1

In our general probability notation, this takes the form
n



'b(u0 ) = max E! b1 (! )v1 (! )
v1 ():
v1 (! )2D1 (! )



E! A10 (! )v1 (! ) u0

o

for u0 2 C0 ;

where D1 (! ) denotes the set of feasible solutions to the problem (D1 (u0 ; ! )) that's
dual to (P1 (u0 ; ! )) for xed u0 and ! .
Re nement utilizing extreme points: We're getting ever deeper into the spe ial prop-

erties of linear programming problems, and the next fa t in that line is going
to be the to taking advantage of the envelope formula for expe ted ost. Ea h
of the feasible sets D1q , being spe i ed by the linear onstraint system v1q  0,
Aq11v1q  q1 , is a polyhedral set having a nite number of extreme points (also
alled orner points, or verti es). When a linear fun tion is maximized over su h
a set, the maximum is attained in parti ular at some extreme point. Thus, in
letting
ext D1q := [ set of extreme points of D1q ℄,

we have a nonempty, nite set of points with the property that, for ea h u0 2 C0 ,
problem (D1q (u0 )) will have an optimal solution v1q that belongs to ext D1q . It
follows that

'q (u

0) =

max

n

v1q 2ext D1q

q q

b1v1
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 q q 

A10 v1 u0

o

when u0 2 C0 ;

so that 'q has an expression, relative to C0 , as the pointwise maximum of nitely
many aÆne fun tions. Correspondingly for 'b we have

'b(u0 ) =
=

Pq

q =1

q

max

v1q 2ext D1q
q =1;:::;q



n

max

v1q 2ext D1q

h

Pq

q =1

q q

b1v1

1 1

 q bq v q

i

 q q 

A10 v1 u0

hP
q

q =1

o

 q Aq  v q
10 1

i



u0 when u0 2 C0 ;

whi h likewise is a formula of su h hara ter.
Pie ewise linearity: It an be dedu ed from these re ned formulas that, relative
to the polyhedral set C0 , the onvex fun tions 'q and 'b are pie ewise linear .
A fun tion is said to have that property if C0 an be expressed as the union
of nitely many polyhedral subsets on ea h of whi h the fun tion is given by
some aÆne expression.

Subgradients of onvex fun tions: Fun tions that might not be di erentiable an

anyway be \subdi erentiated," and this is espe ially helpful in dealing with envelope
formulas like the ones just derived. Consider any fun tion ' : IRn ! IR and a point
u with '(u) nite. A ve tor z 2 IRn is a subgradient of ' at u, written

z 2 '(u);
if (z; 1) belongs to the normal one NE (u; '(u)) to the epigraph E of ' in IRn  IR
at the point (u; '(u)). Mu h ould be said about this general de nition and its
onsequen es, but we're only going to be involved with onvex fun tions ', having
onvex epigraphs E . In that ase, the ondition (z; 1) 2 NE (u; '(u)) orresponds


to having (z; 1) (u; ) (u; '(u))  0 for all (u; ) 2 E , so

z 2 '(u)

() '(u)  '(u) + z[u u℄ for all u:

(This hara terization was in fa t the original de nition of \subgradient" in onvex
analysis. Only mu h later was it generalized to non onvex fun tions, as indi ated.)
Conne tion with envelope formulas: Equivalently, a ording to the inequality test just

given, we have for a onvex fun tion ' that

z 2 '(u)

()

8
< there

is an aÆne fun tion l, having z
as its ( onstant) gradient, su h that
:
'(u)  l(u) for all u, and '(u) = l(u).
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Thus, whenever ' has a representation as the pointwise maximum of a olle tion
of aÆne fun tions l, we an get subgradients of ' by looking at where these aÆne
fun tions l a tually \tou h" '.
Some ba kground properties: For ' onvex, the subgradient set '(u) at a point u

ould be empty, or ould onsist of a unique z , or ould ontain more than one
ve tor z . It's always a losed, onvex set, at least, as an be seen immediately
from the de nition. It an be proved that '(u) is a nonempty, bounded set if
and only if ' is nite on a neighborhood of u.

If ' is di erentiable at u, then '(u) is a singleton set whose sole element z is the gradient
ve tor r'(u). Interestingly, the onverse is true as well: if '(u) is a singleton set, then
' must be di erentiable at u.
Cal ulus rules: A lot an be said about how to get subgradients of a onvex fun tion '
in ir umstan es when ' is expressed in terms of other, more elementary onvex
fun tions for whi h subgradients are already available. A key ase for us will be
that of
' = 1 '1 +    + r 'r with 'i onvex, i  0:
Then we have a rule oming straight from the inequality test for subgradients:

zi 2 'i (u)
i = 1; : : : ; r

)

=) 1 z1 +    + r zr 2 '(u):

This an be written neatly as the in lusion

 (1 '1 +    + r 'r )(u)

 1 '1(u) +    + r 'r (u);

where the \sum of sets" on the right refers to the sum of all possible ombinations
obtained by hoosing ve tors from those sets. As a matter of fa t, \" an often
be repla ed by \=" in this relation (as for example in the ase where the onvex
fun tions 'i are nite in a neighborhood of u), but we won't go into that here.

Appli ation of subgradients to expe tations: The in lusion just explained an be
applied in parti ular in our linear programming framework:

'b =

Pq

q =1 

q 'q

=)  'b(u0 )



Pq

q =1 

q 'q (u

0 ):

An analogue in our general probability notation an readily be obtained too for

the ase of 'b(u0 ) = E! '(u0 ; ! ) , whi h overs not only weighted ombinations of
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onvex fun tions but also \integral ombinations." In denoting by '(u0 ; ! ) the set
of subgradients of '(; ! ) at u0 (i.e., with \ " referring to subgradients taken only in
the rst argument), we get

z (! ) 2 '(u0 ; ! ) almost surely



=) E! z (! )

2  'b(u0):

Cutting plane approa h to the proje ted problem: We're headed toward the

most popular method for solving two-stage sto hasti linear programming problems,
but it will be best to look rst at the main idea in the broader ase of a two-stage
sto hasti programming problem that's not ne essarily linear. The proje ted problem
then takes the form
(P0 )

minimize f0 (u0 ) + 'b(u0 ) over u0 2 U0

for a onvex set U0 and onvex fun tions f0 and 'b. We an suppose that U0 and
f0 are easy enough to handle dire tly, and that the diÆ ulty just omes from 'b. As
earlier, we denote by C0 the set of points u0 2 U0 satisfying f0 (u0 ) < 1. We assume
that 'b is nite on C0 , with the subgradient set  'b(u0 ) nonempty for all u0 2 C0 .
Su essive envelope approximations: An approa h will be des ribed for generating
su essively better \approximations" of (P0 ) out of subgradients of 'b. Afterward
we an see how su h subgradients an be omputed through the rules above.
The basi pi ture is that of a sequen e of problems, indexed by  = 1; 2; : : : in whi h 'b is
repla ed by a simpler fun tion 'b :
(P0 )

minimize f0 (u0 ) + 'b (u0 ) over u0 2 U0 :

We'll have 'b1      'b      'b, so that the optimal values in these problems will
form a nonde reasing sequen e.
Algorithm statement: At the start, when  = 1, 'b1 an be taken to be any onvex
fun tion  'b on C0 , e.g. an aÆne fun tion (see below). In the general step, where
we have problem (P0 ), we al ulate

u0 2 argmin(P0 );

'b (u0 );

'b(u0 ):

If 'b (u0 ) = 'b(u0 ), we terminate with the laim that the urrent point u0 is an
optimal solution u0 to (P0 ) itself. Otherwise 'b (u0 ) < 'b(u0 ), in whi h ase we
generate an aÆne fun tion l by taking

l (u0 ) := 'b(u0 ) + z  [u0 u0 ℄ for some z  2  'b(u0 ):
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Then we de ne a next approximate fun tion 'b  +1 by


'b  +1 (u0 ) := max 'b (u0 ); l (u0 )
and pro eed to the next iteration, where the problem to be solved is (P0 +1 ).
Form of the approximate fun tions: On the basis of this pres ription we have in ea h

problem (P0 ) that



'b (u0 ) = max 'b1 (u0 ); l1(u0 ); : : : ; l (u0 ) :
Su h an expression an be handled in the minimization through the introdu tion
of an epigraphi al variable, for instan e. Note that the initial fun tion 'b1 ould
in parti ular be taken to be an aÆne fun tion l0 de ned like l but with respe t
to a subgradient z 0 of 'b at some hoi e of a starting point u00 .
Te hni al issues: For the algorithm to make sense, we have to know that an optimal

solution u0 to (P0 ) exists. This will be true surely if C0 is losed and bounded
(as well as nonempty), and the fun tions f0 and 'b are ontinuous relative to C0 .
The ontinuity of 'b follows from its max formula as long as 'b1 is ontinuous.

Termination: It was laimed that if, in iteration  , the urrent point u0 has 'b (u0 ) =

'b(u0 ), it a tually solves (P0 ) itself. Why?

In this situation the obje tive fun tion f0 + 'b in (P0 ) has the same value at u0 as the
obje tive fun tion f0 + 'b in (P0 ), namely the value inf(P0 ). Sin e u0 an't give a lower
value to f0 + 'b than inf(P0 ), while on the other hand inf(P0 )  inf(P0 ), it's legitimate to
on lude that u0 gives the value inf(P0 ) to f0 + 'b and thus onstitutes an optimal solution
to (P0 ).
Convergen e in general: If the algorithm doesn't terminate in nitely many iterations
in the manner just explained, it generates an in nite sequen e of points u0 and
values  := inf(P0 ) with 1             := inf(P0 ). It evidently
makes improvements of a sort in ea h iteration, but what guarantee is there that
 onverges to  as  ! 1, rather than stagnating at some value lower than
 ? Additional assumptions are needed to handle this.
Suppose for instan e (along with the losedness and boundedness of C0 and the ontinuity
of f0 and 'b1 on C0 ) that the fun tion 'b is nite not merely on C0 but on some open set
O  C0 (as would be true under the omplete re ourse property, say). Then (1)  !  ,
and (2) every luster point of the sequen e fu0 g1
0 to (P0 ).
 =1 is an optimal solution u
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(Note that the sequen e fu0 g1
 =1 is bounded by virtue of lying in C0 , so it does have a
luster point.)
Justi ation: The proof of this exa tly parallels the proof of onvergen e of the
utting plane method for minimizing a smooth onvex fun tion over a ompa t
onvex set, but with subgradients substituted for gradients. An appeal must
be made to \ ontinuity properties" in the behavior of subgradients of 'b, whi h
we're not going into here, and so the details will be omitted.

\L-shaped method" in sto hasti linear programming: The utting plane algorithm for solving the proje ted problem an be applied in the two-stage linearprogramming ase we investigated above, and spe ial features then ome to the fore.
The resulting algorithm is known as the \L-shaped method" for reasons that are
now obs ure but probably have to do with the pattern of matri es A00 , A10 (! ) and
A11 (! ) |with no A01 matrix.

Linear programming in the subproblems: Let the initial approximation 'b0 be hosen

aÆne (see above). Then in ea h iteration the subproblem to be solved is:
(P0 )



minimize 0u0 + max l0 (u0 ); l1 (u0 ); : : : ; l  1(u0 )
subje t to u0  0; A00 u0  b0 :

Through the introdu tion of an epigraphi al variable to rewrite the max term,
this an be onverted to linear programming in one higher dimension.
Subgradient al ulation: A ru ial step is that of al ulating, for the urrent ve tor

u0 , a subgradient z  2  'b(u0 ). In our dis rete probability setting, we know this
an be redu ed to the following:
nd z q  2 'q (u0 ) for ea h q , then take z  :=

Pq

q =1 

q zq  :

How an we determine a ve tor z q  2 'q (u0 )? Our envelope formula for 'q
omes in here. We an take z q  to be the gradient of any aÆne fun tion in this
formula whose graph \tou hes" that of 'q at u0 . Thus, we merely need to
al ulate v1q  2 argmax



D1q (u0 ) ; then set zq  = Aq10v1q  :

An important observation is that, in arrying this out, we an always hoose v1q 

to be an optimal solution to D1q (u0 ) that's an extreme point of the feasible set
D1q in this problem, i.e., v1q  2 ext D1q .
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Getting an extreme point: Some linear programming algorithms, most notably the
\simplex method," automati ally produ e, as an optimal solution, an extreme
point of the feasible set.
Finite termination property: Under the provision that the ve tors v1q  are always

taken to be in ext D1q , this spe ialized version of the utting plane algorithm
always terminates in nitely many iterations with an optimal solution u0 to (P0 ).

Justi ation: Be ause of the way the subgradients z  are generated from ve tors
v1q  2 ext D1q , with the sets ext D1q being nite, there are only nitely many
possible ve tors that are eligible to be a z  . If the algorithm were to fail
to terminate and instead keep iterating inde nitely, the in nite sequen e of
ve tors z  it would produ e would have to ontain repetitions. Every time
we generate z  , we derive from it an aÆne fun tion that has this ve tor as
its gradient and tou hes the graph of 'b somewhere; that fun tion is uniquely
determined by z  , regardless of where we think of it as tou hing. Thus,
repetitions in the sequen e of ve tors z  ne essarily indu e repetitions in the
sequen e l0 ; l1 ; : : : ; l  1; l ; : : : of aÆne fun tions used in approximating 'b.
But when l is obtained, it satis es


l (u0 ) = 'b(u0 ) > 'b (u0 ) = max l0 (u0 ); l1 (u0 ); : : : ; l  1(u0 )
and therefore an't be one of the fun tions l0 ; l1 ; : : : ; l 
ously. In other words, su h repetition is impossible.

1

en ountered previ-

Comments: The proof that the L-shaped method has nite termination on rms that

it is soundly formulated, but doesn't, in itself, show that it's \good." For all
we know, the nitely many iterations ould take a million years! For pra ti al
justi ation, any omputational method depends on the experien e people have
with how it behaves for real problems. In this, the L-shaped method has in fa t
been very su essful, due in no small measure to the lever implementations that
have been made of it.

These implementations have been based to some extent on making simplifying assumptions about the randomness. Espe ially favorable is the ase where the 1 (! ) and A11 (! )
aren't un ertain at all and therefore don't depend on ! . Then, in our dis rete probability
notation, we an drop the q supers ript on these elements and on the feasible set D1q in
(D1q (u0 )), whi h be omes just


D1 := v1  0 A11 v1 
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1

:

The only di eren e then between the various problems (D1q (u0 )) is in the oeÆ ient ve tor
bq1 Aq10 u0 in the linear fun tion being minimized over D1 . Optimal solutions an always
be obtained in ext D1 .
With or without this simpli ation, it's lear that in ea h iteration of the algorithm one
is fa ed with solving bat hes of small-s ale linear programming subproblems whi h are
identi al ex ept for shifts in some oeÆ ients. In this situation, the advan ed te hnology
of the simplex method an be brought to bear. Having solved one of the problems, we
an get the solution to another problem in the same bat h by making relatively minor
\adjustments." The option of solving some of these problems in parallel (on separate
pro essors) is available as well.
Another feature of su essful implementations is having a way of deleting some of the
older aÆne fun tions in the expression for 'b when they no longer seem needed. This has
to be done arefully, however, so that progress toward a solution isn't disrupted.
Benders de omposition: The L-shaped method, and more generally the utting plane
approa h to the proje ted problem (P0 ), are often ited as instan es of \Benders
de omposition" in sto hasti programming. The original idea of Benders was that
of proje ting a problem in two ve tor variables into a proje ted problem in one of
them, and then using a utting plane te hnique to handle the proje ted obje tive
fun tion.
Multistage sto hasti linear programming: These ideas an be extended to problems with more than just one re ourse stage, but of ourse everything gets more
ompli ated. In a three-stage model, for example, the pro ess has the form
hoose u0  0 with A00 u0  b0 ; paying 0u0 ;
observe !1 2 1 ;
hoose u1  0 with A10 (!1 )u0 + A11 (!1 )u1  b1 (!1 ); paying 1 (!1 )u1 ;
observe !2 2 2 ;
hoose u2  0 with A20 (!1 ; !2 )u0 + A21 (!1 ; !2 )u1 + A22 (!1 ; !2 )u2  b2 (!1 ; !2 );
paying 2 (!1 ; !2 )u2 :
The orresponding optimization problem on erns poli ies u() omprised of an initial
de ision u0 , rst re ourse u1 (! ) and se ond re ourse u2 (!1 ; !2 ).
Proje ted osts: Costs in the se ond re ourse stage an be proje ted ba k to the
rst re ourse stage and from there ba k to the initial stage. On e more, linear
programming duality an be put to good use in representing these proje ted osts
for purposes of omputation.
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Nested Benders de omposition: Cutting plane methods in su h a multistage setting

an be developed in a \nested" manner, based on repeated proje tion.

4. EXTENDED LINEAR-QUADRATIC MODELS

The virtues of sto hasti linear programming are o set to some degree by the short omings
of linear modeling in optimization. The most serious short oming is seen in the insisten e
on linear obje tive fun tions, whi h are unable to a ommodate the penalty expressions
that ought to be a vital part of problem formulation. An awkward in onsisten y is met
also in the fa t that the proje ted problems one gets through onsideration of proje ted
osts are no longer linear programming problems. In these respe ts, the ontext of linear
programming is unpleasantly fragile for sto hasti programming.
A painless remedy for these diÆ ulties is available and will now be laid out. We'll see that
the lassi al duality theory of linear programming problems an readily be broadened to
over \extended linear-quadrati " programming problems, whi h even go beyond quadrati
programming problems. Among other things, this generalization will provide powerful tools
for handling penalty expressions.

Linear versus quadrati programming in optimization: Linear programming mod-

els are very popular be ause of the high state of development of linear programming
methodology. Linear programming problems don't t into optimization theory in the
same way that solving linear equations, say, ts with the theory of solving nonlinear
equations, however. For instan e, we don't typi ally approximate an optimization
problem in onventional format with smooth obje tive fun tion f0 and onstraint
fun tions fi by \linearizing" all these fun tions lo ally around a given point. Instead,
the appropriate approximation is based on linearizing only the onstraint fun tions
and repla ing the obje tive fun tion by a quadrati fun tion, moreover one derived
not just from f0 but the Lagrangian fun tion by way of a ve tor of Lagrange multipliers. This is seen in nonlinear programming te hniques like \sequential quadrati
programming," whi h essentially generalize the optimization version of Newton's
method to the ase of onstraints.

Two-stage sto hasti quadrati programming: It's natural therefore to work, at

least as a start in the right dire tion, toward an adaptation to sto hasti quadrati
programming of the ideas we've been onsidering for sto hasti linear programming.
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In the two-stage ase, it's lear that the pro ess should then be viewed as follows:
hoose u0  0 with A00 u0  b0 ; paying 0u0 + 12 u0C0 u0 ;
observe ! 2 ;
hoose u1  0 with A10 (! )u0 + A11 (! )u1  b1 (! );
paying 1 (! )u1 + 21 u1C1 (! )u1 ;
where the matri es C0
semide nite.

2 IRn0 n0 and C1 (!) 2 IRn1 n1 are symmetri and positive

DiÆ ulty: A major obsta le that arises in su h a model is the absen e of a duality

theory for quadrati programming on quite the same level of symmetry and simpli ity as the one for linear programming. This is troublesome be ause dualization
lies at the heart of the solution te hniques used in sto hasti linear programming.

Before progress an be made in sto hasti quadrati programming, we have to look losely
at this diÆ ulty to see what an be done about it. We'll nd that a broader format than just
quadrati programming is needed to make dualization more understandable. An important
gain will be made at the same time in the onstru tive use of penalty expressions.
Quadrati programming duality: Let's leave the sto hasti programming s ene temporarily and put some e ort into basi duality theory. Consider the quadrati programming problem
(Pqp )

minimize u + 21 uCu subje t to u  0; Au  b

for u 2 IRn and a symmetri matrix C 2 IRnn that's positive semide nite. In the
spe ial ase where C = 0, (Pqp ) be omes the anoni al linear programming problem
(Plp )

minimize u subje t to u  0; Au  b;

whi h dualizes, as we know, to
(Dlp )

maximize bv subje t to v  0; A v  :

Naively one might hope that in dualizing (Pqp ) one would get another quadrati
programming problem, involving an auxiliary quadrati form onstru ted somehow
from the data in (Pqp ), but that's not the ase, at least not straightforwardly. Instead,
one gets a dual problem in whi h a penalty expression appears. That, however, sparks
interest in itself.
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Derivation of the dual problem from the Lagrangian: The Lagrangian fun tion for

problem (Pqp ) has the form

L(u; v ) = u + 12 uCu + v[b Au℄ on IRn+  IRm
+:
Out of the general theory of Lagrangians, as developed in the ontext of twoperson zero-sum games, we know that the given (\primal") problem (Pqp ) an
be identi ed with
minimize f (u) subje t to u  0; where f (u) := sup L(u; v );
v 0
and that the orresponding dual problem omes out then abstra tly as
maximize g (v ) subje t to v  0; where g (v ) := inf L(u; v ):
u0
To get further, we have to see what additional information about g an be gleaned
from the parti ular stru ture we now have for L. We obtain


g (v ) = vb + uinf
u + 21 uCu vAu = vb (Av
0

)

for the fun tion  on IRn de ned by the (envelope!) formula


(z ) := sup zu
u0

1
2 uCu

:

Clearly (z ) is onvex as a fun tion of z , be ause it's the pointwise supremum of a
olle tion of aÆne fun tions of z . Whether or not we easily an bring the formula
for (z ) down to something sharper, the dual problem we obtain in asso iation
with (Pqp ) an be written in terms of  as
(Dqp )

maximize bv

(A v

) subje t to v  0:

Sin e  might in prin iple take on the value 1 in some regions, there ould be
additional onstraints on v in (Dqp ) that have yet to be made expli it.
Linear programing sub ase: As a matter of fa t, in the linear programming ase,

where C = 0, problem (Pqp ) redu es to (Plp ), and the dual problem (Dqp ) redu es
a ordingly to (Dlp ). The  fun tion is then just the indi ator of the nonpositive
orthant IRn , so that (A v ) = 0 if A v
 0 but (Av ) = 1 if
A v 6 0. In other words, the  term then represents the onstraint A v  .
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A quadrati example in more detail: Let's inspe t the ase where the matrix C is

diagonal, say C = diag[ 1 ; : : : ; n ℄ with j  0. If a tually j = 0 for all j , we
have the linear programming ase just des ribed, where  is the indi ator of IRn .
This will serve as a referen e point. Our aim is to understand what we get more
generally when the j 's aren't all 0, say


j
j

> 0 for j = 1; : : : ; r,
= 0 for j = r + 1; : : : ; n.

The al ulation of (z ) an pro eed then in terms of the omponents of z =
(z1 ; : : : ; zn ) and u = (u1 ; : : : ; un ) with

(z1 ; : : : ; zn ) = sup
uj 0

n Xn
j =1

j =1;:::;n

j 2
uj



for the fun tions

zj uj

2

n

j 2
uj

j (zj ) := sup zj uj
uj 0
whi h ome out in the form:
8
>
>
<

for j = 1; : : : ; r :

>
>
:

for j = r + 1; : : : ; n :

j (zj ) =

o

o

2



0

1 2
2 j zj

0
j (zj ) = 1

=

Xn
j =1

j (zj )

;
when zj  0,
when zj > 0,
when zj  0,
when zj > 0.

Therefore, in terms of having

zj =

Xm
i=1

vi aij

j

for j = 1; : : : ; n when z = A v

;

P

the e e t of j being positive is to repla e the onstraint m
i=1 vi aij  j by a
penalty term that vanishes when the onstraint is satis ed but grows quadrati ally
(at a rate governed by 1= j ) when the onstraint is violated.
Penalty interpretation more broadly: Even when C isn't a diagonal matrix, the fun -

tion  appearing in (Dqp ) an be seen to vanish on IRn+ but to be positive everywhere else (with 1 as a possibility). The expression (Av ) a ts therefore as
a penalty substitute for the onstraint A v  that appears when C = 0.

Quadrati programming with an abstra t onstraint: Quadrati programming, like

linear programming, an be formulated in terms of a general linear system of
onstraints, not ne essarily in the anoni al form given in (Pqp ). In parti ular,
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su h a system an involve an abstra t onstraint u 2 U with U polyhedral. A
prime example would be a box U , bounded or unbounded, but there are other
useful andidates as well. What do we get then?
In repla ing the ondition u  0 in (Pqp ) by u 2 U , the form of the dual problem (Dqp )
omes out the same, ex ept for a shift in the formula for the  fun tion: the maximization
over u  0 in obtaining (z ) simply turns into maximization over u 2 U . There are lots of
possibilities to explore in trying to understand the expressions one ould get in this way
for (z ). The main thing, however, is that we are naturally led to onsider fun tions  that
depend on two obje ts: a polyhedral set U and a positive semide nite matrix C .
Pie ewise linear-quadrati penalty expressions: It's worth formalizing this notion.
For any hoi e of a nonempty polyhedral set U  IRn and a symmetri , positive
semide nite matrix C 2 IRnn , we denote by UC the fun tion on IRn de ned by


UC (z ) := sup zu
u2U

1 uCu
2

:

This notation arries over to other ir umstan es. For instan e, we'll soon have use
also for the fun tion V B on IRm de ned by


V B (w) := sup wv
v 2V

1 vBv
2

for any hoi e of a nonempty polyhedral set V  IRm and a symmetri , positive
semide nite matrix B 2 IRmm . Note that these are envelope formulas. We set
aside for now the question of how UC looks for various U and C , but some general
fa ts an be stated (without proof, sin e the ma hinery is beyond us).
Penalty aspe ts: As long as 0 2 U , the fun tion UC will be nonnegative everywhere,

with UC (0) = 0. There an be other points besides 0 where UC vanishes; the
set of all su h points is inevitably a ertain polyhedral one KUC . The expression
UC (A v ) an thus be viewed as a penalty substitute for the ondition A v 2
KUC , whi h moreover (through the polyhedral property of KUC ) an be viewed
as standing for a \linear" onstraint system on v .

If 0 2= U , UC isn't a penalty fun tion in that mode, but may serve a useful purpose
anyway. Negative values of UC an be still be alled penalties if we wish (with negative
penalties as rewards).
Linear-quadrati aspe ts: Another property of importan e is that UC is always a
onvex fun tion that's pie ewise linear-quadrati . The latter means by de nition
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that the e e tive domain z UC (z ) < 1 of UC is a polyhedral set representable as a union of nitely many polyhedral subsets on whi h UC (z ) is given
by a polynomial fun tion of degree at most 2 in the omponents zj of z . (As
a spe ial ase there might be no \pie es": UC ould be given by a single su h
formula over its entire e e tive domain, whi h ould even be all of IRn .)
Advantages of the envelope formulas: One an ontemplate many fun tions that, in

some ontext or another, might be appropriate as a penalty fun tion  having
a formula in pie es. Des riptions ould be quite ompli ated, however, if one is
obliged to write down just whi h all the pie es are and how they arti ulate with
respe t to ea h other. A powerful advantage of the fun tions UC is that they an
be spe i ed very simply, without any need to list the pie es. It's only ne essary
to spe ify a matrix C and a polyhedral set U , whi h is parti ularly easy when U
is a box and at worst requires writing down a system of linear onstraints.

Experien e ounts: With experien e one soon gets used to working with  fun tions
in this lass and knowing what U and C to invoke for a given purpose.
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Extended linear-quadrati programming: If pie ewise linear-quadrati penalty

fun tions have a natural role in dualizing quadrati programming problems, and are
attra tive as tools in optimization models more generally, why not in orporate them
into the problem format from the start? By a problem of extended linear-quadrati
programming (in \primal anoni al format"), we'll mean an optimization problem of
the type
(Pelqp )

minimize u + 12 uCu + V B (b Au) over u 2 U;

where the sets U  IRn and V  IRm are nonempty and polyhedral, and the matri es
C 2 IRnn and B 2 IRmm are symmetri and positive semide nite.
Feasible set: The set of points u 2 U su h that V B (Au b) < 1 is polyhedral by

virtue of the fa t that U and the e e tive domain w V B (w) < 1 of V B are
polyhedral. Thus, problem (Pelqp ) is \linearly onstrained" in prin iple.
Obje tive properties: The fun tion being minimized over the feasible set is onvex

and pie ewise linear-quadrati .

Quadrati programming and linear programming ases: Problem (Pelqp ) redu es to

(Pqp ) when U = IRn+ , V = IRm
+ , and B is the zero matrix; then V B (b Au) = 0
if b Au  0 but V B (b Au) = 1 if b Au 6 0. When C = 0 in addition,
(Pelqp ) redu es of ourse to (Plp ).

Lagrangian fun tion: Although (Pelqp ) doesn't have onstraints in the onventional

format, and therefore doesn't t into the framework where Lagrange multipliers
have traditionally been introdu ed, it makes sense to speak of it anyway as having,
as its Lagrangian , the fun tion

L(u; v ) := u + 12 uCu + bv

1
2 vBv

vAu on U  V:

The reason is that (Pelqp ) onsists of minimizing over U the fun tion f (u) =
supv2V L(u; v ). Indeed, this supremum omes out as u + 12 uCu + V B (b Au)
by the de nition of V B .

Dual problem: This leads us to introdu e, as dual to (Pelqp ), the problem of maxi-

mizing over V the fun tion g (v ) = inf u2U L(u; v ). It omes out as

(Delqp )

maximize bv

1 vBv
2

UC (A v

) over v 2 V;

and thus is again a problem of extended linear-quadrati programming (but now
in \dual anoni al format").
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Note: In the spe ial ases orresponding to quadrati programming and linear
programming, this turns into the dual problems previously onsidered.

General test for ELQP: Whether an optimization problem is a problem of extended

linear-quadrati programming doesn't, of ourse, depend on the notation in whi h
it's written. The real riterion that emerges is this: it should be the primal (or
dual) problem asso iated with a Lagrangian triple onsisting of a onvex- on ave
linear-quadrati fun tion on a produ t of two polyhedral sets.

Duality fa ts: The fundamental theorem about duality in extended linear-quadrati
programming exa tly follows the lines of the familiar one in linear programming:

The optimal values in (Pelqp ) and (Delqp ) are equal unless inf(Pelqp ) = 1 and sup(Delqp ) =
1, i.e., neither of the problems has a feasible solution. Moreover, as long as the ommon
optimal value in these problems is nite, optimal solutions u and v exist for (Pelqp ) and
(Delqp ).
Observation: These fa ts apply in parti ular to the quadrati programming problem

(Pqp ) and its dual (Dqp ), even though the latter typi ally isn't another quadrati
programming problem. Without having passed to the broader ontext of extended
linear-quadrati programming, we wouldn't have a hieved a lear and satisfying
view of this duality.

Proof ba kground: The stated fa ts an be derived from the theory of quadrati pro-

gramming by a te hnique of rewriting any problem of extended linear-quadrati
programming as one of onventional quadrati programming in extra variables
( f. below). Quadrati programming problems, as onvex programming problems
with linear onstraints, don't need a onstraint quali ation in order to have
their optimal solutions hara terized in terms of saddle points of the Lagrangian.
By working with su h saddle points, one an onne t up with the game-theoreti
framework from whi h (Pqp ) and (Dqp ) have been derived. A property that needs
to be established separately, as a stepping stone, is the existen e of an optimal
solution to any quadrati programming problem with nite optimal value.

Saddle point hara terization of optimality: Be ause (Pqp ) and (Dqp ) orrespond to

the \game" for L, U , V , the stated duality fa ts mean the following: u and v
are optimal solutions to (Pqp ) and (Dqp ) if and only if the pair (u; v) is a saddle
point of L(u; v ) over U  V , i.e.,

u 2 argmin L(u; v);
u2U
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v 2 argmax L(u; v ):
v 2V

Generalized Kuhn-Tu ker onditions: The saddle point ondition just provided trans-

lates, through the onvexity of L(u; v ) in u and its on avity in v , to an alternative
hara terization of optimality in terms of normal ve tors: u and v are optimal
solutions to (Pqp ) and (Dqp ), respe tively, if and only if
ru L(u; v) 2 NU (u); rv L(u; v) 2 NV (v):
Here of ourse ru L(u; v) = + C u A v, whereas rv L(u; v) = b B v Au.
Redu tion to quadrati programming for omputational purposes: The people
who write optimization software don't yet think about extended linear-quadrati
programming, so one an't invoke existing software dire tly. But there's a simple
tri k that an be used when ne essary. It's based on the fa t that
n
o
1 yP y + ez
V B (w) = inf
2
z 0; y
Dy +Ez =w



for any representation of the (nonempty, polyhedral) set V as v E  v  e for some
ve tor e 2 IRr and matrix E 2 IRmr , and any representation of the (symmetri ,
positive semide nite) matrix B as DP 1 D for some matrix D 2 IRms and positive
de nite , symmetri matrix P 2 IRss . (Su h representations, by no means unique,
are readily available always, and P an even be taken to be an identity matrix,
although that might not be the most expedient in a given situation.)
This is established by looking at the minimization problem on the right side as a quadrati
programming problem in (y; z ) and applying to it the dualization already des ribed. The
equation follows then as a spe ial ase of the ited duality fa ts.
From this expression, one an see that, for the sake of utilizing quadrati programming
software, it's always possible to re-express a problem (Pelqp ) in primal anoni al format as
one of ordinary quadrati programming,
minimize u + 12 uCu + 21 yP y + ez
over all (u; y; z ) 2 U  IRs  IRr+ satisfying Au + Dy + Ez = b:
Re overing the multiplier: The Lagrange multiplier ve tor for the onstraint equation
Au + Dy + Ez = b, as generated in su h a software appli ation, will be an optimal
solution v to the dual problem (Delqp ).

This an be seen by deriving the dual to the quadrati programming problem just des ribed
and verifying that it turns out to be (Delqp ). We know from onvex programming in general
that the Lagrange multiplier ve tor obtained from the optimality onditions solves the dual
problem asso iated with the Lagrangian.
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Two-stage sto hasti ELQP: We're now in position to generalize sto hasti linear
programming to sto hasti extended linear-quadrati programming. The two-stage
model omes out as follows:
hoose u0 2 U0 ; paying

1
0u0 + 2 u0C0 u0 + V0 B0 b0 A00 u0 ;
observe ! 2 ;
hoose u1 2 U1 (! ); paying
1
1 (! )u1 + 2 u1C1 (! )u1 + V1 (! )B1 (! ) b1 (! ) A10 (! )u0



A11 (! )u1 :

Here the matri es C0 , C1 (! ), B0 and B1 (! ) are symmetri and positive semide nite,
and the sets U0 , U1 (! ), V0 and V1 (! ) are polyhedral (and nonempty).
Re ourse problem and proje ted problem: The orresponding proje ted problem in

the initial stage is

minimize over u0 2 U0 the expression:

1
b(u0 );
0u0 + 2 u0C0 u0 + V0 B0 b0 A00 u0 + '

(P0 )



where 'b(u0 ) := E! '(u0 ; ! ) for the optimal value '(u0 ; ! ) in the re ourse
problem
minimize over u1 2 U1 (! ) the expression:
1
1 (! )u1 + 2 u1C1 (! )u1

+ V1 (!)B1 (!) b1 (! ) A10 (! )u0 A11 (! )u1 :

(P1 (u0 ; ! ))

We want to understand how the proje ted ost fun tion 'b an be handled in these
ir umstan es, di erent from the ones in the LP model.

2 U0 satisfying
V0 B0 b0 A00 u0 < 1 there exists, almost surely with respe t to ! 2 , some

u1 2 U1 (! ) satisfying V1 (!)B1 (!) b1 (! ) A10 (! )u0 A11 (! )u1 < 1. This
means, as we know, that the ondition 'b(u0 ) < 1 imposes no onstraint in (P0 )

Relatively omplete re ourse: It will be assumed that for ea h u0


beyond what was already present in the initial-stage data.


Dualization: In our pattern of taking = !q q = 1; : : : ; q and denoting by q the
P
probability of ! q , we an write 'q (u0 ) in pla e of '(u0 ; ! ) and get 'b = qq=1  q 'q ,
where

'q (u

0) =

inf

uq1 2U1q

n

1u1 +
q

q

1 uq C q uq +  q q
2 1 1 1
V1 B1
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q

q

q

o

q

b1 A10 u0 A11 u1 :

The important thing is that the re ourse problem for whi h 'q (u0 ) is the optimal
value is an ELQP problem and therefore an immediately be dualized. As long as
'q (u0 ) < 1, whi h we are assuming to be true when u0 satis es the initial-stage
onstraints, we have
n
o
1 q q q
q
q
q
q q
q
q
q
q
' (u0 ) = qsup q [b1 A10 u0 ℄v1 2 v1 B1 v1 U1 C1 A11 v1 1 :
v1 2V1
Moreover, the maximization involves u0 only in the oeÆ ient of the linear term in
the obje tive fun tion.
Parametri properties: The expression 'q (u0 ) is onvex and pie ewise linear-quadrati
as a fun tion of u0 . In onsequen e, 'b too is onvex and pie ewise linearquadrati .
Argument: This follows from our earlier observation about how the ommon optimal value in a pair of problems (Pelqp ) and (Delqp ) behaves as a fun tion
(b) of the b ve tor in those problems. We saw that it was a onvex, pie ewise
linear-quadrati fun tion. The meaning for the present ontext is that the
optimal value
n
o
1
q
q q q
q q
q
q
q
q
 (b) = qsup q bv1 2 v1 B1 v1 U1 C1 A11 v1 1
v1 2V1
is onvex and pie ewise linear-quadrati as a fun tion of the oeÆ ient ve tor
b. Here we are putting bq1 Aq10 u0 in pla e of b to get 'q (u0 ) = q (bq1 Aq10 u0 ).
Sin e the mapping u0 7! bq1 Aq10 u0 is aÆne, we on lude that 'q likewise is
onvex and pie ewise linear-quadrati .
It's elementary from the de nition of \pie ewise linear-quadrati " that when a weighted
sum of su h fun tions is taken, as in passing from the 'q 's to 'b, the result is another
pie ewise linear-quadrati fun tion.
Cutting plane approa h to nding a solution: Just as in two-stage sto hasti linear
programming, we an rely on the dis retization and dualization pro ess to build up
approximations 'b of 'b in whi h 'b is the pointwise max of a nite olle tion of aÆne
fun tions generated from subgradients of 'b. That way, a sequen e of solutions u0 to
approximate problems (P0 ) an be obtained, with the hope of getting onvergen e
to an optimal solution u0 to (P0 ).
Subgradient generation: For this purpose one simply needs to re ognize from the dual
formula for 'q (u0 ), writing it as
n
o
1
q q
q q
q q q
q q
q
q
q
q
' (u0 ) = qsup q [ A10 v1 ℄u0 + b1v1 2 v1B1 v1 U1 C1 A11 v1 1 ;
v1 2V1
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that a subgradient of 'q at u0 an be al ulated by solving the ELQP subproblem
in this maximization. Spe i ally,
n

v1q 2 argmax
[ Aq10 v1q ℄u0 + bq1v1q
q
q
v1 2V1
=)

q

U1q C1q Aq11 v1q

1 v q B q v q
2 1 1 1

o

1

Aq10 v1q 2 'q (u0 ):

In al ulating su h a ve tor v1q for ea h q , we generate the subgradient
Xq
q =1

 q Aq10 v1q

2  'b(u0):

Di eren es with the linear-programming ase: In ontrast to what we had in sto hasti

linear programming, there is no guarantee that su h a system of approximation
will produ e an optimal solution u0 in nitely many steps. The reason is that
in solving the subproblems to get the ve tors v1q we an't ount on them being
extreme points of the set of feasible solutions. The feasible set is indeed polyhedral
still, but be ause the maximization isn't just of a linear fun tion, it might not be
attained at any extreme point and indeed ould be attained even in the interior.
Moreover, the lo ation of that point ould be in uen ed by u0 . Thus, there aren't
just nitely many andidates for the optimal v1q , independently of u0 .
Still, it's possible to develop onvergen e results in whi h the in nite sequen e fuq0 g1
 =1
sequen e is bounded and all of its luster points are optimal solutions to (P0 ). A tually,
though, there's a mu h better approa h to solving (P0 ), whi h takes advantage of the
pie ewise linear-quadrati stru ture rather than per eiving it as an obsta le.
Extended envelope generation method: The solution te hnique to be des ribed next
resembles the utting plane approa h in many respe ts, but it develops approximations 'b of 'b that aren't just of the pie ewise linear type expressed by the maximum
of a nite olle tion of aÆne fun tions, but instead are pie ewise linear-quadrati .
Su h approximations obviously an follow 'b more losely and thus a t more robustly
in produ ing an approximate solution to (P0 ).
Simpli ed dual format: We ontinue in the ontext of dis retization and dualization

of the sto hasti ELQP format, but introdu e now a onvenient spe ial form for
the dual subproblems, arguing that this is possible without any loss of generality.
So far, we have observed that

'q (u

0) =

sup

v1q 2V1q

n

q

[b1

A10 u0 ℄v1
q

q
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1 q q q
2 v1 B1 v1



U q Cq

1 1

q q

A11 v1

q

1

o

:

We know, on the other hand, that the  term in this maximization an be reexpressed in the form



q q

q

1 1 (A11 v1

U q Cq

1) =

n

inf

z q 0; y q
q
q
D y +E q z q =Aq11 v1q

1 q q q
q q
2 y P y + e z

o

:

q

1

In substituting this into the maximization, we get

'q (u

0) =

n

sup

(v1q ;y q ;z q )2V1q IRs IRr+
Aq11 v1q Dq y q E q z q = q1
q

q

q

[b1

A10 u0 ℄v1
q

q

1 q q q
2 v1 B1 v1

1 q q q
2 y P y



eq z q

o

q
q
By introdu ing v~q := (v1q ; y q ; z q ), V~ q := V1q IRs IRr+ , B~ q = diag[B q ; P q ; 0℄, and
setting up the ve tor ~bq and matrix A~q so that [~bq A~q u0 ℄ = [bq1 Aq10 u0 ; 0; eq ℄,
we obtain

n

q
0 ) = sup [~b
v~q 2V~ q

'q (u

1 q ~q q
2 v~ B v~

A~q u0 ℄v~q

o

= V~ q B~ q (~bq

A~q u0 ):

This is the formula we'll sti k to in what follows. It gives us

'b(u0 ) =

Xq
q =1

 q V~ q B~ q (~bq A~q u0 )

and provides an insightful and notationally more onvenient way of getting at the
approximations of 'b that we'll make use of.
Reinterpretation of the proje ted problem: A ording to this expression we a tually

have the formula

~ 0)
'b(u0 ) = V~ B~ (~b Au

for a ertain hoi e of a set V~ , matri es B~ and A~, and ve tor ~b. Indeed we
introdu e v~ as the superve tor (~v 1 ; : : : ; v~q) and then take V~ = V~ 1      V~ q,
B~ = diag[ 1 B~ 1 ; : : : ;  qB~ q℄, A~ = [A~1 ; : : : ; A~q℄, and ~b = [ 1~b1 ; : : : ;  q~bq℄. In this
manner, (P0 ) an be identi ed with the problem
(P~0 )

minimize over u0 2 U0 the expression
~ 0 ):
u0 + 12 u0Cu0 + V0 B0 (b0 A00u0 ) + V~ B~ (~b Au

This problem is of ourse one of extended linear-quadrati programming, in whi h
we ould ombine the two  terms to a V B by forming V0  V~ and diag[B0 ; B~ ℄.
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Approximation s heme: The basi idea for approximating (P0 ), onstrued as (P~0 ), is

to repla e the polyhedral set V~ by a smaller set V~  . The orresponding term
~ 0 ) then provides a substitute for 'b(u0 ), moreover with
'b (u0 ) := V~  B~ (~b Au
'b (u0 )  'b(u0 ). In solving the asso iated problem (P~0 ) we'll get a point u0 , and
it's through a sequen e of su h points that we aim to ome loser and loser to
an optimal initial stage de ision u0 . A key fa tor, though, is that in substituting
V~  for V~ we'll also pass to a parameterization of the dual elements in terms of
spe ial oeÆ ients.
Envelope generation algorithm: Keeping matters simple, let's suppose that by the
start of iteration  we have generated a sequen e of ve tors v~0 ; v~1 ; : : : ; v~ in V~ . The
subset V~  of V~ that we assign to this list onsists of all the ve tors v~ representable
in the form

v~ = 0 v~0 + 1 v~1 +    +  v~ with i  0 and 0 + 1 +    +  = 1:
The way the variable oeÆ ients i an be utilized dire tly will be explained under
\reparameterization," but the updating plan for u0 and V~  is as follows. We solve
the approximate problem (P~0 ) involving V~  ;B~ to get u0 +1 , and we next solve the
~ 0 +1 ), namely
subproblem giving the value V~ ;B~ (~b Au
~ 0 +1 ℄v~ 21 v~B~ v~ over v~ 2 V~ ;
maximize [~b Au
in order to obtain v~ +1 . Then by adding v~ +1 to the list v~0 ; v~1 ; : : : ; v~ we get the set
V~  +1 (in whi h an additional variable  +1 enters the representation as the oeÆ ient
for v~ +1 ). This set, lying between V~  and V~ , yields an approximation 'b +1 to 'b
with 'b  'b +1  'b. Moreover the new fun tion 'b +1 will agree with 'b at the point
u0 +1 in parti ular. Thus, when this pro edure is followed from the start, we will
have on rea hing iteration  + 1 that 'b +1 also agrees with 'b also at all the previous
points u00 (initialization) and u10 ; : : : ; u0 .
De omposition of the maximization subproblems: The indi ated maximization problem with respe t to v~ 2 V~ , while seemingly of the same high dimension as v~, is
a tually easy. This is be ause it de omposes immediately into a separate subproblem in ea h omponent v~q of v~ a ording to the produ t form of V~ and the
diagonal form of B~ .
Reparameterization of the minimization subproblems: The essential step of solving the approximate problem
minimize over u0 2 U0 the expression
(P~0 )
1
~ 0 ):
0u0 + 2 u0Cu0 + V0 B0 (b0 A00 u0 ) + V~  B~ (~b Au
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to obtain u0 +1 may seem dis ouragingly ompli ated. How an this be arried out
when V~  is embedded within V~ in a spa e of probably very high dimension, and
furthermore when a spe ial representation of the elements of V~  is alled for? In fa t
this is the glory of the method. The maximization an be dealt with in terms of the
oeÆ ients i themselves and therefore in a spa e of relatively low dimension.
To see how this omes about, we only have to see what happens when the weighted sum
that represents v~ is substituted into the de ning formula
n

~ 0 ) = sup [~b Au
~ 0 ℄v~
V~  B~ (~b Au
v~2V~ 

o

1 ~
2 v~B v~

:

The expression being maximized in this formula is
~ 0 ℄
[~b Au

hX
i=0

i

v~i

i

h
i hX
i
1 X
i
i
~
i v~ B
i v~ ;
2
i=0
i=0

whi h is learly a quadrati fun tion of  := (0 ; 1 ; : : : ;  ). It takes the form
[~b

A~ u0 ℄

1

2  

for the ve tor ~b = [~bv~0 ; : : : ; ~bv~ ℄, the matrix A~ = [A~ v~0 ; : : : ; A~ v~ ℄, and the positive
~ j for i; j = 0; 1; : : : ;  . This expression has
semide nite matrix  with entries ij = v iBv
to be maximized over the polyhedral set  onsisting of all  = (0 ; : : : ;  ) su h that
P
i  0 and i=0 i = 1. What we get here is yet another  expression: the maximum
value is by de nition
  (~b A~ u0 ):
Low-dimensional ELQP substitute: It follows that the optimization subproblem we
have to solve in order to get u0 +1 is:
minimize over u0 2 U0 the expression
1

0u0 + 2 u0Cu0 + V0 B0 (b0 A00 u0 ) +   (~b

A~ u0 ):

This is again a problem in extended linear-quadrati programming! Its dimension
is relatively low, so it an be solved dire tly.
Re nements: In the des ription just given, the number of points v~i grows by 1 in ea h

iteration, and with it the number of omponents in the ve tor  2  . As with
the supporting hyperplane approa h, however, te hniques an be developed for
dis arding points that no longer seem needed, and in this way the dimensionality
of the subproblems an be held in he k.
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5. STATES AND CONTROLS

Problems of optimization under un ertainty typi ally on ern \systems" that undergo
hanges over time. While our main goal is the exploration of how best to respond to su h
hanges when they are tied in part to the ongoing realization of random variables, there is
a substantial body of mathemati s, already well appre iated for its many appli ations, in
whi h the behavior of the system is deterministi . We'll go over some of this deterministi
theory now for the ba kground in handling dynami al stru ture that it provides. Then
we'll look at its sto hasti ounterpart.

States and dynami s: One of the lessons learned long ago in mathemati al modeling

is that many systems an be des ribed in terms of \states" whi h evolve over time
a ording to ertain laws of \dynami s" from a given initial state. A lassi al model
is that of a system with states x 2 IRd governed in ontinuous time by an ordinary
di erential equation:

x_ (t) = F (t; x(t)) from x(0) = a;
where x_ (t) = (dx=dt)(t). The spe i ation of an initial state a uniquely determines
a traje tory of future states x(t) for t > 0 (under appropriate assumptions on F ).
Control of a system: To model the way that the evolution of states might be in uen ed
in a ordan e with some goal, one an think of hoi es being available that a e t
the dynami s as time goes on. In the framework of an ordinary di erential equation,
the mapping F may involve parameters that an be represented by a ve tor u 2 IRn ,
say, and a value u(t) for this parameter ve tor an be spe i ed at ea h time t. The
dynami al des ription then be omes

x_ (t) = F (t; x(t); u(t)) from x(0) = a for a hoi e of u():
The ontrol fun tion u() yields an expression G(t; x) = F (t; x; u(t)), and the di erential equation x_ (t) = G(t; x(t)) then yields a orresponding state traje tory x().
Optimization: A time interval [0; T ℄ an be xed, and osts and onstraints on x(t)
and u(t) for t 2 [0; T ℄ an be introdu ed. In this way one gets an optimization
problem with respe t to the hoi e of u() over some time interval.
Dis retization: Problems in ontinuous time an be approximated by ones in dis rete
time so as to make them nite-dimensional and more amenable to omputation.
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Multistage deterministi

ontrol: Di erential equations and their ontinuous-time

ontrol merely stand as an analogy for what we'll now be o upied with. In the
setup about to be des ribed, states and ontrols have an abstra t hara ter, whi h
turns out to be surprisingly useful. Talk of \time" is supplanted by talk of \stages,"
so as to allow for models in whi h time, dis rete or ontinuous, an mar h on between
opportunities for intervening in the dynami s. There's no need even to think of the
stages as oming from \time." For many appli ations they may have immediate
meaning in a de ision pro ess, as was seen in sto hasti programming.

Stages: k = 0; 1; : : : ; N . The number N gives the model's horizon.

Note: If N weren't spe i ed, so that the stages go on and on, one would have an
\in nite-horizon" model, but we won't really be treating that ase.
States: Elements xk of the \state spa es"

Xk , whi h are ertain nonempty sets for

k = 0; 1; : : : ; N . Note that the spa e in question an hange from stage to stage.
Controls: Elements uk of the \ ontrol spa es" Uk , whi h are ertain nonempty sets
for k = 0; 1; : : : ; N . Again, this spa e an hange from stage to stage.
Dynami s: xk = Fk (xk 1 ; uk 1 ) for k = 1; : : : ; N . The initial state is supposed to be
given: x0 = a, a parti ular element of X0 .
Ta it supposition: Fk (xk 1 ; uk 1 ) is a well de ned element of Xk for every hoi e
of xk 1 2 Xk 1 and uk 1 2 Uk 1 .
Costs: fk (xk ; uk ) for k = 0; 1; : : : ; N , with values that may be 1 as a means of
in orporating onstraints. A ontrol uk isn't regarded as feasible in asso iation
with the state xk unless fk (xk ; uk ) < 1. A state xk isn't regarded as feasible
unless there's at least one su h ontrol uk .
Stage-by-stage des ription: Controls are viewed as generating states and in urring
osts by the following pro ess:
starting from x0 = a;
hoose u0 ; pay f0 (x0 ; u0 ); get x1 = F1 (x0 ; u0 );
hoose u1 ; pay f1 (x1 ; u1 ); get x2 = F2 (x1 ; u1 );
..
.
hoose uN 1 ; pay fN 1 (xN 1 ; uN 1 ); get xN = FN (xN 1 ; uN 1 );
hoose uN ; pay fN (xN ; uN ):
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Role of the nal ontrol: The nal ontrol uN only e e ts osts; there's no further
evolution of the state.

Twin forms of the deterministi optimal ontrol problem: The optimization problem we want to work with has the general, but preliminary statement
(Pd )

XN

minimize
fk (xk ; uk ) subje t to
k=0
xk = Fk (xk 1 ; uk 1 ) for k = 1; : : : ; N; with x0 = a

(where \d = deterministi "). This statement is preliminary be ause of ambiguity in
what we're a tually minimizing over. We don't have a rigorously posed optimization
problem until that's resolved. In fa t, there are two good ways to get an unambiguous
problem statement, and we have to be lear about distinguishing them.

Basi form (P d ): In one interpretation, seemingly the most natural, only the ontrols

uk are \de ision elements." The states are regarded as determined from them
by the dynami s, so that xk is viewed for k > 0 as standing merely for a ertain
expression in the ontrols u0 ; : : : ; uk 1 . In this mode we have, starting from
x0 = a, that
x1 = F1 (a; u0) =: 1 (u0 );

x2 = F2 1 (u0 ); u1 =: 2 (u0 ; u1 );
..
.
xk = Fk k 1 (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uk 2 ); uk
..
.
xN = FN N 1 (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uN 2 ); uN

1



1

=: k (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uk 1 );


:= N (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uN 1 ):

The term fk (xk ; uk ) is a ordingly just shorthand for fk (k (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uk 1 ); uk )
when k > 0, whereas f0 (x0 ; u0 ) = f0 (a; u0). The aim is to minimize the sum of
these terms over the spa e U0  U1      UN .

Full form (P d ): In the other interpretation, whi h for some mathemati al purposes is

more advantageous, the states are de ision elements along with the ontrols, and
the dynami al equations are regarded as onstraints. In this ase the sum of terms
fk (xk ; uk ) is viewed as a fun tion of all these elements, and the minimization takes
pla e over the spa e X0  X1      XN  U0  U1      UN .

Status of the initial state: The double view of what we are optimizing over is
re e ted in the notation in the initial stage, whi h refers to a general x0 when
8

it seems we ould just repla e x0 by a. In the full form of the problem, the
equation x0 = a is a onstraint on x0 as a variable.
Generality of the model: The stage-by-stage pattern we've des ribed is onvenient
in many ways, but to what extent is su h model stru ture restri tive? Could it
be ne essary to abandon it eventually in order to a hieve greater generality in the
optimization of deterministi de ision pro esses over time? The answer is no. In
explaining this, we begin with two minor observations.
Problems with no nal ontrol: In some situations it's onvenient to drop the nal ontrol ve tor uN from the model. The ost term fN (xN ; uN ) then be omes fN (xN ),
and there's no spa e UN . Everything else stays the same.
Problems with no initial state: In other situations it's onvenient to drop the initial
state ve tor x0 . Then there is no spa e X0 or data ve tor a. The ost term
f0 (x0 ; u0 ) simpli es to just f0 (u0 ), and the state rst seen is x1 = F0 (u0 ).
Coverage of problems with no apparent `states' at all: To see how a stru ture of states
and ontrols an always be deemed to be present in prin iple, even if not visible
on the surfa e, onsider the extreme ase of a problem
minimize f (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uN ) over uk 2 IRnk for k = 0; 1; : : : ; N;
where f possibly in orporates onstraints through 1 values. We an think of
this as a multistage problem in whi h uk is the ontrol ve tor in stage k, and the
\history ve tor" (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uk 1 ) is the state ve tor xk in stage k. (This is an
example where there is no initial state x0 .)
The a tion begins with x1 = u0 and ontinues with xk = (xk 1 ; uk 1 ) for k = 2; : : : ; N ;
thus, xk is obtained by adjoining uk 1 to the end of xk 1 to make an even longer ve tor|
here we have an instan e where the dimension of the state spa e de nitely isn't the same
from stage to stage, but rather in reases. Finally, we take f0 (u0 )  0 and fk (xk ; uk )  0
for k = 1; : : : ; N 1, but fN (xN ; uN ) = f (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uN 1 ; uN ), whi h makes sense be ause
xN = (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uN 1 ). Note that this dynami al system is a tually linear, as a spe ial
ase of the following.
Linear dynami s: As an important example, the state spa es Xk to IRdk , the ontrol
spa es Uk to IRnk , and the dynami s taken to be

xk = Ak xk 1 + Bk uk 1 + bk for k = 1; : : : ; N; with x0 = a:
Here Ak 2 IRdk dk 1 , Bk 2 IRdk nk 1 , and bk 2 IRdk . (One speaks of \linear"
dynami s even though Fk (xk 1 ; uk 1 ) is merely aÆne in xk 1 and uk 1 when bk 6= 0.)
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Interpretation in basi form: In the basi form (P d ) of an optimal ontrol problem

with su h dynami s, the xk 's symbolize aÆne expressions in the uk 's:

x0 = a;
x1 = A0 a + B0 u0 + b0 ;


x2 = A1 A0 a + B0 u0 + B1 u1 + b1 ;
 


x3 = A2 A1 A0 a + B0 u0 + B1 u1 + b1 + B2 u2 + b2 ;
and so forth. The minimization takes pla e over the uk 's.
Interpretation in full form: In the full form (P d ), however, the minimization takes
pla e jointly over the xk 's and the uk 's, subje t to the onstraints

x0
x1
x2
x3

a = 0;
A1 x0 + B1 u0 b1 = 0;
A2 x1 + B2 u1 b2 = 0;
A3 x2 + B3 u2 b3 = 0;

and so forth. An interesting aspe t then is the introdu tion of multiplier ve tors
yk 2 IRdk for these equations. In optimality onditions, su h ve tors ome out as
\dual states" governed by a \dual dynami al system," as will soon be seen.
ELQP model in deterministi ontrol: Building on a linear dynami al system as
just des ribed, suppose now that the osts are given by

fk (xk ; uk ) = ÆUk (uk ) + rkuk + 12 ukRk uk + Vk Sk sk

Ck xk

Dk uk



k

xk

for nonempty polyhedral sets Uk  IRnk and Vk  IRmk , symmetri positive semide nite matri es Rk 2 IRnk nk and Sk 2 IRmk mk , matri es Ck 2 IRmk dk and
Dk 2 IRmk nk , and ve tors rk 2 IRnk , sk 2 IRmk and k 2 IRdk . Re all that
n

o

Vk Sk (w) := sup wvk 12 vkSk vk
vk 2Vk
and that ÆUk is the indi ator of Uk , i.e., ÆUk vanishes on Uk but is 1 outside of Uk .
In its general statement, the optimal ontrol problem is thus to
XN





rkuk + 12 ukRk uk + Vk Sk sk Ck xk Dk uk
k xk
k=0
( x = a;
0
(Pelpqd )
x
subje t to
k = Ak xk 1 + Bk uk 1 + bk for k = 1; : : : ; N ,
uk 2 Uk
for k = 0; 1; : : : ; N ,
(where the \d" in \elqpd" refers to this being a deterministi ontrol model).
min
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LP example: A linear programming version, more or less in anoni al format, an be
k
obtained by spe ializing Uk and Vk to IRn+k and IRm
+ while taking both Rk = 0
and Sk = 0. Then we have

n
fk (xk ; uk ) = rkuk

1

k

xk if uk  0 and Ck xk + Dk uk  qk ,
otherwise.

Tra king example: Another good ase to keep in mind is the one in whi h Vk = IRmk ,

Sk is nonsingular, Dk = 0 and
the form


XN
k=0

ÆUk (uk ) + rkuk +

k

= 0. Then the expression being minimized has

1
1
2 uk Rk uk + 2 jqk

j2



Ck xk k ; with jz j2k := zSk 1 z:

In this ase we're hoosing ontrols uk 2 Uk , osting rkuk + 12 ukRk uk , with the
aim of making the ve tor sequen e fCk xk gNk=0 tra k (i.e., follow) a given sequen e
fqk gNk=0 . The norms jjk are used to quantify the tra king errors, and the obje tive
fun tion balan es these errors against the ontrol osts. In parti ular one ould
have Sk = "I , so that 12 j  j2 = 21" j  j2 . Then the smaller the value of " the more
weight would be given to insisting on the loseness of Ck xk to qk .
Note that in the still more spe ial ase with Uk = IRnk , rk = 0 and qk = 0 for all k, the
total ost is
XN



1 x Q x + 1 u R u
k k k
2 k k k
k=0 2



; where Qk := Ck Sk 1 Ck :

This is a standard setup in optimal ontrol. Any symmetri , positive semide nite matrix
Qk an of ourse be represented (in more than one way) as Ck Sk 1 Ck for some hoi e of
Ck and positive de nite Sk (e.g., Sk = I , as is always possible).
Full Lagrangian: In its full form (P elqpd ), the optimal ontrol problem (Pelqpd ) an be
identi ed as the primal problem asso iated with a ertain expression L(x; u; y; v ) in
(x; u) 2 [IRd  U ℄ and (y; v ) 2 [IRd  V ℄, where

IRd = IRd0      IRdN ;

U := U0      UN ;

V := V0      VN

along with the notation

x = (x0 ; : : : ; xN ) 2 IRd ;
y = (y0 ; : : : ; yN ) 2 IRd ;
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u = (u0 ; : : : ; uN ) 2 U;
v = (v0 ; : : : ; vN ) 2 V:

The fun tion L in question is de ned on [IRd  U ℄  [IRd  V ℄ by

L(x; u; y; v ) =

N 
X

k=0

rkuk + 21 ukRk uk
+

N 
X

k=0

vk[sk

+ y0[x0

k xk

Ck xk

a℄ +

N
X

k=1



Dk uk ℄

1
2 vk Sk vk

yk[xk Ak xk

1



Bk uk

1

bk ℄:

Indeed, (P elqpd ) onsists of minimizing f (x; u) over IRd  U , where

f (x; u) :=

sup

(y;v )2IRd V

L(x; u; y; v ):

Thus L, on [IRd  U ℄  [IRd  V ℄, serves as a Lagrangian for (P elqpd ).

ELQP status: Sin e the sets [IRd  U ℄ and [IRd  V ℄ are polyhedral, while L(x; u; y; v )

is a linear-quadrati expression that is onvex in (x; u) and on ave in (y; v ), we
on lude that (P elqpd ) is a problem of extended linear-quadrati programming.

Methodologi al impli ations: In prin iple we may therefore ontemplate solving for

an optimal solution (x; u) by a way of any numeri al method in extended linearquadrati programming that's apable of oping with the dimensionality that
might be fa ed. It's valuable also, though, to explore the spe ial stru ture of the
problem that might emerge from its optimality onditions, sin e that ould lay a
foundation for more spe ialized solution te hniques.

Optimality in the ELQP model: On the basis of our full Lagrangian representation,
we an on lude from the theory of extended linear-quadrati programming that:

A pair (
x; u) is optimal for (P elqpd ) if and only if there is a pair (y; v) su h that (x; u; y; v)
furnishes a saddle point of L on [IRd  U ℄  [IRd  V ℄. Furthermore, (
y; v) lls this role if
and only if it solves the asso iated dual problem.

Let's see what an be developed out these fa ts in onjun tion with the highly spe ialized
Lagrangian stru ture.
Re-expression of the full Lagrangian: The Lagrangian L an fruitfully be rewritten as
the spe ial sum

L(x; u; y; v ) =

XN
k=0

lk (uk ; vk ) + l(x; u; y; v ); with

lk (uk ; vk ) := rkuk + 12 ukRk uk + vksk
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1 v S v
2 k k k

vkDk uk ;

where the term l(x; u; y; v ) embodies everything about the dynami al onne tions
between the various stages and an be expressed either as

l(x; u; y; v ) = y0[x0 a℄ +
XN

k=0

XN
k=1

yk[xk

vk [Ck xk ℄

XN

Ak xk

1

Bk uk

1

bk ℄



k xk :

k=0

or equivalently in terms of the transpose matri es as

l(x; u; y; v ) =

XN 1

xk[yk Ak+1 yk+1 Ck vk k ℄ + xN [yN CN vN
XN 1
XN
uk[B  y ℄
bkyk ay0 :
k=0

k=0

k+1 k+1

N

℄

k=1

Here l(x; u; y; v ) is aÆne in (x; u) for xed (y; v ), and also in (y; v ) for xed (x; u).
Dualization: The two equivalent ways of expressing l(x; u; y; v ) make it easy to de-

termine the dual problem asso iated with this Lagrangian setup. On general
grounds, the dual problem onsists of maximizing g(y; v ) over IRd  V , where

g(y; v ) :=

inf

(x;u)2IRd U

L(x; u; y; v ):

From the se ond formula for l(x; u; y; v ) we an readily see that the problem
thereby obtained is the full form (Delqpd ) of the following dual problem
max
(Delqpd )

XN
k=0



XN 1

vksk

1 v S v
2 k k k



XN
k=1

bk yk

ay0


 y + D v rk  


B
D
r
N
U
R
k
+1
k
+1
k
k
U
R
N vN
N
N
k
k
k=0
(
yN = CN vN + N ;
subje t to yk = Ak+1 yk+1 + Ck vk + k for k = 0; : : : ; N 1,
vk 2 Vk
for k = 0; : : : ; N 1; N ,

i.e., the version of this problem in whi h the minimization takes pla e over the
yk 's and vk 's jointly, and the equations for yk 's are treated as onstraints. This
optimization problem too, of ourse, is a problem of extended linear-quadrati
programming.
Dual dynami s: The ve tors yk are dual states , whereas the ve tors vk are dual
ontrols. They obey a dynami al system that goes ba kward from stage N
to stage 0. From the hoi e of vN one gets yN = CN vN + N . Stage by stage
thereafter, one gets yk from yk+1 and vk by yk = Ak+1 yk+1 + Ck vk + k .
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Optimality stage by stage: The saddle point ondition on (x; u) and (y; v), whi h we

know to be equivalent to (x; u) solving (P elqpd ) and (y ; v) solving (Delqpd ), boils
down now to the following:


xk = Ak xk 1 + Bk uk 1 + bk for k = 1; : : : ; N ,
x0 = a;

 yk+1 + C  vk + k for k = 0; : : : ; N 1,
k
(b) yyk == ACk+1
v

+
;
N
N
N N
n
o
( ) uk 2 argmin lk (uk ; vk ) uk[Bk+1 yk+1 ℄ for k = 0; : : : ; N
uk 2Uk
n
o
uN 2 argmin lN (uN ; vN ) ;
uN 2UN
n
o
(d) vk 2 argmax lk (uk ; vk ) vk [Ck xk ℄ for k = 0; 1; : : : ; N:
vk 2Vk
(a)

1;

Interestingly, this onsists just of the primal dynami s, the dual dynami s, and a
ondition on uk and vk in stage k whi h only depends on the data embodied in
lk , Uk and Vk , and the state ve tor images Ck xk and Bk+1 yk+1 .
Interpretation through stage-based ELQP subproblems: A ording to this, optimal

primal and dual ontrols uk and vk are hara terized by the following property:

Let x and y be the primal and dual traje tories generated from u and v by the dynami s. Then
in ea h stage k we have an extended linear-quadrati programming problem (Pek ), depending
on Ck xk and Bk+1 yk+1 , su h that uk solves (Pek ) and vk solves the orresponding dual
e k ).
problem (D

In fa t the primal and dual subproblems are:


min : [rk Bk+1 yk+1 ℄uk + 12 ukRk uk + Vk Sk sk Ck xk Dk uk
uk 2Uk

(Dek )
max : vk [sk Ck xk ℄ 12 vkSk vk Uk Rk Bk+1 yk+1 + Dk vk rk ;
vk 2Vk
ex ept that the Bk+1 yk+1 terms drop out when k = N . These subproblems isolate the
optimization in stage k ontrols to stage k itself, a omplishing this by supplementing the
stage k data by means of primal information generated forward from the past through the
primal states and dual information generated ba kward from the future through the dual
states.
Explanation: Conditions ( ) and (d) above orrespond to (uk ; vk ) being a saddle
point on Uk  Vk of the fun tion
(Pek )

e
lk (uk ; vk )

:= lk (uk ; vk ) ukBk+1 yk+1
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vkCk xk :

This means that uk and vk solve the primal and dual problems of extended
linear-quadrati programming that are asso iated with the triple elk , Uk , Vk ,
and these problems are (Pek ) and (Dek ).
Duality for ontrol problems in their basi form: We've seen that the problems
(Pelqpd ) and (Delqpd ), when interpreted in their full forms (P elqpd ) and (Delqpd ), are
dual to ea h other with respe t to the full Lagrangian L on [IRd  U ℄  [IRd  V ℄.
But they an also be seen as dual to ea h other when interpreted in their basi forms
(P elqpd ) and (D elqpd ), in whi h only the ontrol ve tors are de ision elements.
For this purpose we merely have to introdu e the basi Lagrangian L on U  V by taking

L(u; v ) =

XN
k=0

lk (uk ; vk ) + l(u; v )

with lk (uk ; vk ) the same as above, and with l(u; v ) de ned to be the value obtained from
l(x; u; y; v ) when x is viewed as standing for the asso iate expression in u, generated from
the primal dynami s, while y is viewed as standing for the asso iate expression in v ,
generated from the dual dynami s. It's lear from the analysis we've already made that
(P elqpd ) an be identi ed with the problem of minimizing

f (u) := sup L(u; v ) for u 2 U;
v 2V
whereas (D elqpd ) an be identi ed with the problem of maximizing
g(v ) := inf L(u; v ) for v 2 V:
u2U
This on rms the laimed relationship of \basi " duality|again in the ELQP framework.
Of ourse, the saddle point ondition for optimality that's obtained by looking at the
primal and dual ontrol problems in this basi form is equivalent to the one obtained by
looking at them in their full form.
ELQP status revisited: We see that (Pelqpd ) omes out as a problem of extended
linear-quadrati programming regardless of whether it's interpreted in its basi
form or in its full form. Moreover the same holds for the dual problem (Delqpd ).
Multistage sto hasti ontrol: Let's now extend the abstra t deterministi model of
multistage ontrol to allow for sto hasti osts and dynami s. As before, in stages
k = 0; 1; : : : ; N there are states xk belonging to state spa es Xk and ontrols uk
belonging to ontrol spa es Uk , along with osts fk (xk ; uk ). In addition, however,
there are un ertain elements !k in spa es k , and these an in uen e the dynami s:
xk = Fk (xk 1 ; uk 1 ; !k ) for k = 1; : : : ; N; with x0 = a:
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The sto hasti aspe ts of these elements are allowed, in general, to evolve with the
states and ontrols.
Probability distributions: The probability distribution for !k in

an depend on
xk 1 and uk 1 and is denoted by k (xk 1 ; uk 1 ). Thus, in our dis rete probability
framework the probability of a parti ular element !k 2 k is a number

k (xk 1 ; uk 1 ; !k )  0; with

X
!k 2 k

k

k (xk 1 ; uk 1 ; !k ) = 1:

In \ ontinuous probability," the distribution k (xk 1 ; uk 1 ) would orrespond to
a density fun tion k (xk 1 ; uk 1 ; !k ) of !k 2 k , and so forth.
Stage-by-stage des ription: It's ru ial to understand the order of things|what omes
before what, and what an depend on what. The pro ess being modeled has features like those in multistage deterministi ontrol, but also resembles multistage
sto hasti programming, ex ept for a mu h broader treatment of probabilities:
start from x0 = a;
hoose u0 ; pay f0 (x0 ; u0 );
observe !1 from 1 (x0 ; u0 ); get x1 = F1 (x0 ; u0 ; !1 )
hoose u1 ; pay f1 (x1 ; u1 );
observe !2 from 2 (x1 ; u1 ); get x2 = F2 (x1 ; u1 ; !2 );
hoose u2 ; pay f2 (x2 ; u2 );
..
.
observe !k from k (xk 1 ; uk 1 ); get xk = Fk (xk 1 ; uk 1 ; !k );
hoose uk ; pay fk (xk ; uk );
..
.
observe !N from N (xN 1 ; uN 1 ); get xN = FN (xN 1 ; uN 1 ; !N );
hoose uN ; pay fN (xN ; uN ):
As we now know well, this pattern doesn't by itself give us an optimization
problem but simply furnishes the raw materials out of whi h an optimization
problem might be formulated. To arrive at su h a problem, we'll need to work
with ontrol poli ies of some kind.
Certainty versus un ertainty in the states: A key idea in the pro ess des ription is

knowing the state xk at the time of hoosing uk , and thus knowing everything
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about the fun tion fk then as well, in luding any impli it onstraints that stem
from 1 values of fk . The su essor state xk+1 , on the other hand, isn't known
at that time ex ept as a random element whose distribution depends on that
of !k+1 , and hen e parametri ally on xk and uk , through the equation xk+1 =
Fk+1 (xk ; uk ; !k+1 ) and the distribution k+1 (xk ; uk ) for !k+1 .
Cost modeling: One might imagine situations in whi h, instead of fk (xk ; uk ), the ost

term for stage k has the form fk (xk ; uk ; !k+1 ). There's really no need for that,
however. The underlying question is whether a subsequent de ision might alter
this ost. If yes, the ost ought to be regarded as paid at some later stage.
If no, one an simply repla e it by its expe tation relative to the distribution
k+1 (xk ; uk ) for !k+1 . That would onvert it ba k to the ase of a value that's
known on the basis of knowing xk and uk .

Status of observations: In speaking of the \observation" of !k at the start of stage
k, we are e e tively taking the position that, from this stage on, !k has a known
value. It's from knowing !k along with xk 1 and uk 1 that we know xk . For now,
this is indeed how we wish to look at things, but other approa hes are interesting as
well. In parti ular, we ould have the view that it isn't !k we observe, but just the
resultant state xk itself. We'll get into this variant and others in the next hapter.

Fundamental poli ies: For the rest of this hapter, we put ourselves in the perspe tive
of stage 0 and onsider that when a stage k > 0 is rea hed we'll have a re ord available
of the observations !1 ; : : : ; !k . We allow the de ision to be made in this stage to
respond to these observations and thus model it by a fun tion

uk () : (!1 ; : : : ; !k ) 7! uk (!1 ; : : : ; !k );
as in basi sto hasti programming. A mapping


u() : ! 7! u0 ; u1 (!1 ); u2(!1 ; !2 ); : : : ; uN (!1 ; !2 ; : : : ; !N )

will be alled a fundamental poli y. The problem we'll next formulate will on ern
optimization over su h poli ies, whi h are also termed the nonanti ipative mappings
from the spa e = 1      N to the spa e U0  U1      UN .
Feedba k alternative: We'll later be looking instead at s hemes in whi h we regard

xk as the sole item of information to whi h we an respond in hoosing uk in
stage k. Poli ies then will be feedba k poli ies, whose omponents have the form
uk () : xk 7! uk (xk ) as mappings from Xk to Uk .
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Consequen es of exe uting a fundamental poli y: Having sele ted a (fundamental)
poli y u(), the following is what we get in the future|as seen from the standpoint
of the present, with the random elements as yet unresolved.

Evolution of states: The states ome out as fun tions of the observations that pre ede
them. From the poli y u() = (u0 ; u1 (); : : : ; uN ()) we obtain a traje tory x() =

(x0 ; x1 (); : : : ; xN ()), whi h is likewise a nonanti ipative mapping, by setting

x0 = a;
x1 (!1 ) = F1 (x0 ; u0 ; !1 );
x2 (!1 ; !2 ) = F2 (x1 (!1 ); u1 (!1 ); !2);
..
.
xN (!1 ; : : : ; !N ) = FN (xN 1 (!1 ; : : : ; !N 1 ); uN 1 (!1 ; : : : ; !N 1 ); !N ):
Evolution of probabilities: On e stage N is rea hed, a probability distribution  will

have been onstru ted over = 1      N for ! = (!1 ; : : : ; !N ). Su h a
distribution isn't known prior to that, be ause of its possible dependen e on the
poli y u() and the traje tory x(). It emerges u() and x() only as follows. On
entering stage 1, we have

 1 := 1 (x0 ; u0 ) : the marginal distribution of !1 ;
i.e., the distribution that will turn out to be the proje tion on
distribution  on . Then through x1 () and u1 () we get

1

of the eventual



2 x1 (!1 ); u1 (!1 ) : the onditional distribution of !2 given !1 :
The marginal distribution  1 of !1 and this onditional distribution for !2 , given
!1 , ombine to produ e

 2 := the marginal distribution of (!1 ; !2 )
for the start of stage 2. Similarly, after entering a stage k

k

1

1 with

:= the marginal distribution of (!1 ; : : : ; !k 1 );

we pro eed by way of xk 1 (!1 ; : : : ; !k 1 ) and uk 1 (!1 ; : : : ; !k 1 ) to


k xk 1 (!1 ; : : : ; !k 1 ); uk 1 (!1 ; : : : ; !k 1 ) :
the onditional distribution of !k given (!1 ; : : : ; !k 1 ):
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The marginal distribution  k 1 of (!1 ; : : : ; !k 1 ) and this onditional distribution
for !k , given (!1 ; : : : ; !k 1 ), ombine then to produ e

 k := the marginal distribution of (!1 ; : : : ; !k 1 ; !k ):
When nally k = N , we have the entire distribution  N =  for ! on .
Mathemati al te hni alities: In general, the development of these onditional and
marginal distributions is ompli ated to justify. It's an important topi in
probability theory, requiring areful assumptions. There's no trouble, though,
in the setting of dis rete probability.

Evolution of osts: From the poli y u() and traje tory x() we also obtain expressions

for the osts paid in the various stages as fun tions of the un ertain elements:
:= f0 (x0 ; u0 );

1 (!1 ) := f1 x1 (!1 ); u1 (!1 )) ;

2 (!1 ; !2 ) := f2 x2 (!1 ; !2 ); u2 (!1 ; !2 ) ;
..
.
0

N



(!1 ; : : : ; !N ) := fN xN (!1 ; : : : ; !N ); uN (!1 ; : : : ; !N ) :

The orresponding total ost
0 + 1 (!1 ) + 2 (!1 ; !2 ) +    +

N

(!1 ; : : : ; !N )

is a random variable from the perspe tive of stage 0, but its expe tation an be
taken relative to the probability distribution  that omes out of u() and x(),
and this expe ted value an be regarded as known in stage 0.

Twin forms of the sto hasti optimal ontrol problem: The optimization problem
now has the general statement
n XN

(Ps )

o

minimize E
fk (xk (!1 ; : : : ; !k ); uk (!1 ; : : : ; !k )) subje t to
k=0

xk (!1 ; : : : ; !k ) = Fk (xk 1 (!1 ; : : : ; !k 1 ; uk 1 (!1 ; : : : ; !k 1 ); !k )
for k = 1; : : : ; N; with x0 = a

(where \s=sto hasti "). The expe tation is taken over the probability distribution
for ! that's generated in parallel with the states and ontrols. But as in the deterministi ase, this problem statement is merely preliminary . There are two ways of
interpreting it whi h have to be distinguished.
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Basi form (P s ): In the basi version, ea h xk (!1 ; : : : ; !k ) is regarded as standing

for a ertain expression in a, u0 , u1 (!1 ); : : : ; uk 1 (!1 ; : : : ; !k 1 ) as developed
from the dynami s. The minimization therefore takes pla e over the spa e of all
fundamental poli ies u().

Full form (P s ): In the full version, the minimization takes pla e not only with respe t

to poli ies u() but also with respe t to traje tories x() = (x0 ; x1 (); : : : ; x())
(nonanti ipative). The dynami al equations are regarded then as onstraints on
x0 , x1 (!1 ); : : : ; xN (!1 ; : : : ; !N ) as well as u0 , u1 (!1 ); : : : ; uN (!1 ; : : : ; !N ).

Convexity: The road is now wide open to the dis ussion of linear dynami s, extended

linear-quadrati ost expressions, and so forth. Essentially, everything we looked at
in the deterministi ase would have an analog in this sto hasti ase, if it weren't
for one big hang-up:

In allowing the probability distributions for ! to be in uen ed by the states and ontrols, there
is a very serious danger of onvexity being lost.

When that happens, the optimization problem is prone to be oming intra table numeri ally,
at least in this formulation.
How basi sto hasti programming ts in: Sto hasti programming, as developed
so far, orresponds to the spe ial ase of sto hasti optimal ontrol in whi h
(a) xk = (!1 ; : : : ; !k ) for k > 0 (no initial state),
(b) Fk (xk 1 ; uk 1 ; !k ) = (xk 1 ; !k ) for k > 1 (whereas F1 (!1 ) = !1 ),
( ) k (xk 1 ; uk 1 ) is independent of uk 1 ,
(d) fk (xk ; uk ) is onvex in uk .
The e e t of ( ) in ombination with (a) and (b) is the freeing up of the probability stru ture
from being in uen ed by the de isions uk that are sele ted. This independen e is essential
also in obtaining, through (d), the onvexity of the problem.
Advan ed sto hasti programming: Convexity an in fa t be maintained under weaker
assumptions. The key is to divide the state into two parts: xk = (x0k ; x00k ), where
x00k = (!1 ; : : : ; !k ) as above, but x0k is subje t to a linear system of dynami s in
the ontrols uk , with matri es that an depend on (!1 ; : : : ; !k ). The distributions
k (xk 1 ; uk 1 ) = k (x0k 1 ; x00k 1 ; uk 1 ) are taken to be independent of x0k 1 and
uk 1 , and the osts fk (xk ; uk ) = fk (x0k ; x00k ; uk ) to be onvex with respe t to
(x0k ; uk ). We'll develop this advan ed model|in better notation|after examining
the alternative approa h to sto hasti ontrol through feedba k poli ies.
6. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
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Dating ba k to the 1950's but following a tra k di erent from that of mu h of the rest
of optimization, is a theory of multistage de ision problems under un ertainty known
as `dynami programming'. This theory fo uses on states and ontrols in a ontext of
sto hasti dynami s as inspired originally by engineering appli ations, but it makes little
use of Lagrange multipliers, onvexity, duality and other su h problem hara teristi s in
linear and nonlinear programming. Its enterpie e is a \prin iple of optimality" giving a
re ursive relation among ost-to-go fun tions. The methodology doesn't lead to numeri al
solutions to pra ti al problems ex ept in rather spe ial ases, yet dynami programming
has many interesting things to o er nonetheless. We'll survey its foundations here with
an eye toward trying later to ombine some of the best features with those oming from
other approa hes.

Multistage sto hasti

ontrol from a di erent viewpoint: Dynami programming

grows out of a stage-by-stage pro ess of ontrol under un ertainty that's just like the
one we've already investigated. In stages k = 0; 1; : : : ; N there are states xk 2 Xk ,
ontrols uk 2 Uk , and un ertain elements !k 2 k , governed by dynami s xk =
Fk (xk 1 ; uk 1 ; !k ) and probability distributions k (xk 1 ; uk 1 ). Costs fk (xk ; uk )
are a umulated and foreseen through their probabilisti expe tations. There's a
signi ant shift in attitude, however, in how optimization should be arried out and
what it should be based on.

Parametri treatment of the initial state: There isn't just a single problem for a single

initial state a. Instead, an entire family of problems is made the fo us, namely
one for ea h possible initial state x0 . The optimal values and solutions to these
problems are studied in their parametri dependen e on x0 .

States as sole repositories of urrent information: The attitude is adopted that, when

stage k is rea hed, the state xk ontains all the information that's available about
the past of the system. The hoi e of the ontrol uk an respond only to xk .
There's no memory of anything else, ex ept to the extent that it has been built
into xk . This holds even for the realized values of !1 ; : : : ; !k .

Modeling impli ations: From one angle, this is a harmless assumption whi h ould
be seen merely as larifying what a \state" ought to mean. It simply requires
us to pay lose attention to how we set up the states in a parti ular appli ation.
From another angle, however, this has the potential to be a serious restri tion
be ause of its e e t on watershed properties like onvexity.
Example of states as umulative observations: The state ould, as a spe ial ase,
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ontain a re ord of all past observations. For instan e, we ould start with x0
as furnishing some kind of ba kground information and then, after !1 has been
observed, take x1 = (x0 ; !1 ). After !2 has been observed we ould take x2 =
(x0 ; !1 ; !2 ), and so forth. This would orrespond to Xk = X0  1    k and

Fk (xk 1 ; !k ) = (xk 1 ; !k ) for k = 1; : : : ; N;
with no ontrols being involved in the dynami s at all. Many variations on this
theme are possible. There ould be additional aspe ts to the state beyond su h a
re ord of observations. Or, observations ould be subje t to a \sunset law": we
might have xk = (!k 2 ; !k 1 ; !k ) (when k  3) to apture the idea that de isions
ought not to be based on more than the three latest observations, say. Again xk
would be determined then from xk 1 and !k without intervention of uk 1 .

Feedba k poli ies: Be ause the hoi e of the ontrol uk in stage k an't be based on
any information about the past beyond what's in xk , the on ept of a poli y has
to be di erent from the one we worked with until now. We an't take for granted
that the re ord of observations !1 ; : : : ; !k is part of xk (although it might be, as just
noted). Anyway, that wouldn't t with the desire now for parametri analysis, sin e
fundamental poli ies only make sense with respe t to a xed initial state a. Instead
we have to on entrate on feedba k poli ies


u() = u0 (); u1(); : : : ; uN () with omponent fun tions uk () : Xk ! Uk :
This means we work with uk (xk ) rather than uk (!1 ; : : : ; !k ) and moreover with
u0 (x0 ), whereas previously we had only a single hoi e of the initial ontrol.
Feedba k: This term refers generally to s hemes in whi h a pro ess of generating
states from ontrols is supplemented by one of getting ontrols from states.

Evolution of the states and ontrols: In the exe ution of a feedba k poli y u(), the

dynami al system redu es to one in whi h xk , as an un ertain element of Xk with
a spe i probabilisti behavior, an be known from xk 1 :

xk = Fk (xk 1 ; uk 1 (xk 1 ); !k ); where
!k has distribution k (xk 1 ; uk 1 (xk 1 )):
Pro eeding stage by stage, starting from x0 as a parameter, we get a onditional
distribution for x1 given x0 , then one for x2 given x0 and x1 , and so forth.
In this manner we build up, from the standpoint of stage 0, a distribution of
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(x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xN ) as a random variable in X1  X2      XN with respe t to any
initial x0 2 X0 . Sin e ontrols are uniquely pres ribed from the states, we an
think of this as likewise building up a distribution of (u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; uN ) as a random
variable in U1  U2      UN .
Evolution of the underlying probabilities: The distributions for (x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xN ) and
(u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; uN ) orrespond of ourse to one for ! = (!1 ; !2 ; : : : ; !N ) that emerges
at the same time on the probability spa e .
Evolution of osts: The ost terms an be viewed similarly. From the distribution
generated for xk we get a distribution for k = fk (xk ; uk (xk )). The expe ted
values of these ost terms for k = 0; 1; : : : ; N therefore make sense in the light of
any initial state x0 and feedba k poli y u().
Te hni al onsiderations: In a general probability framework, it would be ne essary to impose further onditions on the mappings uk () : Xk ! Uk , su h
as \measurability," in order to be sure that the expe tations are well de ned.
Questions of the \integrability" of the ost expressions as fun tions on would
also need attention. By on entrating on the ase of dis rete probability, we
are able to avoid su h rami ations.
Expe ted ost fun tional: On the basis of this probabilisti evolution, we an assoiate with any initial state x0 and feedba k poli y u() = (u0 (); u1 (); : : : ; uN ()) an
expe ted ost value








J0 x0 ; u() = J0 x0 ; u0 (); u1(); : : : ; uN ()
n


o
: = E f0 x0 ; u0 (x0 ) + f1 x1 ; u1 (x1 ) +    + fN xN ; uN (xN ) ;
where the expe tation is taken with respe t to the probability distribution on the
ost terms that's indu ed by x0 and u(), as des ribed.


Feasibility: A feedba k poli y u() is deemed to be feasible if J0 x0 ; u() < 1 for
every x0 2 X0 . This ne essitates having

uk (xk ) 2 Ck (xk ) for k = 0; 1; : : : ; N; where

Ck (xk ) := uk 2 Uk fk (xk ; uk ) < 1 ;

and it's equivalent to that property in our framework of dis rete probability.
Here Ck (xk ) is the feasible ontrol set in stage k. Obviously there an't be
any poli y u() unless Ck (xk ) 6= ; almost surely with respe t to the probability
distribution on xk that omes out of the pre eding states and poli y mappings
u0 (); : : : ; uk 1 (), for every initial x0 .
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General problem of dynami programming: Given a multistage sto hasti ontrol
model as above, nd a feedba k poli y u() = (u0 (); u1(); : : : ; uN ()) su h that, with
respe t to every other feedba k poli y u() = (u0 (); u1(); : : : ; uN ()), one has


J0 x0 ; u0 (); : : : ; uN ()



 J0 x0; u0(); : : : ; uN () for all x0:

Su h a poli y u() is alled optimal |in the sense of dynami programming.
Interpretation as a form of parametri optimization: This des ription of the general

problem unders ores one of the most distinguishing features of dynami programming. The subje t isn't on erned with solving just a single optimization
problem, as would orrespond to the spe i ation of a single initial state x0 = a
as earlier, but rather with solving systemati ally an entire family of optimization
problems parameterized by x0 . A optimal poli y u() of the kind being sought
isn't an optimal solution to one optimization problem, but a parametri des ription of optimal solutions to many su h problems.

Rationale: The fo us on parametri optimization is di tated in part by a re ursive rule

for onstru ting optimal poli ies whi h will soon be explained. Equally important
in the on ept, however, is the idea of feedba k itself as making sense in every
stage of ontrol. Mu h of the motivation derives also from interest in studying
what happens to the mappings u0 (); : : : ; uk (); : : : as the horizon N in the model
is allowed to go toward 1.

Conne tion with basi sto hasti programming: Sto hasti programming, as developed so far, ts losely with the ase of dynami programming in whi h

(a) xk = (x0 ; !1 ; : : : ; !k ) for k > 0,
(b) Fk (xk 1 ; uk 1 ; !k ) = (xk 1 ; !k ) for k > 0,
( ) k (xk 1 ; uk 1 ) is independent of uk 1 ,
(d) fk (xk ; uk ) is onvex in uk .
Feedba k poli ies are omprised then of mappings uk () : (x0 ; !1 ; : : : ; !k ) ! xk and are almost
the same as the fundamental poli ies we looked at previously, ex ept that instead of a xed
initial state a there's a parameter x0 .
Any optimal poli y u() in the dynami programming sense will, in parti ular in this setup,
yield an optimal poli y in the sto hasti programming sense simply through spe ialization
of x0 to a. A bigger question, however, is whether the higher level of e ort required to
produ e an optimal poli y in the dynami programming sense is well spent if only one su h
spe ialization is alled for.
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Residual minimization in later stages: Parametri optimization in multistage stohasti ontrol has so far been viewed only from stage 0, but an important virtue
of the dynami programming setup is that it exhibits essentially the same stru ture
from any stage forward.

Let's try this out by shifting our perspe tive to that of stage 1. We imagine ourselves at
a state x1 2 X1 . How we got there doesn't matter; all that ounts is what happens from
now on. Although mappings u0 () : X0 ! U0 for stage 0 are no longer relevant, any hoi e
of mappings uk () : Xk ! Uk for k = 1; : : : ; N results in a probability distribution for the


ost just as before and thereby has an asso iated expe ted ost J1 x1 ; u1 (); : : : ; uN () :=



E f1 x1 ; u1 (x1 ) +    + fN xN ; uN (xN ) . The situation is just what we fa ed earlier, but
with one stage fewer to go until termination, and with x1 as the parameter instead of x0 .
The same goes for subsequent stages as well. Having arrived rea hed stage k, we have
an N (k 1)-stage residual problem of dynami programming, parameterized by xk , in
whi h the expe ted ost fun tional is


n



o



Jk xk ; uk (); : : : ; uN () := E fk xk ; uk (xk ) +    + fN xN ; uN (xN ) ;
the expe tation being taken relative to the probability distribution for these ost terms
that's generated by (uk (); : : : ; uN ()) from xk . We seek a residual feedba k poli y (uk (); : : : ; uN ())
su h that, with respe t to every other residual feedba k poli y (uk (); : : : ; uN ()), one has




Jk xk ; uk (); : : : ; uN ()





 Jk xk ; uk (); : : : ; uN () for all xk :

Su h a feedba k poli y is said to be optimal from stage k on .
Cost-to-go fun tions: The optimal value in the ontrol problem fa ed if, on arriving
in stage k, the state is xk , is alled the (expe ted) ost-to-go asso iated with xk . As
a fun tion k of xk 2 Xk , it's given by the formula
k (xk )

=



inf

uk ();:::;uN ()



Jk xk ; uk (); : : : ; uN () :

The key to dynami programming is the exploration of the relationships between
the su essive fun tions 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; N . This an be arried out by analyzing the

stru ture of the expe tations that are involved.

Some rules for expe tations: To pro eed, we'll need ways of manipulating expe ta-

tions of random variables. For onvenien e in stating general rules about this, we
an think of the random variables as fun tions of ! 2 with the distribution of !
xed, although the appli ations we'll make will be in more diverse situations.
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Several rules are obvious from the fa t that an expe tation is in prin iple an integral with
respe t to a probability measure. For instan e, for random variables (! ) and 0 (! ) (either
ve tor or s alar) one has



E! (! ) + 0 (! ) = E! (! ) + E! 0 (! ) ;





E! (! ) =  E! (! ) :

As an extension of the rule for s alar multipli ation, a ve tor inner produ t v(! ) satis es




E! v(! ) = v E! (! ) :
Also, be ause \probabilities add up to 1" it's always true for any onstant that
E!



= ;



E! (! ) +



= E! (! ) + :

Conditional expe tations (i.e., expe tations with respe t to onditional probability distributions) follow the same prin iples but give rise to the following additional rule in ase of
! = (!1 ; !2 ) 2 = 1  2 :


E (!1 ; !2 ) = !E
! ;!

n

o



E (!1 ; !2 ) :
1 2
1 !2 j!1
Here !1 is a parameter in the inner expe tation, whi h is taken with respe t to the onditional probability distribution for !2 given the value of !1 , so that this inner expe tation
designates a value b(!1 ). The outer expe tation is then that of b(!1 ) as a fun tion of
!1 with respe t to the marginal distribution for !1 indu ed by the joint distribution for
(!1 ; !2 ).
Conditional and marginal distributions: Roughly speaking, the marginal distribution
of !1 indu ed by a joint distribution of (!1 ; !2 ) is the one in whi h the probability
of !1 belonging to a subset A of X1 is identi ed with the probability of (!1 ; !2 )
belonging to the subset A  2 of 1  2 . The representation of any joint
probability distribution for (!1 ; !2 ) in terms of a marginal distribution of !1
along with a onditional distribution of !2 for ea h !1 , so as to justify the rule
just given, is an important part of probability theory and is fraught with te hni al
ompli ations of a \measurability" nature.
Example of applying the expe tation rules: If (!1 ; !2 ) = 1 (!1 ) + 2 (!1 ; !2 ), then


n



o

E (!1 ; !2) = !E 1 (!1 ) + E 2 (!1 ; !2 ) ;
!1 ;!2
!2 j!1
1
where the outer expe tation is taken with respe t to the marginal distribution of
!1 and the inner expe tation with respe t to the onditional distributions of !2
orresponding to the various values of !1 .
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Some rules for minimization: Similar rules will be needed for oping with the minimization of ompli ated expressions of a variable z . Obviously




inf z '(z ) =  inf z '(z ) for  > 0;


inf z '(z ) + = inf z '(z ) + for any onstant :



In general one only has inf z '(z )+ '0 (z )  inf z '(z ) +inf z '0 (z ) , but equality
does hold for a separable fun tion '(z1 ; z2 ) = '(z1 ) + '(z2 ):






'( z1 ) + inf
'2 (z2 ) ;
inf '(z1 ) + '(z2 ) = inf
z ;z
z
z
1

1 2

2

and similarly for more than two arguments. On the other hand, one always has
n





inf
'(z1 ; z2 )
inf '(z1 ; z2 ) = inf
z
z
1

z1 ;z2

2

o

;

where the inner minimization produ es a fun tion of z1 to whi h the outer minimization is then addressed.
Example of applying the minimization rules: If '(z1 ; z2 ) = '1 (z1 ) + '2 (z1 ; z2 ), then
n



o



'1 (z1 ) + inf
'2 (z1 ; z2 ) :
inf '1 (z1 ) + '2 (z1 ; z2 ) = inf
z
z ;z
z
1 2

1

2



This is seen from the fa t that, for xed z1 , we have inf z2 '1 (z1 ) + '2 (z1 ; z2 ) =

'1 (z1 ) + inf z2 '2 (z1 ; z2 ) be ause the term '1 (z1 ) merely has the role of a onstant when we minimize with respe t to z2 .

One-stage models: To grasp the point of dynami programming, we have to look rst

at the simplest ase, from whi h we'll learn a lesson we an apply repeatedly. What
if there is only one stage to the model? Then the initial stage is also the last, and no
un ertainty enters the pi ture. The sole ost-to-go fun tion is 0 , whi h by de nition
has the formula
0 (x0 ) = inf f0 (x0 ; u0 );
u0 ()

with the minimization arried out over all mappings u0 () : X0 ! U0 . It's obvious in
this elementary situation the mapping u0 () a e ts 0 at a parti ular point x0 only
through its value u0 (x0 ) at that point. Equally well we have the formula

f0 (x0 ; u0 );
0 (x0 ) = inf
u0
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in whi h 0 (x0 ) appears as the optimal value in a minimization problem over
instead of over a spa e of mappings. The orresponding optimal solution set

U0

0 (x0 ) = argmin f0 (x0 ; u0 )
u0

also plays a role, be ause dynami programming requires us to look for a mapping
u0 () : X0 ! U0 su h that, with respe t to every other u0 () : X0 ! U0 , one has


f0 x0 ; u0 (x0 )



 f0 x0 ; u0(x0 ) for all x0:

Clearly u0 () enjoys this property if and only if

u0 (x0 ) 2

0 (x0 )

for all x0 :

In other words, an optimal poli y in the dynami programming sense an be put
together by sele ting for ea h x0 2 X0 some element of 0 (x0 ) as the value of u0 ().
Note: For this to be possible the set 0 (x0 ) must of ourse be nonempty for ea h
x0 2 X0 . Conditions on f0 and the spa es X0 and U0 might have to be imposed
to make sure that's the ase, but regardless, the fun tion 0 is well de ned (as
long as in nite values are admitted).
Two-stage models: Continuing with this s rutiny of spe ial ases, suppose that N = 1,
so that we have ost-to-go fun tions 0 and 1 . These are de ned by
n

n



o o

f0 x0 ; u0 (x0 ) + f1 x1 ; u1 (x1 )
inf
E
u0 ();u1 () !1 jx0 ;u0 (x0 )

1 (x1 ) = inf f1 x1 ; u1 (x1 ) ;
u1 ()
0 (x0 ) =

;

with the minimization taken over mappings u0 () : X0 ! U0 and u1 () : X1 ! U1 .
The stage 1 formula has x1 standing merely for an element of X1 , but the stage 0

formula has x1 standing for F1 x0 ; u0 (x0 ); !1 , i.e., for a random variable based on

x0 , u0 (), and the probability distribution 1 x0 ; u0 (x0 ) for !1 . (We ould write
x1 (!1 ) in this ase but in the interest of notational simpli ity have hosen simply to
write x1 again. The notation \!1 j x0 ; u0 (x0 )" under the expe tation sign emphasizes
that the expe ted value generally depends on x0 and u0 (x0 ) through the dependen e

of the distribution 1 x0 ; u0 (x0 ) on these elements.)
The stage 1 formula refers to a residual one-stage problem. Our analysis of su h problems
tells us it an be written equally well as
1 (x1 ) = inf f1 (x1 ; u1 ):
u1
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The stage 0 formula, on the other hand, an be manipulated by the listed rules of expe tation and minimization to obtain
n

0 (x0 ) =

n



o o

inf
f0 x0 ; u0 (x0 ) +
f1 x1 ; u1 (x1 )
E
u0 ();u1 ()
!1 jx0 ;u0 (x0 )
n
n
n

o o o
= inf f0 x0 ; u0 (x0 ) + inf
f1 x1 ; u1 (x1 )
E
u0 ()
u1 () !1 jx0 ;u0 (x0 )
n
n

o o
= inf f0 x0 ; u0 (x0 ) +
inf f1 x1 ; u1 (x1 )
E
u0 ()
!1 jx0 ;u0 (x0 ) u1 ()
n

n



o o

= inf f0 x0 ; u0 (x0 ) +
E
1 x1
u0 ()
!1 jx0 ;u0 (x0 )
n
n

o o
= inf f0 x0 ; u0 (x0 ) +
F
(
x
;
u
(
x
)
;
!
)
:
E
1 1 0 0 0
1
u0 ()
!1 jx0 ;u0 (x0 )
This expression an be simpli ed on eptually by introdu ing the fun tion
b0 (x0 ; u0 ) :=

E

n

!1 jx0 ;u0

o

F1 (x0 ; u0 ; !1 ) ;

1

where the distribution of !1 is given by 1 (x0 ; u0 ). It omes out as
n



0 (x0 ) = inf f0 x0 ; u0 (x0 ) +
u0 ()
and therefore through our one-stage analysis as
0 (x0 ) = inf
u0

n

f0 (x0 ; u0 ) +

b0

o

x0 ; u0 (x0 )
o

b0 (x0 ; u0 )

;

where the minimization for ea h x0 is arried out over U0 instead of over mappings from
X0 to U0 . The one-stage analysis further reveals now how to get an optimal poli y
u0 (); u1 () : just take
n

u0 (x0 ) 2

0 (x0 ) = argmin f0 (x0 ; u0 ) +

u1 (x1 ) 2

1 (x1 ) = argmin f1 (x1 ; u1 )
u1

u0

o

b0 (x0 ; u0 )

for ea h x0 ;

for ea h x1 :

Summary: The pi ture emerges that we ould determine 1 and u1 () by minimizing

f1 (x1 ; u1 ) in u1 for ea h x1 , and after that, by forming b0 (x0 ; u0 ), we ould
determine 0 and u0 () by minimizing f0 (x0 ; u0 ) + b0 (x0 ; u0 ) in u0 for ea h x0 .
That would produ e an optimal poli y (u0 (); u1()).
Prin iple of optimality in dynami programming: In the general multistage framework, the ost-to-go fun tions k for k < N satisfy the re ursive relations
n

k (xk ) = inf fk (xk ; uk ) +
u
k

bk (xk ; uk ) :=

o

bk (xk ; uk )

E
!k+1 jxk ;uk
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n

k+1

where

o

Fk+1 (xk ; uk ; !k+1 ) ;

from whi h they an be generated ba kward from stage to stage, starting with
N

(xN ) = inf
fN (xN ; uN ):
u
N

In terms of the orresponding argmin sets k (xk ) for k = 0; 1; : : : ; N , an optimal

poli y u() = u0 (); u1(); : : : ; uN () an be obtained from this pro edure by taking

uk (xk ) 2

k (xk )

for ea h x0 :

Proof. Our pre eding analysis of one-stage models dire tly supports the assertions
about N and uN (). For any k < N , we an argue now mu h as we did for
two-stage models, although the notation is somewhat more ompli ated. By the
de nition of the ost-to-go fun tions, we have
k (xk )

=

n

inf
uk ();uk+1 ();:::;uN ()

k+1 (xk+1 )

=

n

inf
uk+1 ();:::;uN ()

n

E;:::;!

!k ;!k+1

N



fk xk ; uk (xk )



+ fk+1 xk+1 ; uk+1 (xk+1 )
E;:::;!

n

!k+1

N

o o

+    + fN xN ; uN (xN )

;



fk+1 xk+1 ; uk+1 (xk+1 )

o o

+    + fN xN ; uN (xN )

;

where in the rst formula xk+1 ; xk+2 ; : : : ; xN stand for random variables generated
by the dynami s starting from xk , but in the se ond formula only xk+2 ; : : : ; xN
have this hara ter, and they are generated by the dynami s starting from xk+1
as a parameter ranging over Xk+1 . We an apply the rules of expe tation and
minimization to the rst formula to rewrite it as
n

n



E fk xk ; uk (xk ) +
k (xk ) = inf
uk () !k
n
n

inf
fk+1 xk+1 ; uk+1 (xk+1 )
E
uk+1 ();:::;uN () !k+1 ;:::;!N j!k

o o o o

n

n



= inf E fk xk ; uk (xk ) +
uk () !k
n
n

= inf E fk xk ; uk (xk ) +
uk () !k

+    + fN xN ; uN (xN )
oo

k+1 (xk+1 )
k+1

Fk+1 (xk ; uk (xk ); !k+1

o o

:

We re ognize that the last version gives the optimal value in a two-stage model
as already analyzed, and that it therefore yields the laimed expression of k (xk )
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as the in mum of fk (xk ; uk ) + bk (xk ; uk ) with respe t to uk . At the same time
we dedu e that uk () is optimal if uk (xk ) is taken for ea h xk to be an element
of the asso iated minimizing set.

Dynami programming algorithm: These re ursive relations are the foundation for

a `algorithm' whi h, at least in on ept, might be used to solve the general problem
in dynami programming. First we onstru t the fun tion N , obtaining at the same
time a mapping uN () : XN ! UN . Next we insert this in the re ursive relation
in order to onstru t the fun tion N 1 and a mapping uN 1 () : XN 1 ! UN 1 .
Continuing from N 1 we get N 2 and so forth down to 0 , generating additional
mappings uN 2 (); : : : ; u0 () along the way.

In the end we not only have all the ost-to-go fun tions for the problem but a parti ular
optimal feedba k poli y u() formed by u0 (); u1(); : : : ; uN () (as long as the minimizing
sets that are en ountered are all nonempty).
Te hni al troubles: To apply the re ursive formula for k in terms of k+1 , it's ne essary to solve for ea h xk 2 Xk an optimization problem in whi h the expression

fk (xk ; uk ) +

n

E

!k+1 jxk ;uk

k+1

o

Fk (xk ; uk ; !k+1 )

is minimized over all uk 2 Uk . What might this involve? This problem ould in some
ases be dis rete, with Uk a nite set and therefore only nitely many hoi es of uk
to ompare. Then, as long as the number of hoi es isn't too large , the minimization
an be arried out by \brute for e."

Let's think instead, though, about ases involving ontinuous variables, say with Uk =
IRnk . In our setup we know the fun tion fk in stage k, and with it the impli it ontrol set
Ck (xk ). For the sake of on reteness, let
n
fk (xk ; uk ) = gk (xk ; uk ) if uk 2 Uk , Gk (xk ; uk )  0,
1
otherwise
for a nite fun tion gk , so that Ck (xk ) is given by the onstraints uk 2 Uk and Gk (xk ; uk ) 
0. Under the ondition that 'bk (xk ; uk ) < 1 whenever uk 2 Ck (xk ), so that there aren't
any impli it onstraints indu ed from the future, the onstraint stru ture fa ed in this
subproblem an be imagined as falling into the onventional patterns in nite-dimensional
optimization and not posing any unusual diÆ ulties: we have to minimize the nite expression gk (xk ; uk ) + bk (xk ; uk ) over all uk 2 Uk with Gk (xk ; uk )  0.
In ontrast to gk (xk ; uk ), Gk (xk ; uk ) and Uk , however, the values of bk (xk ; uk ) aren't
known dire tly but have to be developed from a formula dependent on k+1 , whi h itself
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had to be onstru ted from other data. This raises questions about how the minimization
an be arried out, sin e some te hniques might demand for instan e that we know rst or
se ond partial derivatives of bk (xk ; uk ) with respe t to the omponents of uk . Will su h
derivatives exist? Indeed, is there even any assuran e that bk (xk ; uk ) will have ontinuity
properties with respe t to uk of the kind taken for granted in elementary optimization?
We already know from our look at sto hasti programming that the answer an well be
negative, but that onvexity might ome to the res ue if it an be ounted on.
Troubles with the expe tation: From the standpoint of mathemati al rigor, we would
need to ensure in the rst pla e that the expression being integrated with respe t
to the probability distribution k+1 (xk ; uk ) of !k+1 makes sense (\measurability"
et .), yet this is beset with the issue of what we an say about the fun tion k+1 .
Clearly, a sound theory demands that fa ts be arefully developed about the
extent to whi h ru ial properties of the ost-to-go fun tions an be propagated
ba kward from stage N in the presen e of ni e properties of the data elements
fk , Fk , and the onstraints.
Troubles with global minimization: We an't truly get k (xk ) without performing the
minimization globally . Apart from \brute for e" ases, that may be very hard to

do. Convexity of fk (xk ; uk ) with respe t to uk ould help a lot, but when an
we hope for that to be available? Again the diÆ ulty lies in the ir umstan e
that bk depends in general not only on Fk but also on the parti ular probability
distribution k+1 (xk ; uk ) for !k+1 .

Pra ti al onsiderations: In a spe i problem of multistage optimal ontrol with
a xed initial state a, the real goal is to determine the initial ontrol element u0

that should be utilized. Everything else is subsidiary and designed as a way of
a hieving an adequate present representation of the future (with its various re ourse
opportunities). The dynami programming approa h an serve to nd the desired
element u0 , but it requires the onstru tion of whole fun tions k on the spa es
Xk , at least for k = 1; : : : ; N . This is a formidable undertaking, as already an be
appre iated just by raising the question of how a fun tion k might be represented.
The following are some ases to think about.

Fun tions given by tables of values: La king any other handle on the situation, we

an imagine representing and storing the fun tions simply through extensive lists
of their values. After all, many fun tions with only an empiri al basis are stored
like this in omputers anyway. But there are sharp limitations to su h an approa h. Usually it's employed for fun tions of one or two variables over a modest
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range like an interval or box. If the state xk is a ve tor having 10, or 100, or
1000 \ ontinuous" omponents, the idea is hopeless. Furthermore it su ers from
the disadvantage that fun tion properties of potentially great importan e, like
onvexity for instan e, don't readily ome to the surfa e.
Fun tions given by spe ifying parameters: Mu h of mathemati s revolves around spe-

ial lasses of fun tions: linear, quadrati , polynomial, trigonometri , et . To
sele t a fun tion from su h a lass, it's only ne essary to spe ify the values of
ertain oeÆ ients. We might hope to take advantage of this by on entrating
on ases of dynami programming where the ost-to-go fun tions k stay within
a parti ular lass as we propagate them ba kward. The pro edure ould then
be redu ed in e e t to one in whi h formulas are derived for propagating the
needed oeÆ ient values ba kward. Unfortunately, although there are interesting
and important examples of this, the idea is severely restri ted in its appli ability.
The operation of minimization, espe ially onstrained minimization, just doesn't
preserve lasses of fun tions like those that have served so well traditionally.

Fun tions given by approximation: If the true fun tions

are hard to ome by, perhaps we an develop and maintain approximations of them whi h at least will
support approximate methods of solving sto hasti multistage ontrol problems.
This is a great idea|and an intriguing hallenge for mathemati al resear h. On e
more a break with tradition is demanded be ause approximation by polynomials (e.g. through \Taylor expansions") or trigonometri fun tions (e.g. through
\Fourier expansions") miss the boat. Even if it were possible to al ulate su h
approximations, they ouldn't be propagated through the formula for k in terms
of k+1 . Maybe, though, other kinds of approximation (e.g. ones relying on onvexity and duality) might be dis overed that ould work e e tively.
k

Cal ulation of expe tation values: Just be ause expe tations are integrals, and in-

tegration is a familiar, lassi al operation, that doesn't mean that expe ted values
are easy to al ulate. Even when the fun tion being integrated is expressed by an
analyti formula, an integral in three or more dimensions an be hard to ompute.
Roughly speaking, beyond dimension 10 numeri al integration is virtually impossible,
and diÆ ulties an set in mu h earlier than that.

S hemes based on multidimensional grids, for instan e, fail be ause the number of points
needed in a grid in order to ensure a reasonable degree of a ura y grows exponentially.
If 1000 points along the real line are needed to ompute an integral well with respe t to a
single variable, than with 10 integration variables there ould be the need for (1000)10 =
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1030 points making up a grid in IR10 . And this is just for omputing the value of a
single expe tation, whereas what we a tually have to aim at, in the ase of bk (xk ; uk ) =


E!k+1 k+1 F (xk ; uk ; !k+1 ) , is su h a value as parameterized by xk and uk !
Simulation and sampling: One idea that has attra ted a lot of attention for su h
reasons is the al ulation of expe tations approximately through sampling. Suppose for simpli ity that the distribution of !k doesn't really depend on xk or

uk . Instead of trying to al ulate the expe tation of k+1 Fk (xk ; uk ; !k+1 by
numeri al integration in !k+1 for ea h xk and uk (with respe t to the distribution
k+1 (xk ; uk )), we an think of using random number generators and simulation
in a s heme of produ ing a sample set of values !k1+1 ; !k2+1 ; : : : ; !ks+1 that mimi s
what might happen if we made s independent observations of !k+1 . We ould
then, as a sort of approximation, repla e the true expe ted value bk (xk ; uk ) by
the simulated \empiri al" expe ted value
1 Xs
q
k+1 Fk (xk ; uk ; !k+1 ):
k
s q=1
Note that there's no problem with maintaining dependen e on xk and uk .
b? (xk ; uk )

=

Interesting mathemati al questions then ome up. In what quanti able sense does bk?
approximate bk , and how does the number s of sample points a e t the loseness of
approximation? If simulation is used in ea h stage, the given ontrol problem is repla ed
by one in whi h all the probability distributions are dis rete and nite, and when this
altered problem is solved, an optimal initial u?0 is obtained whi h is likely to di er from an
initial ontrol u0 that would orrespond to solving the given problem, if that were possible.
Can we be sure that as the sample sizes in the simulation are in reased, u?0 will onverge
to u0 , or something like that? How big a sample might be needed in order for us to be
on dent about our loseness of approximation? These are subje ts of ongoing resear h
for whi h newly developed te hniques of variational analysis are essential.
Example of linear-quadrati regulation: A beautiful illustration of dynami programming at its best is seen in appli ations to stabilizing a system around a desired
state, su h as a state of equilibrium. Let's think of a system with states xk 2 IRd
(identi ed as the state spa e Xk for all k) whi h, in the absen e of any ontrols or
disturban es, would be governed by

xk = Axk

1

for a ertain matrix A 2 IRdd . The origin is a stationary point for su h dynami s:
if xk 1 = 0, then xk = 0. This ould be a stable rest point, in the sense that the
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traje tory x0 ; x1 ; : : : ; xk ; : : : generated from any initial state x0 exhibits onvergen e
to 0. (Certain onditions on the eigenvalues of A would imply that.) The origin
ould be then be interpreted as representing a state of stable equilibrium. Whether
this is the ase or not, let's imagine that the origin represents the state we wish the
system to rea h and maintain.
Deterministi

ontrol: Our wishes an only be exer ised through the possibility of

ontrol, however. Let's augment the dynami s now to

xk = Axk1 + Buk

1

for a ontrol ve tors uk in IRn (identi ed as the ontrol spa e Uk for all k) and
a ertain matrix B 2 IRdn . We an then imagine that if the system is initially
in a state x0 6= 0 we an perhaps steer it there by sele ting a sequen e of ve tors u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uk ; : : : ; uN 1 with the property that the orresponding traje tory
x0 ; x1 ; : : : ; xk ; : : : ; xN 1 ; xN generated from the augmented dynami s has xN = 0.
Whether this is possible or not, regardless of the initial state x0 , depends on the
matri es A and B and is an issue studied in ontrol theory. (There's an algebrai
answer whi h we don't need to go into here.) A less demanding riterion would
be the possibility that over an unlimited number of time periods one ould hoose
a ontrol sequen e su h that the orresponding state sequen e onverges to 0.
Supposing some degree of ontrol is possible, we an ask how it might be exer ised
optimally. It's standard to onsider minimizing a sum of expressions
1
1
2 xk Qxk + 2 uk Ruk

=: fk (xk ; uk )

in whi h Q and R are symmetri matri es in IRdd and IRnn , with Q positive semide nite
and R positive de nite. The quadrati term in xk gives a penalty for deviations of xk from
the desired state 0, while the quadrati term in uk measures the \energy" expended in
exe uting uk . (Doing nothing, i.e., taking uk = 0, osts nothing; energy is modeled as
growing quadrati ally with the magnitude of the ontrol e ort.)
Sto hasti ontrol: Consider now the situation in whi h the dynami s are really

xk = Axk

1 + Buk 1 + !k

= Fk (xk 1 ; uk 1 ; !k );

with !k representing a disturban e |a random ve tor in IRd having expe tation
E f!k g = 0, the distribution of !k being the same for every k and independent of
xk and uk ; we'll denote it simply by  . Even if the system started at x0 = 0 and
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we left it alone (taking uk = 0 for all k), the state xk ould wander farther and
farther from 0 as time passes. On the other hand, no matter how mu h ontrol
we might try to apply, the repeated disturban es ould keep us from being able to
keep the state at 0. But we ould still try to hoose the ontrols so as to minimize
a sum of quadrati expressions fk (xk ; uk ) of the type des ribed.
Dynami programming formulation: We are led to seek, for an arbitrary but xed


horizon N , a poli y u() = u0 (); u1(); : : : ; uN () that, regardless of the initial
state x0 , minimizes the expression
E

nXN
k=0

!0 ;:::;!N

o

1

1
2 xk Qxk + 2 uk (xk )Ruk (xk )

in whi h x1 ; : : : ; xN stand for the random variables generated from x0 and u()
by xk = Axk 1 + Buk 1 (xk 1 ) + !k . (The distribution of xk depends then on
that of (!1 ; : : : ; !k ), whi h is just the produ t of k opies of the distribution  .)
Appli ation of the dynami programming algorithm: We start by determining the

nal ost-to-go fun tion
N

(xN ) = inf n
uN 2IR

n

1
2 xN QxN

o

+ 12 uN RuN :

Trivially this de nition just yields
N

(xN ) = 12 xN QxN ;

uN (xN )  0:

Next we an invoke the formula for N 1 in terms of N in the dynami programming prin iple of optimality, employing this simple expression for N . In
working out all the details, we nd that N 1 is again a quadrati fun tion with
a positive semide nite matrix, but this time with a onstant term added. Further
iterations result in ost-to-go fun tions with this property as well.
To avoid ex ess algebrai tedium in the veri ation of this fa t, let's establish it by a
re ursive argument, whi h will also have the advantage of leading to an algorithm for
generating the matri es and onstants that are involved. The laim is that
k (xk )

= 12 xkKk xk +

k

for k = 0; 1; : : : ; N

for ertain symmetri , positive semide nite matri es Kk
hen e that k is onvex.
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2 IRdd and

onstants

k,

and

This has already been seen to be true for N with KN = Q and N = 0. Cal ulating
ba kwards, we suppose now that it's true for k+1 . From the formula for k in terms of
k+1 we get
k (xk ) = inf n
uk 2IR

n

1
1
2 xk Qxk + 2 uk Ruk +

= 12 xkQxk + inf n
uk 2IR
in whi h we have
k+1

n

E

!k+1

1
2 uk Ruk + ! E
k+1

k+1

Axk + Buk + !k+1

n
k+1

o

Axk + Buk + !k+1

oo



Axk + Buk + !k+1
= 21 [Axk + Buk + !k+1 ℄Kk+1 [Axk + Buk + !k+1 ℄ + k+1
= 12 [Axk + Buk ℄Kk+1 [Axk + Buk ℄
+ !k+1Kk+1 [Axk + Buk ℄ + 12 !k+1Kk+1 !k+1 + k+1 :

In taking the expe tation of this with respe t to !k+1 only the terms ontaining !k+1 are
a e ted, and moreover we have
E
!

k+1

n

!k+1Kk+1 [Axk + Buk + !k+1 ℄

o

= E f!k+1 gKk+1 [Axk + Buk + !k+1 ℄ = 0

be ause E f!k+1 g = 0. Adding the expe tation of 12 !k+1Kk+1 !k+1 to the onstant
to get a new onstant k , we obtain
k (xk )

= 21 xkQxk +

k

k+1

+ inf n 'k (xk ; uk )
uk 2IR

for the fun tion 'k de ned by

'k (xk ; uk ) := 12 ukRuk + 21 [Axk + Buk ℄Kk+1 [Axk + Buk ℄
= 12 xkA Kk+1 Axk + ukB  Kk+1 Axk + 12 uk[R + B  Kk+1 B ℄uk
(with  denoting transpose). Be ause Kk+1 is positive semide nite and R is positive definite, we have 'k (xk ; uk ) onvex jointly in xk and uk and stri tly onvex in uk , with the
matrix R + B  Kk+1 B being positive de nite and in parti ular nonsingular. The onvexity
of 'k ensures that inf uk 'k (xk ; uk ) is onvex in xk and therefore by the positive semide niteness of Q that k (xk ) is onvex in xk . The stri t onvexity in uk enables us to arry
out the minimization by taking the gradient of 'k (xk ; uk ) in uk and setting it equal to 0.
We get the equation
B  Kk+1 Axk + (R + B  Kk+1 B )uk = 0;
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whi h solves out to uk = (R + B  Kk+1 B ) 1 B  Kk+1 Axk . Substituting ba k to see what
the minimum value is, we ome up with
1

k (xk ) = 2 xk (Q + A Kk+1 A)xk
1 
(B Kk+1 Axk )(R + B  Kk+1 B ) 1 (B  Kk+1 Axk ) + k
2

h

i

= 21 xk (Q + A Kk+1 A) A Kk+1 B (R + B  Kk+1 B ) 1 B  Kk+1 A xk + k :

Seems ompli ated? This is indeed a quadrati form xk plus a onstant, in whi h the
matrix is symmetri and moreover positive semide nite, due to k being onvex. Thus,
we have veri ed that k inherits from k+1 the pattern laimed.

= 12 xkKk xk + k for the symmetri , positive de nite matri es Kk and onstants k  0 given re ursively by
8
< Kk = (Q + A Kk+1 A) A Kk+1 B (R + B  Kk+1 B ) 1 B  Kk+1 A;
k (xk )

Solution: The methodology has revealed that

:

k

for k = N

=

k+1

+E

n

1 ! K
2 k+1 k+1 !k+1

o

1; : : : : : : ; 0; starting from

KN = Q;

N

= 0;

and that an optimal poli y for stage k (any k < N ) is given by the linear rule

uk (xk ) = Lk xk ;

Lk = (R + B  Kk+1 B ) 1 B  Kk+1 A:

We wouldn't like to perform the indi ated matrix omputations ourselves by hand,
but for a omputer there's nothing to them, as long as they are numeri al stable.

Dynami programming as a sour e of ontrol laws: We've been looking at dynami

programming as a possible approa h to solving multistage ontrol problems under
un ertainty when an initial state a is given, but that doesn't do full justi e to the
subje t. It's real strength emerges in ir umstan es in whi h poli ies take on the
aura of \laws" about how the ontrol invoked should be di tated by the urrent
state. The results in the example of linear-quadrati regulation have su h a quality,
revealing in parti ular that \linear ontrol laws" suÆ e for that appli ation.

Models with repetitive ir umstan es: Dynami programming is espe ially of interest

in ir umstan es in whi h our attention is on entrated on the behavior as N
1 when the data elements in the problem are the same at every stage:

Xk = X ; Uk = U ; fk = f; Fk = F; k = :
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In su h models the imposition of a nite horizon N seems parti ularly arti ial,
and there's motivation for trying to understand the \limiting ase" that might
arise as the horizon re edes farther and farther into the future.
Asymptoti onsiderations: Let's indi ate the dependen e of the ost-to-go fun tions
on N by marking them with supers ript N . Thus, we have 0N ; 1N ; : : : ; NN , all
on the spa e X , given re ursively by
N
N (x) = inf f (x; u);
u2U
n
n
oo
N
N
(
x
)
=
inf
f
(
x;
u
)
+
F
(
x;
u;
!
)
for k = N 1; : : : ; 1; 0;
E
!
k
k+1
u2U
where the subs ripts have been dropped from x, u and ! be ause they are now super uous; the expe tations are taken always with respe t to the same distribution
 . Along with this we have optimal poli y fun tions given by

uNk (x) 2

k (x)
N

for the orresponding argmin sets. The question is what happens to these ostto-go fun tions and poli y fun tions as N ! 1. One may onje ture that, as
the horizon re edes into the inde nite future, the ost-to-go pi ture from stage 1
should more and more resemble the ost-to-go pi ture from stage 0. Heuristi ally
on this basis one is led to the following \steady-state" equation for an unknown
ost-to-go fun tion :
n

(x) = inf f (x; u) + E!
u2U
yielding the poli y fun tion
n

n

oo

F (x; u; ! )
n

;

oo

u(x) 2 argmin f (x; u) + E! F (x; u; ! ) :
u2U
There are some te hni al diÆ ulties with taking the onje tured equation for at
fa e value, be ause of onvergen e issues. Nevertheless, the asymptoti on ept
is important, and a major bran h of dynami programming theory is devoted to
justifying it in parti ular ases. The bene t is a single ontrol \law" x 7! u(x)
for generating the ontrol to be applied when in state x, no matter what stage
the pro ess might be in.
Linear-quadrati regulation revisited: These asymptoti onsiderations in the spe ial
ontext of the linear-quadrati regulator problem lead to the investigation of the
existen e of a symmetri , positive de nite matrix K su h that
K = (Q + A KA) A KB (R + B  KB ) 1 B  KA;
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whi h would be asso iated with a steady-state linear ontrol law

u(x) = Lx;

L = (R + B  KB ) 1 B  KA:

The spe ial relation that K is required to satisfy is alled a dis rete-time Ri ati
equation. Su h equations have been losely studied for the sake of this very
appli ation. It's known that under our assumptions about A, B , Q and R there
is indeed a unique symmetri , positive de nite matrix K providing a solution.
Moreover, if the matri es Kk and Lk previously generated are denoted by KkN
and LNk to indi ate their dependen e on the horizon N , one has
N
N
lim
!1 Lk = L for all k:
!1 Kk = K and Nlim

N

Deterministi equivalent: A remarkable feature of this spe ial ase is that the
asymptoti law u = Lx doesn't in any way involve the probability distribution
 for the disturban es! We would end up with the same matrix L no matter
what this distribution is (as long as it makes ! average out to 0). In fa t, it is
the same law that would be obtained if we dropped the disturban es entirely
and looked only at the orresponding deterministi problem! Unfortunately,
like the derivation of the law itself, this feature depends on the very simple
linear-quadrati stru ture and the absen e of any onstraints.
Adjustment of the onvergen e proposal: The example of linear-quadrati regulation

shows that the suggested equation for an \asymptoti " ost-to-go fun tion
might not orrespond quite to a limit of the fun tions kN as N ! 1. If we let
k = 12 xKk x, so that k = k + k for k = E!  21 !Kk+1 ! with N = 0, we
see that kN (x) onverges to (x) = 12 xKx, but
N

k

= kN +

XN
k=0

k

with 0 

n

k

o

! E! 12 !K! :



Unless E! 21 !K! = 0, whi h would ex lude appli ations with real disturban es,
we'd get kN (x) ! 1 for all x. Thus, the onvergen e proposal needs some degree
of modi ation, for instan e in terms of dis ounting future osts by some fa tor.
Future mathemati al hallenges: Little is known about the proposed asymptoti equa-

tion in general, although an ability to solve it approximately ould have interesting onsequen es in a number of situations where the designation of a parti ular
horizon N is troublesome.
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